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T’S A GREAT PLEASURE to present the 2007 Annual
Business Report—the official Faroes Business Review. Now
in its third volume, this publication sets out to highlight
major business events of the past year, and present the bulk
of the players that represent the exports and characterize the

investment environment of the Faroe Islands.
It can be said that the Report is entering a new stage as more

and more business people and officials have had time to discover it:
it’s becoming increasingly recognized as a leading authority on the
state of affairs of the generality of Faroese business.
We’re not reporting everything there is to report from the
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PERMissiOn, is PROHiBiTEd.
disClAiMER: THE PuBlisHER AssuMEs nO
REsPOnsiBiliTY FOR POssiBlE ERRORs,
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PuBliCATiOn, sHAll nOT BE liABlE FOR AnY
diRECT, sPECiAl, indiRECT, inCidEnTAl, OR
COnsEQuEnTiAl dAMAGEs, inCludinG WiTHOuT
liMiTATiOn, lOsT REVEnuEs OR lOsT PROFiTs,
WHiCH MAY REsulT FROM THE usE OF
inFORMATiOn OBTAinEd FROM THis PuBliCATiOn.
WHilE MAKinG nO COMMiTMEnT TO uPdATE THE
inFORMATiOn COnTAinEd HEREin, THE PuBlisHER
MAY MAKE CHAnGEs OR uPdATEs TO THE
COnTEnT, in PRinTEd, ElECTROniC OR OTHER
FORMAT, AT AnY TiME WiTHOuT nOTiCE.

remarkably lively business scene on the islands; on the contrary, we’re
highly selective and qualitative in our editorial considerations. In
order to give a reasonably detailed, yet broad account of events, items
and persons, we seek to turn complex issues into an easily readable
format.
The response has been amazing with enthusiastic and encouraging
remarks coming from near and far. “This gives me exactly the kind of
comprehensive insight I’ve been looking for,” one reader said.
Everywhere, the Annual Business Report is greeted with positive
surprise and astonishment over the advancement and wealth of the
country it presents. “How can an island community of less than 50,000
generate so much value?” the question goes.
No wonder we believe this publication is not only fi lling some
vacuum but indeed fulfilling a critical need and carrying out a specific
mission: to make quality information on Faroese businesses readily
available and easily accessible to an international audience.
We’re proud of being part of that mission.

Búi Tyril

Publisher and Editor in Chief
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62 Marine Electronics: Call the Cavalry • Going from scratch to taking

6 Vision 2015: Planning for the Future • Prime Minister Jóannes

over a sizeable share of the domestic marine electronics market in no time,
MP Teknik secured some good contracts to see demand soar among ships
and boats in home ports as well as in Greenland.

Eidesgaard on the Faroe Islands’ official strategic vision for the future,
pointing out some “appropriate instruments to pursue the objectives and
implement the strategies laid down in Vision 2015.”

64 Enter the Lion • Launching a behemoth Red Lion midwater trawl in

8 Building the Northwest • As Iceland and Faroe begin to exploit the

a new bid to attract the redfish segment, the Faroes’ fast growing fishing
gear manufacturer Vónin snatches a 22-percent share of world leader
Hampiðjan.

potential of a new economic union between the two countries, the Hoyvík
Agreement is seen as the charter for a redoubtable economic zone, as solid
and as formidable as the basalt that forms the very heart of the Faroes.

66 Turning South, Bergið Style • Drawing on the expert knowledge of

14 Privatizations: Golden Opportunities Presented • A growing influx

experienced skippers and trawlermen—and with business growth solid as
seacliff—Bergið Fishing Gear is working to attract foreign vessels to try
its specialty bottom trawls.

of foreign businesses has made the Faroes a highly competitive environment—with upcoming privatizations of government owned companies set
to attract new attention from international investors.

68 Working the Larsen Magic • Believed to offer the best lift to drag

16 Classy Cultural Center Expands Conference Capacity • More

ratio of any pelagic door design on the market, Injector’s new Stealth F15
trawl door demonstrates exceptional spread at minimal drag—promising
high catch rates at low fuel consumption.

than an architectural gem and a must see for any visitor to Faroe, the
Nordic House is becoming increasingly popular as a conference center,
with pretty good reason—and with a stylish extension underway.

70 Samskip Places Faroes at Center Stage in Corporate Identity •

18 Trade & Tourism: Another Phase, a New Face • The recent merger

After several strategic acquisitions, Samskip is refocusing its corporate
identity around its own name while redefining its main business units:
Iceland and Faroe Islands Service, Multimodal Container Logistics, and
Worldwide Reefer Logistics and International Forwarding.

of the Trade Council and the Tourist Board into one Trade & Tourism
Council is likely to remain high on the new managing director’s agenda
for a while—but it doesn’t stop her from bringing scores of innovative
ideas to the table.

72 Klaksvík’s Trump Card Terminal • A deepwater terminal that affords

20 Care to Dine with a View? • If branding the Faroes involves setting

36 Maru Seafood: Emerging as New Major • Presiding over the

50 Seafood Trader Delivers • For 20 unbroken years, Landshandilin has

up some spectacular tourist attraction, Elin Heinesen presented what
could become the ultimate experience for domestic and foreign visitors
alike—a marvel of a Cold War museum offering a majestic view of the
mountain tops.

country’s largest whitefish processing plant, two smokeries, eight fishing
vessels, and a well-trained sales force, Maru Seafood is now an integrated
fisheries group—and a main player in the Faroese seafood industry.

built up a strong and independent trading operation that specializes in
bringing top quality fish products—fresh, frozen, salted—from the Faroes
and Iceland to international markets.

large trawlers, container ships and cruise liners superior maneuverability—together with a giant underwater tunnel that links the town to the
rest of the country—is a key ingredient in Klaksvík’s bid as the best port
in the Faroes.

38 Pelagic Powerhouse • One of the world’s most highly developed

52 Vestsalmon: Doing It Right in Aquaculture • According to

74 Enhancing Services at Leading Pelagic Port • The Port of

pelagic filleter ever to be built, the new factory trawler Norðborg is set for
delivery by mid 2008—a huge investment for Klaksvík family company
Christian í Grótinum.

Vestsalmon, sea farming industry leader in the Faroes, success in
aquaculture requires practices that combine the most rigorous quality
controls with the art of giving juvenile fish adequate space, time and
nutrition in the right environment to secure optimum health and growth
conditions.

Fuglafjörður has added a deepwater terminal to offer heavy fuel oil while
at the same time giving cod fishing some new consideration—yet the
mayor has more in store for the home of the pelagic fishing industry.

fisheries, seafood Industry

22 Caught in the Net • The Faroese fish an amazing 614,000 tonnes per
year, just above one-half of it within their own EEZ—but groundfish
tends to catch too much attention of policymakers perceived to threaten
an otherwise well functioning system.

26 Management System That Makes Sense • With no incentive for
fishermen to land anything other than openly, catch figures are remarkably precise in Faroe, arguably giving the nation’s marine research
institute some of the most accurate statistics to work with; what’s the story
all about?

30 Sustainable Plus • In a country entirely dependent upon fisheries,
sustainability represents more than a modern management concept: it’s a
deeply rooted tradition and defines almost every R&D project, according
to the Ministry of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs.

32 Reinventing Faroe Seafood • Emerging as a refocused exporter with
core competencies in fish processing, and with enhanced sourcing
capabilities, Faroe Seafood retains its position among the world’s top
suppliers of fillets and portions of groundfish.

34 Framherji Consolidates Pelagic Position • Retreating from the
saithe business while keeping its major whitefish assets, Framherji
acquired a high performing vessel to become a serious player in the pelagic
sector—remaining one of the most versatile enterprises in the Faroe
fishing industry.
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40 Teamwork Concept Seen to Accelerate Success • Faroe Fish
Market passed its second year in operation with revenues up almost 20
percent although traded quantities decreased slightly during 2006—an
impressive performance that may owe much to the auction’s special
emphasis on teamwork.

42 PRG: Traditional Values, Modern Outlook • Salted fish, fresh fillets
and farmed salmon have long been PRG Export’s main product
categories, however salmon production is set to increase considerably this
year with new harvesting technology being implemented.

44 Extra Fresh, part ii • Invested with a new method for securing

54 Tavan’s Fish Sausage Plan • Adding flavors from around the world
to its growing range of gluten free fish sausages, health food manufacturer
Prima Fisk is looking to gain foothold in the Nordic markets for sandwich
fills.

56 Making Dryfish Drive Results • Building on the business success of
its high-quality stockfish concept, Faroe Marine Products is investing in a
new production hall to handle the rising processing needs of its up and
coming pet food division.

76 Mounting a Superb Logistics Service • Offering a 24/7 cold
storage, warehousing and management service to foreign and domestic
vessels, Bergfrost—in the heart of the thriving port of Fuglafjörður—
takes pride in handling goods in the most time-effective manner.

78 Smyril Blue Water Boosts Capacity • Extending its Tórshavn
offices and warehouse, Smyril Blue Water eyes new opportunities ranging
from the resurgence of fish farming, through growing demand for reefer
logistics, to Faroe offshore oil and gas exploration.

80 Faroe Agency: The Heat Is On • A couple of years since founded,
Faroe Agency finds itself hiring more personnel to handle the workload of
increased docking activities among foreign vessels calling at Faroese
ports—consolidating its position as the country’s leading shipping agency.

maximum freshness, Rainbow Seafood not long ago established itself
quickly as a leading exporter of fresh fish—then moved on to include fresh
fillets from its own processing facility, continuing its run of success.

Other Industries, Services

46 Family Firm Pushes the Boat out into Offshore Business • The

58 Competing with Confidence • Combine a new generation of Faroese

Justinussens order two platform supply vessels to go seriously into offshore
services—while keeping their fishing business including pair trawlers
Stjörnan and Polarhav and shrimp trawlers Havborg and Fríðborg.

business managers with the impact of globalization and new technology,
and you may find that alternatives—or complements—to seafood exports
could be about to… develop.

48 Taking Pair Trawling to a New Level • After successfully lengthen-

60 Leapfrogging the Unlinkable • Backed by unique, well-tested

ing Fram and Vestmenningur, Meðalsbrekka continues to invest in saithe
fishing: two brand new trawlers with freezing capacity are to replace
Columbus and Nornagestur.

expertise at domestic level, Faroese Telecom invests heavily in submarine
fiber optics to boost connectivity dramatically in the North Atlantic—a
giant leap with regional and international business opportunities in sight.

82 Runavík Readies Colossal Connection • With an excellent natural
harbor in the longest fjord of the Faroe Islands, the busy Port of Runavík
receives vessels of virtually any type and size—yet a mammoth development is set to make the port an ever more powerful magnet for new
business.

84 Thor Invests Heavily to Renew, Extend Fleets • Thor Offshore
Services moves to reduce the average age of its fleet of support ships,
ordering two newbuilds with more in the pipeline—as sister company
Thor Fisheries purchases two giant freezer trawlers.
AnnualBusinessReport 2007 •
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Business environment

86 Out Into the Open • With a modern transport and communication
infrastructure—and a fast growing financial market—the Faroe Islands
is emerging from obscurity with main attractions for investors featuring
soon-to-be privatized public corporations as well as lesser-known
enterprises.

90 Relaunching a Renewed Registry • Overhauled to become more
competitive, the Faroese open ship registry, FAS, is geared for
international promotion—combining serious tax incentives and efficient
administrative routines with high quality standards and comprehensive
services.

92 Floating the Oak • 2006 turned out to be another record-breaking
year for the Eik Bank, as operational results set the perfect stage for the
bank’s initial public offering on the VMF/OMX Nordic Exchange in
Iceland, scheduled in the fi rst half of 2007.

‘I

when it comes to business environment and quality

vision 2015: PlanninG for the future

of life.” This statement in my annual speech at the

organizations, a strong focus on international

issues. In the short term the target is the UN

opening of Parliament in 2005 was the inception of

areas where the Faroes have natural competi-

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO),

Vision 2015. It is beyond the scope of this brief introduction to

tive advantages, and finally the creation of a

where the Faroes are applying for associated

go into the many details of our strategic vision for the future.

clear competitive identity for the Faroes in

membership.

Suffice it to say that a large number of strategy groups have

international relations.

N 2015 THE FAROES SHALL BE a leading nation

The Ministry of Trade and Industry re-

discussed, drafted and—after hearing a panel representing key

The Government has already taken sev-

cently merged two of its agencies—the Trade

sectors of Faroese society—redrafted goals and objectives for

eral initiatives with a view to professionalizing

Council and the Tourist Board. This entails

specific areas. The groups have also identified strategies for

our handling of external relations:

several advantages for the Faroese business

achieving these objectives.

Within the Prime Minister’s Office we

community internally as well as a better coor-

The work of the strategy groups will be published shortly,

have enhanced efforts at our mission in Brus-

dinated and more focused international mar-

and will be a source of inspiration for policy initiatives for

sels to cater for closer links with EU and our

keting of the Faroes and Faroese products and

94 Notio: Trading Company Shares By Way of Business • An

years to come. But a formulated vision and a strategy to make

ambitions for future EFTA membership. A

services. And the Ministry of Education and

established player in the Faroese venture capital market with a
diversified portfolio, Notio—the country’s fi rst private venture
company—is looking to “participate at some level” in the upcoming
privatization of government owned corporations.

it operational is not enough. In order to make the vision a

new mission is being established in Reykjavík in order to fully

Culture has established Faroese national contact points to deal

reality, the right tools or strategic entities for implementation

exploit the opportunities created by the free trade agreement

with relevant EU bodies with respect to EU’s 7th Research

96 And Now, Ketchup Effect • Partly inspired by the example of the
Icelanders, the Faroese Securities Market (VMF) may at last have
succeeded in laying the cornerstones of what now is fast becoming a
whole new, dynamic financial environment in the Faroe Islands.

are necessary

with Iceland. Our Department of Strategy and Economic De- Framework Programme.

It is therefore pertinent to ask: Does the Faroes have such
strategic entities?
As an example let us look at the suggestions from the
strategy group dealing with the challenges of globaliza-

velopment organizes regular trade missions to foreign coun-

Although these initiatives to establish strategic entities

tries and has already undertaken work, together with relevant

represent major steps forward in the organization of Faroese

stakeholders, to map the competitive identity of the Faroes.

external relations, they do not guarantee future success.

The Fisheries Policy Unit within the Ministry of Fish-

What they do guarantee are appropriate instruments to

98 Upbeat Föroya Banki Set For New Era • Backed by very strong

tion. Here the proposals include focus on international trade,

eries has been upgraded in order to streamline bilateral and

pursue the objectives and implement the strategies laid down

financial results and a giant international loan to boost liquidity and
finance expansion, Föroya Banki scales up business operations—
anticipating its own privatization and public listing on the OMX in
Copenhagen and Reykjavík.

gradual reduction and removal of trade barriers, closer links

multilateral negotiations as well as secure a focused Faroese

in Vision 2015. That is a very important first step on the road

between the business community and the public sector, ac-

presence in regional fishery management organizations and

to success.

tive foreign policy with membership in relevant international

international organizations dealing with fisheries and oceans

Jóannes Eidesgaard
Prime Minister

100 Kicking Off Creative Business • Creativity and innovation as
business concepts have gained prominence in the Faroes in the last few
years; now the Klaksvík Innovation Center is taking buzzwords to a
new level, helping young entrepreneurs throughout the country to kick
start themselves.

enerGy, oil & Gas exploration

102 Persistence Can Pay • The Atlantic Frontier spirit is most
definitely alive and kicking in Faroe with the William being drilled this
year—but making sure exploration continues remains crucial as it might
take years before any commercial oil or gas discoveries are made.

farOe islands (förOyar)

The Faroe islands is located

in the north Atlantic (62°n 7°W), approximately 430
kilometers southeast of iceland, 600 kilometers west of norway

Population: 48,219 (2006). Of this number, 19,315

always maintained a special jurisdiction along with their distinct lan-

lived in the Tórshavn (capital) region and 4,889 in

guage and culture.

Klaksvík, which is the second largest town.

and 300 kilometers northwest of scotland. The Faroes is com-

Language: The written and spoken language is Faroese. The

Political System: Together with denmark and Greenland, the Faroe

prised of 18 islands, separated by narrow sounds or fjords.

Faroese language is a north Germanic language closely related

islands constitutes the Kingdom of denmark, which is a constitu-

to icelandic and to the dialects of western norway. nordic lan-

tional monarchy. since 1948, the Faroe islands has had an extensive

Land Area: 1400 square kilometers; 545 square miles. The distance

guages and English are understood and spoken by most Faroese.

Home Rule — where so-called Joint Affairs are under danish state

from the northernmost point of the archipelago to the southernmost is

Religion: Approximately distributed as follows: Evangelical lutheran

authority, while Faroese affairs are under Faroese Home Rule ad-

106 William: You never know… • This year’s exploration well in the

113 km, and the distance from east to west is 75 km. The largest island

Church: 85 percent; Christian Brethren: 10 percent; Other: 5 percent.

ministration and legislation. The Faroe islands has, for example, its

Faroes has operator BP well prepared for having to penetrate anything
between 500 and 700 meters of basalt cover, making William in all
probability as expensive as last year’s Brugdan—and as exciting.

is streymoy (375 km ) and the capital, Tórshavn, is situated there. The
History: The Faroe islands is believed to have been discovered and

administration. in May 2005, the Home Rule Act was supplemented

own independent area regarding customs and excise, taxation and

2

highest point, slættaratindur, is 882 m and the average elevation above
sea level is just over 300 m;

inhabited
in the 8th century or earlier by irish settlers. The norwe60 N

with Act no. 91/2004, which will make it easier for the Faroese

108 Atlantic Petroleum: A New Optimism • With fresh capital raised

the total coastline is a little

gian colonization began about hundred years later and developed

Government to take over all matters, except matters that are directly

and fi rst oil flowing this year, Atlantic Petroleum is determined to farm
into more prospects in the UK and Ireland while keeping an eye on
potential company acquisitions—likewise intending to participate in the
Third Licensing Round in the Faroes.

above 1,000 km. The climate

110 Looking to Learn From the UK • Oil and gas offshore the Faroes
is still in very early stages with only the sixth exploration well being
drilled this year, however the Faroes Oil Industry Group closely follows
developments on the UK side of the Faroe-Shetland Channel, with
good reason.

6 • AnnualBusinessReport 2007

FAROE ISLANDS

is typically oceanic; the weather is moist, changeable and at
times windy. due to the influence of the Gulf stream, there
is little variation between winter and summer temperatures.

Tórshavn

NORTH
ATLANTIC
OCEAN

throughout the Viking Age. The settlers established their own parlia-

linked to full sovereignty. Acceptance from the danish authority in

ment on Tinganes in Tórshavn. The Faroese Parliament is believed

each case is no longer necessary. The Faroese Parliament (lögting)

to be the oldest in Europe. norway and denmark joined in a double

is the legislative assembly for Faroese affairs, and also appoints

monarchy in the late 14th century. When norway in 1814 was ces-

the Prime Minister (lögmaður), who — along with his cabinet min-

sioned to the King of sweden, the Faroe islands and Greenland

isters — constitutes the Faroese Government (landsstýri). The

remained under the sovereignty of the danish Monarch. due to the

lögting has at most 32 MPs elected from seven constituencies.

large
geographical distance to norway and denmark, the Faroese
40 N

— Information Memorandum 2006
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nniberg is one of those imposing, larger-thanlife natural wonders that leaves the senses a bit dizzy. Its
massiveness rises out of the sea to a numbing 754 meters

(2474 feet) and one is left benumbed pondering what tremendous forces must have thrust it soaring into the air to
stand sentinel over the northern reaches of the Faroe ar-

chipelago. Some 60 million years ago the earth opened and Enniberg’s basalt

Maria Olsen

E

As Iceland and the Faroes begin to exploit the potential of a new
economic union between the two countries, the Hoyvík Agreement
is seen as the charter for a redoubtable economic zone, as solid and
as formidable as the basalt that forms the very heart of the Faroes.

by Michael Paul Reveal

foundations were laid down upon the existing continent, long before there

was even a drop of water in the North Atlantic Ocean. Eons passed. Tropical
forests came and went. Ice ages came and went. Eventually, pressures great
and small tipped the remnants of the gigantic Faroe plateau and Enniberg
rose out of the sea like some mighty ship’s bow. Today, the waves churn and
swirl around the monumental sea cliff in dazzling displays of foam and froth.
Enniberg is definitely the highest sea cliff in Europe—some would even say
the world—and it seems to be charging through the seas, leading the entire
archipelago northward, onward to Iceland.
Indeed, the two countries are striving to merge. Not geologically, of course,
but in truth, the two countries are moving closer and closer economically, as
pressures great and small, again, impact the destiny of the Faroes. As legend
has it, a giant from Iceland once tried to drag the entire archipelago back
home, so smitten was he with its beauty. Alas, his nocturnal adventure was
spoiled by the rising sun, which swiftly turned him into stone for attempting
such a brazen act. What giants of old could not achieve has nevertheless come
about. Forced to address the collective economic future of the region, both
the Faroes and Iceland agreed that it was timely to join forces to enhance the
region’s comparative competitive advantage and the two countries struck a
deal that no doubt will play a decisive role in the destiny of the two countries,
especially for the Faroes. Such a venturesome initiative is indeed reminiscent
of the exploits and resourcefulness of Magnus Heinason and Nólsoyar Pall,
both national Faroese folk heroes, who, each in his turn, contributed to the
economic advancement of the Faroes.
The Faroes sits alone and isolated in the mid-most heart of the North
Atlantic, essentially equidistant from Iceland, Norway and Scotland, home
to some 48,000 people. According to tradition, adventuresome Vikings from
Western Norway and settlements in the UK and Ireland founded the Faroes
early in the 9th century. Early on, trade flourished with Norway and the population grew. By the end of the 13th century, there were some 4,000 people spread
about the Faroes. Yet, inexplicably the Faroes plunged into economic chaos in
the 14th century. Perhaps it was the Black Death; there are certainly legendary
accounts that tell of whole villages being wiped out.
By 1361, Hanseatic merchants had gained access to the trade routes in
the North Atlantic from the Norwegian king, but still the Faroes remained
isolated and forgotten. Even though traditionally aligned with Norway, the
Faroes eventually fell under the rule of the Danish king. On several occasions,
he tried in vain to give them away to Henry VIII in exchange for loans to keep
 • AnnualBusinessReport 2007
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Faroe Islands Tourist Board

Dánial Lydersen

an intrepid adventurer and a native of
the Faroes. He pledged to rid the Faroes
of pirates and built the fort that protects
the harbour of Tórshavn, the capital of
the Faroes, even to this day. Much beloved by King Frederik II, Heinason was

100 marks a year for the Faroes from

1777, the king introduced the ‘slave law’,
so-called because anyone who wished to
marry had to own land able to support
a family. This was nigh unto impossible
and the population stagnated. The slave

officialdom was concerned and upon the

law as well forced those who wished to

death of Frederick II, they had him sum-

leave the Faroes to pay a huge, impos-

marily tried and beheaded in 1589. In

sible sum. In the end, the able-bodied

true bureaucratic fashion, a full pardon

men had no choice but to be conscripted
for the fields and the fishing boats. Oth-

appeal.
Eventually, in 1619 the official

two merchants in Hamburg. These mer- trade route shifted from Bergen to Cochants proceeded to demand both taxes

Church following the Reformation. In

decidedly the enemy as far as Danish

his government afloat. In 1529, the Dan- was eventually granted in due time upon
ish king succeeded eventually in gaining

the crown confiscated from the Catholic

penhagen. Smuggling was rampant, as

to the Danish king were greeted with

ers toiled at tasks for the trade monopoly,

but little response.

moving trade goods on and off the ships.

Finally, upon the death of Frederick Gabel, the king intervened and dis-

Deplorable as it sounds, this law was not
repealed until 1846.

and enforcement of a trade monopoly.

one could well imagine, even though of- patched a royal commission to investi-

Times, to say the least, were hard.

ficially all trade flowed through the trade

gate conditions in the Faroes. Seizing

New era: During this period, there

monopoly. Eventually, the Danish king,

upon the opportunity, the Danish king

was one bright economic star—Nólsoyar

Trade monopoly until 1846: The

perhaps again in need of funds, trans- took over the trade monopoly himself

Páll. Born and bred on the island of

Reformation in 1536 began to unravel

ferred the Faroes in fief to one Christof- in 1709. War was rampant at this time

Nólsoy (which protects the harbor of

the cultural foundations of the Faroese.

fer Gabel, who ruled the Faroes with an

and the king needed a steady supply of

Tórshavn), he boldly took the step of

Political and economic control was se- iron, albeit distant, fist. The Danish king

woolen stockings for his navy and army.

becoming the second Faroese to own an

cured in the Danish crown. Danish be- allowed Gabel both economic and politi- The frames used by the Faroese to pro-

ocean-going ship. Not since Magnus

came the language of the church and

cal control of the Faroes, which flowed

duce these stockings are still to be found

Heinason, some 200 years previously,

government and Faroese was relegated

to his son, Frederick, upon Gabel’s

in the national museum, testament to

had a native-Faroese owned such a ship.

to the home. There was a reprise of sorts

death. During this period, the prices of

the harsh reality of a trade monopoly

He engaged in ferrying goods from the

in 1579 when the existing trade mo- imported goods soared, while exports

that limited the economic growth of

American colonies, transshipping the

nopoly was given to Magnus Heinason,

the Faroes and held it ransom for the

goods in the Faroes and then slipping

meager supply of foodstuffs and other

them into England, which at the time

goods the king exchanged for his woolen

placed heavy import duties on goods

stockings.

from America. He was the undisputed

fetched next to nothing. Protestations
Maria Olsen

The Cape Enniberg, rising 754 meters from the ocean, viewed from west of Settorva
(above); Faroese girl wearing a national costume (top left); guillemots thrive on
the Enniberg (top far left); scene from the idyllic village of Gjógv (bottom left).

Nonetheless, conditions were bet-

champion of free trade, as one might

ter under the royal trade monopoly

imagine. He even successfully convinced

than under that of the Gabel family.

the Danish authorities, as well as the

storehouses of the royal trade monopoly

Faroese were involved with the export of

However, governmental control was

Faroese themselves, of the advantages of

in Tórshavn.

fish in one way or another, a fact that is

again consolidated in Denmark and the

free trade.

Faroese were restricted in their efforts

10 • AnnualBusinessReport 2007
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Legislation was set to be introduced

Early in the 1830s, interest in fishing
grew. Following a sojourn to the Scot-

still the norm today.
Venturing out to Scotland was the

to expand trade or to promote the eco-

on 1 January 1796, only to be forestalled

tish isles in 1839, the Faroese returned

tipping point for the Faroese. The times

nomic advancement of the country as a

by the Napoleonic Wars. Alas, again, the

with an enthusiasm for fishing that has

demanded a new reality. Soon thereafter,

whole. Reportedly people on the remoter

need for stockings outweighed any other

become the hallmark of the country. By

the trade monopoly collapsed and was of-

islands perished from starvation even

local economic considerations. Nólsoyar

the 1840s, fish comprised some 40 per- ficially ended on 1 January 1856. Toward

though food was available in Tórshavn.

Páll perished at sea in 1809, some would

cent of the total export. Faroese wool

the close of 2006, the Faroese celebrated

Eventually, the king espoused an even

offer under mysterious circumstances, en

was still in demand and still lived up to

the end of the monopoly by marking the

crueler law in league with the farmers

route to the Faroes with a load of grain,

its name as Faroese gold, but obviously

150th anniversary of its demise. Almost

he had appointed to run the huge farms

which no doubt was not destined for the

times were changing. By the 1850s, most

at the same time as it was celebrating the

AnnualBusinessReport 2007 •
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joint committee has been established

of 97 percent of the Faroese export is fish

to review the technical issues that are

and fish products, a fact that is both good

part and parcel of merging the laws

and bad. An economy based for the most

and regulations of two countries so that

part on a single raw resource stands in

trade can flow as easily as possible and

peril. The vagaries of a single market-

the potential of such a free trade agree-

place alone can determine the economic

ment can emerge for businesses in both

strength of the whole country. In the late

countries.

1980s, by way of illustration, the Faroes

What is most important for the

boasted one of the highest per capita

Faroese, however, is the potential to

incomes in the world, due in large mea-

learn about international expansion and

sure to outstanding fi sh catches and

the nurturing of businesses flung about

soaring market prices, only to be plunged

the planet. The Faroese have but little

into the depths of depression in the

experience in operating multinational

early 1990s when the catches evaporated

businesses. Many of the subsidiaries that

and prices dwindled to the ridiculous.

Faroese companies do operate abroad are

Following these disastrous events

located in Denmark. The Hoyvík Free

and fully conscious of the necessity to

Trade Agreement enables the Faroese to

expand the Faroese economy and to

branch out, to become more competi-

ensure its stability long-term, the Faro-

history, the country marked the begin- ese government launched initiatives to
ning of a new era with the announcement

become more integrated economically

of the free trade agreement with Iceland,

with its surrounding neighbors and the

tive and to collaborate effectively with
Icelandic companies in ventures both
locally and internationally. In essence,

which hopefully will prove to be a simi- EU itself.

Hoyvík Free Trade Agreement with

lar major turning point in the economic

Because of concern over fi shing

Iceland has opened up a new window

rights within its territorial waters, the

vitality of the country.

export Value in dkk 1,000 by country: Top 24

source: statistics Faroes

MARiA OlsEn

MARiA OlsEn

end of this infamous period in Faroese

learninG from iceland: Upwards

united Kingdom
denmark
norway
France
spain
Germany
Japan
Russia
italy
iceland
China
Canada
Greece
nigeria
netherlands
Poland
sweden
Greenland
Finland
usA
lithuania
switzerland
latvia
ukraine

2005
1,027,239
516,963
211,014
294,598
348,745
183,017
125,813
131,532
98,936
65,037
76,272
70,475
53,087
41,004
28,317
95,235
24,822
11,416
20,893
33,925
36,062
3,508
446
25,139
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2006
1,020,011
457,684
384,906
383,543
314,935
223,427
121,258
114,534
98,954
91,944
69,947
60,461
53,773
44,758
39,832
29,431
27,120
26,573
26,204
25,497
23,615
23,183
18,183
17,292

Baiting contest during the Klaksvík’s annual Seaman’s Day celebrations (above); Faroese children
playing with live fish during Seaman’s Day (left); sheep are 70,000 strong in the Faroes (below).

the Faroes and Iceland will become one
rather large and viable market. The existence of such a market will no doubt

of downright exuberant economic op-

international Icelandic shipping com- (1.61bn eur), with before tax profits in

strengthen the region’s comparative

Faroes has remained outside of the Eu- portunity for both countries. The agree-

pany, Eimskip, is certainly one example. 2006 of some 307 million dkk (41m

advantage, as the two countries jointly

ropean Union. Neither is it a member of

Eimskip, long established in the Faroes, eur).

attempt to attract international business

the European Free Trade Association, 2006 and as a consequence ushered in

recently absorbed the Faroese freight

to the area, as well as take jointly de-

better known as EFTA, the economic

a new era of collaboration between the

company, Faroe Ship, into its opera- proud ancestors: This type of

veloped initiatives worldwide that have

confederation comprised of Iceland,

two countries on the so-called ‘four free-

tions in the Faroes. Kaupthing Bank is

economic expansion and fiscally sound

been market-tested in the new Iceland-

Norway, Liechtenstein and Switzer- doms’—the free flow of goods, services,

another key example. Several years ago,

development is exactly what the Hoyvík

Faroe marketplace.

land. As a consequence, the Faroes

capital and people between the two

it entered the Faroese financial market

Free Trade Agreement anticipated and

The pursuit of international free

must tediously negotiate its own trade

countries.

in a joint venture with Föroya Sparikassi.

encourages. In many ways, it affords the

trade is again emerging as the dominant

Initially, when the agreement was

Recently, Sparikassi left the venture and

Faroese the opportunity to experiment

economic theme in the Faroes. Magnus

relationships with the EU and with the

ment entered into effect on 1 November

countries in EFTA. It has come a long

being negotiated many in the Faroes

Kaupthing moved to a new location and

with expansion into a receptive market

Heinason and Nólsoyar Páll would be

way in this regard, however, and meets

considered such an agreement to be just

now offers investment banking services,

and culture, as a stepping-stone to other

deservedly proud that their fledgling ef-

annually with delegations from the EU

another trade monopoly, only this time

commercial loans and property and

even more sophisticated ventures in

forts have finally begun to bear fruit.

to address a wide range of issues, includ- with our Viking kindred to the north.

asset management expertise. Föroya

Europe and the rest of the world. At the

ing trade quotas (mostly for fish and re- Icelandic companies had long been in-

Sparikassi certainly learned a great deal

same time, it opens the potential for

lated products) and the free movement of

terested in Faroes and had been doing

from this venture as well. It subsequently

Icelandic investment in the Faroes, not

people and capital. The Faroes has also

deals for years, especially in the fishing

expanded internationally by purchasing

only of capital, but also of international

negotiated observer status with EFTA

industry. Without a doubt, the Iceland-

a bank in Denmark while acquiring the

market expertise.

and is aggressively seeking full member- ers have the money and the international

majority of the shares of an Icelandic

ship in EFTA.

experience to capitalize on good busi-

savings bank, and is now known as Eik

most part flow between the two coun-

ness opportunities in the Faroes. The

Bank with assets of some 12 billion dkk

tries without any burdensome tariffs. A

Yet, the signing of the so-called

Now goods and services for the
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A growing influx of foreign
businesses has made the
Faroes a highly competitive
environment—with upcoming
privatizations of government
owned companies set to
attract new attention from
international investors.

Prime Minister Jóannes Eidesgaard
in the corridors of Parliament (center);
Föroya Banki’s headquarters (right);
Tinganes with the Prime Minister’s
office (bottom right).

The Prime Minister’s Office
Department of Foreign Affairs
PO Box 64, FO 110 Tórshavn

economy works to propel the country to

http://www.tinganes.fo
E-Mail: info@tinganes.fo
Tel.: +298 351010
Fax: +298 351015

become “a more proactive participant” in

Prime Minister: Jóannes Eidesgaard

the global marketplace.

Permanent Secretary: Marjun Hanusardóttir

“Things move very quickly in the

member of several subcommittees that

hile plans to include

Faroes,” he says. “One or two years ago,

deal with specific privatization objects,

Faroese Telecom in the Faro-

talk of global perspectives in business or

Mr Johansen is one of the key persons

ese government’s forthcoming wave of

government would often be dismissed

involved in the current privatization

privatizations have been preliminary fro-

as pure fantasy. Today, globalization is

schemes. However the case of Föroya

zen for lack of political consensus, the

part of everyone’s thinking. The com- Banki is somewhat different inasmuch

bulk of the scheme remains on track.

parison between a super tanker and a

as the bank, technically, is owned by the

It comprises commercial bank Föroya

speed boat may apply here: the Faroes as

1992 Finance Fund, which works inde-

Banki, pension fund and life insurance

the fast moving, extremely maneuverable

pendently of the government’s system of

company Lív, and air carrier Atlantic

speed boat, and larger societies as the big,

departments and agencies.

W

Privatizations:
Golden
opportunities
presented

Airways, all of them well consolidated
companies with a history of success.
Symbolically, for many Faroese
who remember the financial turmoil
that occurred a decade-and-a-half ago,
the upcoming privatizations are seen to
mark a final farewell to the unpopular
crisis measures of the early 1990s.
“You could say we have a luxury
problem on our hands,” says Prime

heavily loaded supertanker.”

“All of these companies that are be-

Some may, to a degree, attribute re- ing offered for sale now are potentially
cent developments in the Faroese busi- very attractive for investors. Their age
ness community to the ‘Iceland effect’

ranges from just over 30 to just over 100

as initiated with the entry of Icelandic

years; all of them are highly respected

financial services companies less than a

and financially strong, and all of them

decade ago and now institutionalized

have excellent market positions and are

in a comprehensive trade agreement

poised for international growth. We have

between the governments of the two

highly favorable events taking place in

countries.

their respective business environments,

“What is hardly disputed today

such as the deregulation of the insur-

government, we generally do not think

is that many Faroese companies have

ance and pensions market, the ongoing

we should own or operate commercial

evolved to a high degree of internation- mergers and acquisitions, the toughen-

corporations. We consider it necessary

alization in a very short time frame,” Mr

ing competitive environment, and the

Johansen maintains. “Not that we didn’t

increasing level of globalization.”

to sell these companies, preferably both
to strategic investors and to the Faroese

Maria Olsen

Minister Jóannes Eidesgaard. “As a

habit the islands—foreigners are amazed

were very few. What we’re seeing now

sent taxpayer assets and we will seek to

under normal competitive conditions.

when made aware of the general level of

is a whole culture of internationalism

secure a fair price. Time has come for the

The government’s job, on the other hand,

wealth. Some find it hard to believe that

in the business community with success

government to move away from non-core

is to provide for political stability and a

so few people would be capable of creat-

stories ranging from security software

business; instead, we should free up our

strong social services infrastructure. We

ing such an advanced community, chiefly

and telecom to maritime services to art

resources for optimum use. Privatizing

are not going to privatize merely for the

funded and facilitated by their own ex-

and entertainment—all of which seems

these companies will hopefully generate

sake of it—there is a clear limit—and

ports and communication systems.

to indicate that we’re building a more

revenues that can be spent on core priori- health care and social security are generally speaking beyond that limit.”
Given the reality of the Faroese

According to Áki Johansen, Direc-

The Mission of the Faroes
to the European Union
73 Aarlenstraat — Rue d’Arlon 73
B-1040 Brussels, Belgium
Tel.: +32 (2) 233 08 55
Counsellor / Head of Mission:
Hákun J. Djurhuus
The Representation of the Faroes in London
55 Sloan Street
London SW1X 9SR, UK
Tel.: +44 (0) 20 7333 0227
Counsellor/Representative of the Faroes:
Sigmundur Ísfeld
The Representation of the Faroes
in Copenhagen
Strandgade 91, 4. sal
DK-1401 Köbenhavn K, Denmark
Tel.: +45 32 83 37 70
Counsellor/Representative of the Faroes:
Herálvur Joensen

tor for the Department of Strategy and

diverse export industry to complement
the all-dominant seafood.”

Economic Development at the Prime

As chairman of the government’s

companies, commercial banks and air- home market—a mere 48,000 people in- Minister’s Office, the strong Faroese

special Privatization Task Force and a

14 • AnnualBusinessReport 2007

The Prime Minister’s Office is the
administrative office of the Prime Minister,
charged with preparing, carrying out and
following up tasks presented to the Prime
Minister according to the constitution; of
these tasks, the Department of Foreign
Affairs is responsible for coordinating
matters relating to foreign policy.

markets since many decades; but those

stock market. These companies repre- lines are best operated as free enterprises

Mr Eidesgaard adds: “Insurance

Press Secretary: Björt Samuelsen
Tel.: +298 551041

have strong companies, active in foreign

people, partly through flotation on the

ties and payment on government debt.”

Department of Foreign Affairs Director:
Herluf Sigvaldsson
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Classy cultural center   expands
conference capacity
include a medium-sized auditorium with

The Nordic House in the Faroe Islands
Norðari Ringvegur, FO 110 Tórshavn
http://www.nlh.fo
E-Mail: nlh@nlh.fo
Tel.: +298 351351
Fax: +298 351350

Says Ms Johannesen: “Business and

arena-style seating for a maximum audi- culture don’t necessarily have to be sepaence of 170, plus five separate rooms for

rate—sometimes it’s quite the opposite.

meetings, seminars or other events.

This house encompasses both, and it’s
apparently becoming more in demand

‘Extra experience’: While the con-

to mix cultural elements into business

ference facilities already offered by the

events, and I think that’s really where

house may well suffice for hosting a

the Nordic House stands out. Business

number of high quality events and large

and culture complement each other and

Managing Director: Niels Halm
Project Manager: Urd Johannesen
The Nordic House’s aim is to support
and promote Nordic and Faroese culture,
locally and in the Nordic region.
The house is designed as a versatile
building and is used both a leading cultural
house and an international conference
center — the best in the Faroe Islands.

gatherings in every season, the addi- a combination is often profitable for
tional capacity will allow for a more

both.”

focused effort in the field of business

When the extension has been com- municipality of Tórshavn and the A.P.

conferences, seminars, meetings and

pleted, events held may for instance in- Møller and Wife Chastine McKinney

similar activities. And it will come han- clude sessions of the Nordic Council of
dy as demand for business related events
continues to soar.

Ministers, says Mr Halm.

Maria Olsen

T

“It’s kind of a balancing act,” says

center in the Faroes and I’d say we’re

are likely to be held overseas—those who

Nordic House project manager Urd

well-geared for events of many sizes

want to add some extra experience to

Johannesen. “This is a cultural house and

but things like Nordic Council sessions

their events.”

present—however that might be differ- additional conferences a year, and the

but conferences and meetings also form

ent when the extension is built.”

for holding events here… I think people

under the Nordic Council of Ministers,

“Four events before the summer

have become more aware of the advan- funded mainly through the Council,

season and four events shortly after the

tages the Nordic House has to offer and

with an annual contribution from the

season, each approximately 150 persons,

how well suited it is.”

Faroese government. The current exten- will be well in line with the capacity of

that distinguishes very clearly between

early 1980s.

cultural events and business events, a

house is now set for an extension that

opened almost 25 years ago. Conceived

capacity.

“The result will be both independent

more integrated approach is often seen

and integrated in relation to the main

in the Nordic House, highlighting the

“We were fortunate that architect

building. It’s a separate house and it will

fact that there is no business life with-

tects Ola Steen from Norway and Koll- Steen is still active in the business,” says

be placed behind the main building but

out culture, and no cultural life without

brún Ragnarsdóttir from Iceland, the

Niels Halm, managing director of the

the two will be connected via an under-

business.

quietly stunning building so perfectly

Nordic House in the Faroe Islands. Mr

ground passage.”

blending into its environment has proved

Halm explains that the architect was

With construction work scheduled

highly versatile. Used for many kinds

contacted and was willing and able to

to begin during the second half of 2007,

of concerts, exhibitions, special events

take on the project. Effectively, he will

the two-story, 15 million dkk (2m eur /

and—to an increasing extent—inter- dust off a part of his original design of

1.4m gbp) Nordic House extension will

as a cultural house, designed by archi-

16 • AnnualBusinessReport 2007

The Nordic House in the Faroe Is- local hotels to offer accommodation and
lands functions as a cultural organization

the house that was ditched back in the

will considerably expand its conference

Nordic House will be cooperating with

fact, we have to turn down some requests

national meetings and conferences, the

quite the same in Tórshavn since

The target has been set to eight

cially in the evenings and at week-ends;

In spite of a prevalent viewpoint

the Nordic House in the Faroe Islands

“We’ll be looking to market our new
facilities with a focus on conferences that

part of the core activities. As a matter of

hings have never been

Møller General Purpose Fund.

“This is already the best conference

we do prioritize cultural events, espe- would be a bit too much of a stretch at

More than an architectural gem and a must see for any visitor to Faroe, the Nordic House is becoming
increasingly popular as a conference center, with pretty good reason—and with a stylish extension underway.

Council, the Faroese government, the

sion project is sponsored by the Nordic

related services.

this town,” Mr Halm says.

Project manager Urd Johannesen in
the Nordic House Lobby (left);
the Nordic House seen from
the southern side (right).
meeting in the Klingran (top).
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Trade & Tourism: Another
phase, a new face
The recent merger of the Trade
Council and the Tourist Board
into one Trade & Tourism
Council is likely to remain high
on the new managing director’s
agenda for a while—but it doesn’t
stop her from bringing scores of
innovative ideas to the table.

I

Faroe Islands Trade & Tourism Council

Faroe Islands Trade & Tourism Council
managing director Elin Heinesen (left);
business adviser Steinbjörn í Dali (right);
Trade & Tourism’s Annleyg Lamhauge,
Inga Simonsen (bottom left);
former Trade Council managing director
Kjartan Kristiansen with singer, artist
Eivör Pálsdóttir (bottom right).

PO Box 259, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.trade.fo
E-Mail: trade@trade.fo
Tel.: +298 353100
Fax: +298 353101
http://www.tourist.fo
E-Mail: tourist@tourist.fo
Tel.: +298 355800
Fax: +298 355801

With good management experience—originally trained as a screenwriter,

The Faroe Islands Trade and Tourism
Council is an Faroese business
development consulting and
tourism agency and commissioned
by the Ministry of Trade.

by the way—Ms Heinesen will no doubt
use her new position to influence the development of the Faroese business scene.
To this end she’ll be backed by the fact

Information services for foreign business
contacts including comprehensive, webbased Export Directory and information
on Faroe Islands Business Environment.

that the former Trade Council offered

t was widely seen as signify-

business development advice and vital

ing at least a generational change, if

export promotion services for Faroese

on it.” But technology alone won’t do the

not ushering in something profoundly

companies in the last twenty-five years,

job; it’s people that shape technology and

Managing Director: Elin Heinesen

new, when Elin Heinesen in early 2007

while the former Tourist Board invested

business processes and, according to Ms

was appointed managing director of the

decades of work and financial resources

Heinesen, the human element remains

International Business Developer:
Annleyg Lamhauge

recently formed Faroe Islands Trade &

in market and product development to

the most important element in any or-

Tourism Council—the merged Faroe Is-

help build what now is an up and coming

ganization.

lands Trade Council and Faroe Islands

tourism sector in the Faroes.

Head of Tourism Marketing: Unn á Lað
Tourism PR & Press Coordinator:
Hildur H. Durhuus

“This is interesting because every-

Tourist Board. Not that selecting a fe-

Progressive thinking has ever been

thing is about people and how we inter-

male as head of a government agency will

at the heart of Ms Heinesen’s personal

act… But information, communication

necessarily lift eyebrows in a modern so-

values. “Nobody can be an expert in

and technology is forging a new reality;

ciety; it’s rather the person, seen in her

every subject,” she says, “but the ability

it’s the ‘leveled playing field’ where small

potential as an inspirational leader and

to take a bird’s eye view is often very

companies and nations can be the win-

charged with combining the two separate

valuable. I believe in the idea of looking

ners in a myriad markets. Things like

bodies into one unified organization.

toward the future with confidence yet

innovation and creativity are becoming

Tourist information website:
http://www.visit-faroeislands.com
Meeting and incentives campaign website:
http://www.faroeislands-online.com
Information on the fishing, marine
environment: http://www.fishin.fo

be strategic and think ahead yet in following through on plans we have to be

and something of an artist as well, with

changing world, it’s essential to develop

country like the Faroes has a distinct

steady. But nobody can be an expert in

a firm footing in media and corporate

and apply strategies for staying on top of

strength in this context. But I think it’s

every field and that’s why networking is

communications, Ms Heinesen will

things. Using information and commu- crucial that we use this as an opportu- so important… knowing whom to turn

doubtlessly encourage f ledgling cre-

nication technology effectively can make

atives to realize their international am-

virtually any project so much smoother,

As people living in an increasingly

technology—and the Faroes is incred-

bitions. Beyond that, she will be likely

quicker and less expensive and what’s

globalized environment the Faroese,

ibly well connected—we’re looking at

more, it will define the very nature of

much like the rest of the world, need

something very interesting.”

projects—you can’t afford to miss out

to embrace change to whatever extent

Maria Olsen

with realism. In today’s extremely fast- pivotal in every area of business, and a

to motivate those whose new ideas may
offer anything from incremental process

nity.”

improvements to breakthrough business

necessary, and the ability to cooperate

models. Her job will probably consist in

effectively and develop strong networks

facilitating international business con- the new job—which entailed leaving her
tacts to help Faroese companies build

caught the attention of many: Why not

position as editor of a major Danish in- make some spectacular tourist attraction

is becoming more important.
“To stay competitive, we have to be

their exports, and last but not least, as- store magazine and moving back to her

out of the soon-abandoned military radar

inventive and learn how to develop new

sisting the Faroese develop their incom- native islands in the North after more

installation on the summit of the Sorn-

concepts and think in new terms, to do

ing travel business. Speaking of promo- than twenty years of expatriate life—Ms

felli mountain. Hey! did you get that

things in a different way. And when set-

tion and tourism, before her first day on

one? (See next page spread.)

ting our goals and objectives, we have to
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Heinesen aired an idea that immediately

to in which situation. With all the new

Janus Gunnarsson

Known as a business entrepreneur

Business Adviser: Steinbjörn í Dali
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If branding the Faroes involves
setting up some spectacular
tourist attraction, Elin Heinesen
presented what could become the
ultimate experience for domestic
and foreign visitors alike—a
marvel of a Cold War museum
offering a majestic view of the
mountain tops.

B

Care to dine with a view?

View from Sornfelli on a foggy day;
a Mykines gannet (below).

seum, which could attract international
attention… We should welcome investment in a restaurant up in the domes with

the weather is clear the view from the

a view over all the Faroe Islands…”

summit is stupendous… also with the

Regardless of weather conditions,

fog filling the valley down below… I’ve

the bunkers and tunnels are likely to

been up there myself once, together with

attract many, Ms Heinesen said. Im-

a foreign visitor on a beautiful day, en- portantly, the construction is already

Absalon Hansen / Faroe Islands trade & Tourism council

efore she had even started
in her new position as managing

director of the Faroe Islands Trade &

Tourism Council, Elin Heinesen had
heads spinning across the islands. “Yes,
we do have a magical country,” she said
in a public speech in Tórshavn, on the
occasion of the St. Gregor’s Mass, an
annual spring day event celebrated on
12 March. “But how can we create truly

joying the sunset. He told me he had

in place and refurbishments won’t even

once scaled the roof top of the world in

have to be very expensive.

the Himalayas, where they would have

“The place is so intriguing in itself

to walk for days in order to reach the

that merely being there offers a very spe-

altitude that would afford them a view

cial experience in any circumstances…

of the mountain tops—a truly breathtak- And the best thing of all: We could in
ing experience. ‘You are lucky,’ he said,

fact develop the site at relatively low cost

‘because here you just take a 15 to 20

inasmuch as it is already built. The road

minute drive from Tórshavn or half an

goes all the way up. There is an area

hour from the airport to get a similar

leveled for parking. It couldn’t be more

spectacular experience. Standing on the

convenient.

Sornfelli and looking over this vast array

“This could become a magnificent

of mountains felt just as breathtaking as

landmark for the Faroes—unique in the

this country even more magical for visi-

if it were in the Himalayas. This is pure

whole world—with its own history, in-

tors?” Then she proposed what made the

magic!’ He found it unbelievable that

ternational history.”

headlines: let’s convert the abandoned

we’re keeping this pearl so secret.”

unique experiences that could make

Sornfelli radar domes and the adjacent

castle—like the castle in the tale of

representatives from the tourism indus-

of Atlantic Airways and now head of a

Ms Heinesen mentioned the pos-

facilities inside the mountain into a

Sleeping Beauty—was unapproachable

try and the political establishment would

travel agency startup, observed: “Creat- sibility of using the caves and tunnels

world-class leisure, entertainment and

and the public was denied access to its

weigh in, approving of the idea.

ing a leisure and entertainment center on

of Sornfelli for cultural and educational

cultural facility.

experience; but now… at last we are al-

Sornfelli is a good idea… Such a thing

purposes as well as a leisure and enter-

where,” said Prime Minister Jóannes

could come in handy when you promote

tainment center.

Eidesgaard according the public radio

the Faroes.”

“We could think big,” Ms Heine- lowed to see what’s hiding up there.”
sen suggested, “by, for instance, putting

Faroese media were quick to follow

“This mountain isn’t going any-

up some spectacular landmarks here

up on the story and the daily newspa- ÚF. “Everything is possible if there is

for people around the world to become

per Sosialurin printed the entire speech.

enchanted by. In fact, we’ve got some

During the following days and weeks,

“For instance, we could use the tun-

Back at the speech, which turned

nels in there for exhibitions… as well

a political will,” he added. Kent Chris-

out to be wholly devoted to the self-same

as for concerts, congressional meetings,

tensen, a former marketing manager

subject, Ms Heinesen’s went on: “When

courses—perhaps even a Cold War mu-

for all air traffic to and from the Faroe

This spring, Mr Clinton together with

tiny Tórshavn (under 20,000 inhabit-

Islands.

Swedish diplomat Hans Blix are booked

ants), selling out in only 20 minutes—in

“People want to experience some- as keynote speakers at the annual Day of

contrast to where he’d be coming from:

amazing opportunities, of which I’d
like to mention just one, as an idea: 750
meters up in the mountains of Streymoy,

‘We are only scratching the surface’

there lies something which could become

Yes, there are still new fron- them seem to love the place, and return

a truly unique landmark, unmatched

tiers to be discovered in the world—and

anywhere in the world.

yes, the Faroes just might qualify as an

thing different, something that makes

Industry event. Tickets for the mid May

Copenhagen, Denmark’s one million

Let’s be fair: the weather can be

them feel alive and vibrant,” says Elin

event were sold out in less than an hour

strong capital; there, it had taken months

unspoiled treasure. At least that seems

beautiful, especially during the summer,

Heinesen, managing director of the

after the news broke that Clinton had

to sell an equivalent 800 seats.

nels and caves carved into the Sornfelli

to be the thinking behind a slowly but

even if it’s volatile and can switch before

Faroe Islands Trade & Tourism Council.

accepted the invitation from the House

Ms Heinesen adds: “The Faroes

mountain, now abandoned by NATO,

steadily growing influx of visitors to

you know it.

“This is part of the reason why tourism is

of Industry and was indeed coming to

has purity, originality, and something

are still there—like a secret fairy tale

this rain-ridden, wind-torn archipela-

And the isolation isn’t that com-

town—in spite of a spike in the price

that is both tranquilizing and energiz-

castle cut into solid rock, with the radar

go out there in the middle of the ocean.

plete, only one hour’s flight from Scot-

for admittance. One month earlier the

ing. I’m quite convinced that in terms of

domes as towers rising on the summit.

Those visitors sure don’t come here for

land, Iceland and Norway, and only two

former US president Bill Clinton are dis- American music artist and actor Kris

tourism business opportunities, we are

For many, many years, this fairy tale

the sunny beaches; but again, many of

hours from Copenhagen, the main hub

covering the charm of the grassy rocks. Kristofferson would give a concert in

only scratching the surface.”

“The radar domes and the tun-
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year after year.

our fastest growing industry today.”
Even high profile individuals like
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By Óli M. Lassen
he Faroe Islands’ status as a fishing nation is clearly revealed
by the large share of its exports that are fish related products, amounting to 3.5 billion dkk out of total exports of 3.7bn dkk. Around 94
percent of Faroese exports are fish products. The prominence of the
fishing industry is also apparent in the payment of wages and salaries.
In 2006, the total wages paid in the Faroes amounted to 6.4bn dkk,
and of this 20 percent was paid to fishermen and those working in

the onshore fish processing industry. This shows clearly that the fishing industry has great

importance for the economy and has a big impact on the society as a whole.
Total Faroese catches of 2006 amounted to an approximate 614,000 metric tons, of

which 329,000 mt were caught within the Faroe exclusive economic zone, 55,000 mt
off Iceland, of which under one-tenth were groundfish. Faroese catches in other foreign
waters reached 229,000 mt.
According to the Faroese Shipowners Association, the total catch value increased by
18 percent in comparison with 2005 while quantities only increased by around 5 percent,
so this is an increase in value which clearly stems from a price increase.
2006 catches in waters within the Faroe EEZ totaled approximately 718,000 mt, of
which foreign vessels caught 389,000 mt and Faroese boats fished 329,000 mt.
Outlook: In general, it can be said that the majority of the Faroese fishing fleets are

enjoying a profitable period. The so-called home fleet, involved in demersal fishery within the Faroese EEZ, is characterized by comprising mainly older vessels, although some
newly built additions have arrived in the past few years. Another fleet, which indeed can
afford new vessels, consists of purse seiners and filleting trawlers and the operational
success rate of this group is remarkably higher than that of the home fleet, which in fact
experiences great difficulty in finding investment capital for vessel renewal.
Purse seiners/pelagic trawlers enjoyed considerably better results than in 2005, making 2006 a very good year. The filleting trawlers also had a good 2006, likewise an
improvement compared to 2005.
For the pair trawlers, with their high percentage of new boats, 2006 can also be
deemed a successful year and it was the combination of good catches and high prices
that was the reason for their profitable operations. On the other hand, the deep sea
trawlers—mostly operating within the 200-mile EEZ like the pair trawlers—were not
as successful as they had been in 2005 and the disappointing results for this category of
vessels were due to reduced catches and relatively high fuel expenses.
The outlook for coastal trawlers on the other hand remains satisfactory with reasonably positive results in 2006, in spite of the fact that vessels in this sector were allocated
relatively few days at sea.
Overall, longliners—including coastal line boats—experienced a fairly profitable
year in 2006. Decreased cost of bait coupled with good fish prices contributed to the
satisfactory results for this category.
Effort system requires stamina: The current effort management system, the

so-called ‘fishing days system, was introduced in 1996. The system has won international renown and could well be one of the world’s best systems for regulating commer22 • AnnualBusinessReport 2007
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The Faroese fish an
amazing 614,000
tonnes per year, just
above one-half of it
within their own
EEZ—but groundfish
tends to catch too much
attention of policy
makers perceived to
threaten an otherwise
well functioning system.
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cial fisheries. The system aims to be self

have trouble running a profitable busi-

how farmed cod may affect wild cod,

regulating in the sense that when there

ness, to say the least.

including any potential genetic impact

is abundance of fish, it is caught by the

The Fishing Days System requires

which might cause wild cod to become

vessels under the system and when, on

policymakers to have nerves of steel, to

less robust and result in loss of immunity

the other hand, fish is scarce, so these

have the courage to afford the system

and increased mortality. In view of what

vessels get less fish. The advantages: no

adequate time to be properly tested with-

happened with wild salmon and salmon

discarding of marketable fish, highly ac- out making annual changes. The trouble

prices, it is strange that no serious re-

curate statistics, and a more stable busi- is, alas, ongoing year-to-year interfer-

search appears to be undertaken in this

ness environment with better knowledge

ence has already started to eat away at

area and no questions raised about cod

for the fishing fleets of their rights in

the world’s best fi shery management

farming. Once again, where big capital is

future years, the main objective being

system.

involved, no questions are asked; mean-

that major changes should not be made

while, we endlessly discuss whether we

on a yearly basis, as used to happen under

stranGe ways: The fishing indus-

should allow 20,000 or 30,000 tons of

the quota system.

tries of oceanic nations tend to have

cod to be fished per year. This is clearly

However, the Fishing Days System

problems due to the lack of understand-

out of proportion.

system appears to be such a revolutionary

ing on the part of large numbers of

measure that many fishery scientists have

people with influence including scores

allowed here, not there: The

not managed to adjust or relate to it but

of experts of various kinds.

Faroe Islands are not an isolated society
but are part of the global village, and an

worrying that every downward f luc- movement into the big cities are coupled

oil industry would also impose major
MARiA OlsEn

Social change and population

continue to talk only about reductions,

requirements on the fishing industry. In

tuation in fish stocks signals imminent

with the public sector becoming more

depletion. We should bear in mind that

technocratic and rigid. This causes

the Fishing Days System was devised

constant problems for many individu-

by the fishing industry in cooperation

als, making it more difficult for them

tional wisdom has it that the importance

with scientists and managers and should

to run a profitable fishing business, and

of this fishery is so great that focusing

be allowed sufficient time to prove its

has a particularly harsh impact on the

too much attention on their activities

with little insight into fishing matters.

worth.

smaller boats.

should be avoided. By contrast, a great

In addition, the population concentra- that the system has worked well for more

addition to a potential oil and gas indusLongliners Jógvan Norði and Thomas Nygaard landing whitefish.

effort is spent on debating and severely

tion in and around the capital leads to

than a decade and unwarranted changes

has come under increasing pressure to

special focus on demersal fishing and

regulating the older, smaller fishing

constant pressure for charges to be made

are unwelcome.

introduce cutbacks and reduce days at

coastal fleets, whereas there is not the

boats catching groundfish.

for days at sea, notably the idea of creat-

sea—ultimately threatening to create

same level of scrutiny when it comes

similar problems as those witnessed in

to big ships like the larger trawlers. It

neighboring countries, where most fleets

would seem that the larger the capital

(those who haven’t been scrapped yet)

assets, the less the interference—conven- changes and people entering Parliament

Tonnes in 1,000
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company.
Foreign banks are also providing finance for the Faroese fishing fleets and
increased competition in the financial

threats: As a whole, it can be said that

market may ultimately have an influence

unwarranted turmoil: In recent

the opportunity to bid for days at sea and

the biggest threat to the Fishing Days

on the cost of fishing vessels. Foreign

years there have also been political

hire someone else to fi sh the entitle- System is that of domestic policy, and it

ownership will increase the pressure

ment.

is surprising that such a small country

on the industry, especially regarding

There are worries that such a sys- seems to be incapable of establishing a

taxation—we have seen owners selling

eXPOrT fOb Value in milliOn dkk

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Chilled seafood
Frozen seafood
salted seafood
smoked seafood
dried seafood
Canned seafood
Otherw. conserved seafood
Other seafood products
seafood products total

1,400
1,608
678
67
222
125
74
20
4,194

1,477
1,580
653
29
220
127
74
1
4,162

1,288
1,368
642
14
238
109
104
0
3,764

1,185 1,026
1,173 1,334
543
512
28
40
364
350
83
54
80
49
1
1
3,457 3,366

945
1,485
479
39
475
34
59
2
3,518

Other products
Total

86
73
144
4,281 4,235 3,908

211
220
3,668 3,586

226
3,744

source: statistics Faroes
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33 percent of a fishing vessel or fishery

ing a ‘days at sea bank’ to allow everyone

Seafood Exports by Quantity and Value / Total Exports by Value and Product Category (exclusive of services and intellectual property)

150
1990

is the estimation of the fishing industry

By some strange reason, there is

Tonnes in 1,000

eign capital interest in the Faroes and
foreigners are now allowed to own up to

But, it seems the political system

Export of Fish by Quantity and Value

try, we are also aware of increased for-

tem devised by policymakers could lead

long-term, sensible fisheries policy but

their vessels for very high amounts. At

to some sort of oligarchic capitalism,

instead succumbs to pressure created by

the same time, it should be noted that

under which fishermen and shipowners

urbanization and technocracy.

there are companies in the Faroe fishing

will have operate fishing on behalf of
financial investors.
In the estimation of Jákup Sólstein,

Other circumstances which may

industry acting as nominee sharehold-

threaten demersal fisheries are caused

ers for foreign interests, which does not

by cod farming as it is likely that Nor- improve the reputation of the fishing in-

chairman of the Faroese Shipowners

wegian and Faroese cod farming will

dustry. So we are justified in questioning

Association, the whole area of fisheries

result in the price of wild cod falling

whether foreign ownership of the indus-

policy appears to be in a state of turmoil

substantially and may, in addition, cause

try is a positive development. One thing

with current fishing regulations under

a decline in the reputation of this food

is for sure: it is not permitted either in

great pressure for change. However it

product. Another matter in question is

Iceland nor in Norway.
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cOd, haddOck, saiThe

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

941,247 817,250
136,930 112,727
363
69
15,962
7,674
219,611 229,430
170,133 125,443
372,678 309,293
25,571
32,614

653,387
89,452
7,446
5,409
189,654
123,499
223,717
14,210

595,213
80,838
5,422
12,702
231,030
101,915
156,022
7,284

Cod
Chilled whole
Frozen whole
Chilled fillets
Frozen fillets
salted fillets
salted split
Other

1,069,497
168,249
32,318
22,335
303,471
170,411
342,445
30,268

Haddock
Chilled whole
Frozen whole
Frozen fillets
Other

377,929
191,589
5,279
172,257
8,803

331,242
184,712
3,463
122,652
20,415

320,022
163,760
856
116,466
38,940

332,169
155,711
1,471
128,732
46,255

318,838
156,375
362
114,347
47 753

Saithe (Pollock/Coley)
Chilled whole
Chilled fillets
Frozen fillets
salted fillets
Other

416,790
54,575
8,911
278,950
63,920
10,434

318,264
53,163
12,745
203,918
25,095
23,342

269,581
35,288
17,584
191,231
12,215
13,263

448,831
52,267
28,995
245,183
74,426
47,961

573,256
26,305
34,052
326,592
97,030
89,277

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Salmon
Chilled whole
Frozen whole
Frozen fillets
smoked fillets
Other

812,731
562,204
45,315
173,790
24,493
6,929

804,623
532,620
39,170
224,297
326
8,211

684,992
424,299
69,632
184,324
7
6,731

439,852
206,522
53,660
169,967
0
9,703

374,320
134,650
32,572
195,024
0
12,074

Rainbow Trout
Chilled whole
Frozen whole
Other

130,424
9,899
120,379
146

159,912
4,074
155,353
485

77,366
447
76,547
372

58,674
484
58,190
0

98,858
34,657
64,034
168

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Shrimp
Frozen shell on
Canned
Other

245,042
110,084
119,041
15,917

221,413
107,986
106,720
6,707

125,381
47,814
77,567
0

98,055
41,453
47,446
9,155

89,477
61,684
27,628
165

Other
Chilled whole fish
Other chilled seafood
Frozen whole fish
Whole industrial fish
dried fish meal, feed
Frozen fish, n/spec.
Other salted seafood
Other fish products

799,930
207,087
37,275
41,301
29,709
194,187
153,321
71,000
45,972

755,072 940,094 991,317 1,205,779
223,675 281,647 290,049 312,921
25,724
34,670
25,211
34,258
41,332
41,586
83,703
89,830
33,825
13,770
12,602
19,409
211,864 321,689 308,543 427,931
125,762 112,736 123,136 138,699
65,771
85,914
83,201 116,259
27,079
48,083
64,872
66,473

farmed salmOn, TrOuT

shrimP, OTher

Pelagic sPecies

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Blue whiting
Whole, otherw. cons.
Frozen split
Other

79,579
14,308
61,983
3,288

127,834
60,696
66,815
323

87,546
40,969
46,020
557

125,975 158,505
14,431
30.953
111,091 121.995
453
5,557

Herring
Chilled whole
Frozen whole
Frozen fillets
Other

98,407
56,235
10,154
30,343
1,675

42,037
18,966
1,182
18,579
3,311

29,130
2,204
14,207
11,079
1,640

112,438
23,534
32,212
55,065
1,626

97,761
24,811
46,212
26,393
345

Mackerel
Chilled whole
Other

151,900
143,176
8,724

63,390
63,257
133

105,796
86,119
19,677

106,096
104,773
1,323

6,998
5,211
1,787

source: statistics Faroes
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system that makes sense

With no incentive for fishermen to land anything other than
openly, catch figures are remarkably precise in Faroe, arguably
giving the nation’s marine research institute some of the most
accurate statistics to work with; what’s the story all about?

Sampling groundfish with Faroese
Fisheries Laboratories research
vessel Magnus Heinason.

by Quentin Bates—Fishing News International

T

class elsewhere and this man was fully
confident that the cod would continue to

HE FAROE ISLANDS is a very special place, and

follow the eight to twelve year peak-to-

an especially odd place to visit for someone who writes

peak cycle of abundance and scarcity that

about the fishing industry. My work takes me regularly

has been observed over the past century

across Europe and sometimes beyond, but the experience of
the Faroes is unique: Everyone seems happy with the way
things are run.
In every EU country there is a bitter debate between

and beyond.
MARiA OlsEn

Faroese Seafood Exports FOB Value in DKK 1,000

couraGeous move: Landings of

groundfish by the Faroese fleet fluctuate

fishermen, scientists and politicians at local, national and Eu-

catches and prices hit a low point. Boats

variations. It is accepted that stocks fluc- between 80,000 and 120,000 tonnes,

ropean levels over how fish stocks should be managed. Quo-

were sold and factories went bankrupt,

tuate and that maintaining each stock

with the annual catch averaging just over

tas, fishing time limitations, horsepower regulations, tonnage

prompting a substantial proportion of

at its peak all the time simply does not

100,000 tonnes. Of this, cod varies be-

limits, vessel capacity units and a host of other measures meld

the population to emigrate.

happen.

tween 20,000 and 40,000 tonnes and is

into a confused maelstrom of paper and outright fury that is

At the time a system of quotas was

virtually incomprehensible. In Norway there are have been

seen as the only way to bring fish stocks

mediate panic when there is an indi- cycle.

virulent arguments over the inequalities, perceived or other-

back up to reasonable levels and a regime

cation that a stock may be weakening,

“There would be something wrong

wise, of fisheries management policies and in Iceland I have

of individual quotas was put into place.

especially a high-value species such as

if we were catching 40,000 tonnes right

even been stopped on the quayside and harangued by perfect

Member of Parliament and former

strangers over the iniquity of the ITQ system.

In most countries there is an im- currently approaching the trough of the

cod, followed by calls for draconian mea- now,” Mr Niclasen comments.

fisheries minister Jörgen Niclasen de- sures that tend normally to be largely

The outstanding advantages of days

So what’s different in the Faroes?

scribes the short-lived quotas system as

ineffective, combined with fishermen’s

at sea are that the ‘criminalization’ of

The Faroese fleet operates on a days at sea regime, com-

a disaster, commenting that there was

fears that once cut, quotas are not likely

fishermen that is such an issue in other

bined with a variety of closed areas, some closed entirely,

immediate evidence of misreporting and

to be increased.

countries is entirely absent. With limits

some closed seasonally and closed to various gears. Trawl-

high-grading, the practice of discarding

“It’s quiet at the moment and we

ing is limited to the outer zones of the EEZ, leaving inshore

smaller fish that although of legal size,

haven’t been getting a lot of cod,” one

at sea, and none on the catches them-

fishing areas largely to hook-and-line fishing methods. This

are not the ones that fetch the highest

fisherman told me recently in Klaksvík.

selves, the idea of discarding fish for

essentially gives the main cod and haddock fishing grounds

prices.

“But it’ll be back. Cod come and go

which a vessel does not have quota or of

The short-lived fl irtation with quo- from year to year.” There was none of

landing black fish becomes irrelevant as

to longliners and jiggers, while saithe, also a highly commercially important species, is fished largely by trawlers fishing

tas was abandoned before it even got to

on grounds further offshore. In addition, there are smaller

the next step, which would have been

fisheries for monkfish, flatfish, nephrops and other species

to make them transferable, as has been

that are also limited to various gears, grounds and seasons.

done in Iceland, New Zealand, Chile

There are several categories of vessels and days at sea are not

and parts of the EU.

transferable between these categories.

It’s not hard to criticize ITQs (inter-transferable quotas), and the various

cod come and Go: The origins of days at sea in Faroe—the

shortcomings of rigid quota systems

‘fishing days system’—go back to the crisis of the early 1990s

have been well documented already. The

that saw the country approaching meltdown as both fisheries

Faroese experience over the past decade

and the financial sector struggled. Generally, when catches

is very different and operates in a way

are low, prices tend to rise, but unusually at that time, both

that is much more in tune with natural

the trepidation that follows a poor year

only on gear type, fishing areas and time

there is no reason not to land every fish

2006 Domestic Fresh Fish* Landings in MT by Species and Gear
Species/Gear
Cod
saithe (Pollock/Coley)
Haddock
Redfish (Ocean Perch)
ling
Monkfish
Gr. silver smelt (Argentine)
Tusk
Turbot (Greenland Halibut)
Blue ling
source: statistics Faroes

Otter Trawl
2,434
12,246
954
4,086
394
1,796
14
141
609
1,473

Pair Trawl
1,086
45,315
1,220
359
633
406
12,255
73
1
17

Longline Jigging Line Gillnets etc
8,857
1,041
181
526
2,048
5
14,324
76
0
134
19
161
3,137
7
26,7
338
0
1,803
0
0
0
3,113
4
0
41
0
250
178
0
31

Total
13,599
60,140
16,574
4,759
4,199
4,344
12,270
3,332
901
1,700

* Exclusive of Pelagic Fisheries
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caught that is within the minimum land-

Common sense: Officials in other

In January 2007, agreement was finally
reached on a multi-lateral arrangement for the
management of the Atlanto-Scandian herring
stock in the Northeast Atlantic after years with
no arrangement; similar agreements have been
established for the responsible management of
other important pelagic species, notably blue
whiting and mackerel; pictured is Christian í
Grótinum pumping in a catch of herring (left);
processing fillets of saithe (right); pair trawler
taking codend up the stern ramp (below).

ing size. In the same way high-grading is
also not a problem. “Customers overseas
say to me that the fish from the Faroes
is smaller than fish from Iceland,” one
trader observes. “But that’s not true. The
difference is that here we land small fish
as well as big fish.”

countries seem to look on the Faroese
experience as a radical and possibly dangerous experiment. With no finite volumes of fish involved, it is very hard for
officials to cope with the concept of fishing effort rather than set amounts measures in tonnes. Again, in a small society

With no incentive to land anything

such as the Faroes, everyone has a cous-

other than openly, landing figures are

vailing wisdom of fixed quotas and with

in or a brother who is a fisherman and

remarkably precise, quite possibly giving

a stamp from an eco-label.

the distances between the industry and

the Faroese Fisheries Laboratory some of

What is seen as an advantage in

the regime that governs it are short ones.

the most accurate catch figures to work

that days-at-sea are nationally owned

Effort-based management is not such a

with of any European nation.

resource can also become a disadvan- fast, there are few barriers to exchanges

difficult concept.

tage for a vessel owner wishing to re- of ideas and opinions and members of

“We had to f ind a system that
worked,” recalls Mr Niclasen, who was

It is very difficult not to compare the

place a vessel, as he does not own his

the government are all easily accessible. Faroese example to the neighboring Eu-

part of the original committee that was

days. Days at sea can not be mortgaged

The minister of fisheries, as every other

ropean Union and its top-heavy, highly

appointed to find a solution and came up

in the same way that quotas can be in

minister and member of Parliament, is

bureaucratic, cumbersome management

with the effort-based approach. “Fishing

other countries.

there in the phone book. Unlike other

regime that currently has recovery plans

is everything in the Faroe Islands, but

For the fleet of larger longliners in

countries with larger economies and

in progress for a variety of species, and a

policy has to be about people—fisher-

particular, this is a growing problem.

populations, there are very few levels of

confused policy that appears to be aimed

men, their families and communities, as

Jóhannus Olsen, chairman of Felagið

removal between those who govern and

at managing nature rather than working

well as about fishing itself, so we had to

Línuskip, the Faroese Longline Associa- those who are governed.

make the right decisions.”

tion, explains that this sector of the fleet,

At the time, abandoning the ac-

with it.

The key is that when the system

The concept that has developed in

while fishing successfully, is not profit- was being formulated on the back of an

the Faroe Islands has nothing to do with

able enough for vessels to be renewed

ITQ regime that was clearly not going to

rejecting science or allowing the rule of

quotas was a highly courageous move.

and sooner or later there will have to be

work, everyone was involved. Politicians,

nature an entirely free hand. Quite the

Throwing out established ideas was not
far from heresy and further disasters

Maria Olsen

cepted wisdom of management with set

a change that makes investment easier. fishermen and processors all had a hand

opposite: the Faroese consider them-

But he also makes it plain that he would

in getting days-at-sea off the ground. In

selves to be keen on embracing progress,
using technology and applying advanced

were prophesied for the Faroes. Some

then only minor alterations have been

ample could be exported successfully is

not want to see a return to fixed quotas

a country where 95 percent of exports are

substantial adjustments were made to

made. Days at sea are now reckoned in

another matter, but progress in the

instead of days at sea.

seafood products, the reliance on fish- knowledge to overcome natural obsta-

the days at sea regime with days reduced

hours instead of full days to allow vessels

Faroes has been watched carefully by

At the heart of the success of the

eries is such that the new system had

cles. But in fisheries policy the Faroese

over several years to begin with to bring

a greater level of flexibility, so there is no

fishermen elsewhere and there are indi-

Faroese management regime is that the

to work—failure was not an option and

have reached a practical position based

everything onto an even keel, but since

longer a need to be sailing just after mid- cations that there is a change in the wind

Faroes are a small, compact society, where

with input from every direction, it was

on common sense that recognizes the

things can happen quickly. News travels

made to work.

limitations of science and management

Seafood Export FOB Value in DKK 1,000: Top 15 Species
Main species
2002
Cod
1,069,497
Saithe (Pollock/Coley)
416,790
Salmon
812,731
Haddock
377,929
Monkfish
69,495
Blue Whiting
79,579
Herring
98,003
Mackerel
151,900
Redfish (Ocean Perch)
76,656
Shrimp
245,042
Ling
40,860
Rainbow Trout
130,424
Greater Silver Smelt
41,669
Turbot (Greenland Halibut)
61,234
Tusk
32,650

2003
941,213
318,645
804,204
331,039
68,497
127,513
42,037
63,390
72,439
221,413
45,420
159,912
31,061
63,802
22,233
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2004
817,250
269,581
684,992
320,022
96,468
87,546
29,130
105,796
88,628
125,381
61,808
77,366
17,834
65,257
33,912

2005
653,387
448,831
439,852
332,169
135,203
125,975
112,438
106,096
101,074
98,055
64,324
58,674
46,515
39,975
31,436

2006
595,213
573,256
374,320
318,838
155,547
158,505
97,761
6,998
111,236
89,477
82,369
98,858
49,378
35,782
42,021

night and docking as

as the idea of effort-based fisheries man-

close to midnight as

agement is being taken increasingly seri-

to work alongside nature rather than

possible to make the

ously.

against it.

most of each full day.

But the Faroe Islands’ indepen-

“If the fish are there, the fishermen

dence in making its own way has come

have a good year on the days they have

Made to work:

at a price. Setting aside ICES recom-

at sea. If the fish aren’t there, they don’t

There is no doubt that

mendations is not done lightly. With

have such a good year, or other species

the effort-based fish- no finite quotas in place, in spite of a

are strong instead. We have to let nature

eries management in

stable and apparently successful regime,

control that herself,” Jörgen Niclasen

the Faroe Islands is

it may in future be less easy to market

concludes. “If we try to control nature

successful. Whether

Faroese fish than fish from a ‘sustainable’

instead, then something is going to go

or not the Faroese ex- resource managed according to the pre-

wrong.”
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In a country entirely dependent
upon fisheries, sustainability
represents more than a modern
management concept: it’s a deeply
rooted tradition and defines
almost every R&D project,
according to the Ministry of
Fisheries and Maritime Affairs.

B
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to the stock assessments conducted by

governing Faroe EEZ fisheries include

fisheries scientists will have to be dealt

minimum mesh size directives as well as

with further,” Mr Mörköre said.

restrictions with regard to fishing gears

The commercially most important
fish stocks found within the Faroese
EEZ have been assessed annually since

and vessel categories, in addition to marine protected areas.
Areas containing coral reefs are

the 1970s, by the Faroese Fisheries Labo- closed year-round for all trawling. Everyratory, in conjunction with its working

thing inside the 12-mile limit is closed

group system and the advisory process

year-round for all bottom trawling with

JöRN KALSö, the Minister of

of the ICES (International Council for

the exception of small inshore vessels un-

Fisheries and Maritime Affairs,

the Exploration of the Sea). These as- der a limited period only. Most of the

has presented an overhaul of the Com-

sessments have generally been highly

surrounding area has long been tempo-

mercial Fisheries Act, scheduled for the

respected, however there is consensus

rarily closed and partly year-round closed

floor of the Lögting (Faroese Parliament)

that accurate predictions are somewhat

for trawling with engines greater than

this year, and introducing changes to the

impossible to extract from presently

500 hp. Several identified spawning areas

rules that govern fishing licenses. While

available models. To balance uncertain- are temporarily closed for all fishing.

Mr Kalsö’s amendment package is seen to

ties, the Committee on Fishing Days,

About four years ago, the Ministry

leave intact the structure of the Faroese

consisting of representatives from the

of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs estab-

effort management system—the ‘fishing

fishing industry, makes its own recom- lished three research and development

days system’—there will apparently be

mendations in relation to the advice from

centers dedicated to marine biotech, fish

some more or less profound alterations

the scientists, after which the Minister of

harvesting and fish processing technol-

of the licensing regulation effective for

Fisheries and Maritime Affairs collects

ogy. The R&D centers are all hosted by

all Faroese fishing vessels both inside and

and considers the advice and viewpoints

and based upon existing infrastructures

outside of the exclusive economic zone.

offered, before presenting his recommen- of government agencies and public insti-

The effort management system for

dation to the Lögting for final decision.

tutions including the Faroese Fisheries

“We seek to apply a responsible eco- Laboratory and the Food, Veterinary and
system approach in balance with the so- Environmental Agency. Another R&D

quota regime imposed as a crisis measure

cio-economic imperative,” Mr Mörköre

program coordinated by Mr Mörköre

in 1994, and has proved more effective

added. “The legislation stipulates that our

aims to stimulate scientific and indus-

than some had predicted. With the com-

fisheries are to be managed sustainably

trial R&D projects in order to “develop

plete absence of problems such as discard
of marketable fish or misreporting of
catch, the success of the thriving Faroese

sustainable Plus

fishing industry since the effort system

Björn Kalsö, Minister of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs.

came into effect is seen to contrast starkly
of sustainable fisheries,” Mr Mörköre

sustainability would have grave conse-

achieved in many other countries.

said. “Considering the limited financial

quences in a relatively short time, which

resources of a small community, many

means people collectively have a power-

The secret behind this success is

tion between stakeholders and managers,

logically, economically and socially sus-

involving marine sciences, business and

tainable use of the ocean’s resources.”

Permanent secretary: Rógvi Reinert
secretary: Katrina Michelsen
Fisheries Research Fund
Research Coordinator: Jákup Mörköre
On behalf of the Minister, the Ministry of
Fisheries and Maritime Affairs administers
fisheries and maritime affairs including:
matters related to fisheries, marine
research, fisheries inspection, search and
rescue, whaling, merchant shipping.
Responsibilities: to provide the
minister with counselling on his fields
of responsibility; to prepare and
superintend the observance of the legal
framework concerning the matters
for which the minister is responsible;
and to superintend the institutions
referring to the ministry as regards their
administration and financial affairs.
Agencies: Faroese Fisheries laboratory,
Faroese Maritime Authority, ship Registry,
Fisheries Administration, Fisheries
inspection, MRCC (Maritime Rescue
and Coordination Center), Fire Protection

Haddock Mean Weight (age 2-6)
Cod Mean Weight (age 2-6)

cratic process.”

Cod Recruitment (2 years)

try, through the Fisheries Research Fund,

It’s not always easy to reach full

features 10 new and 10 continued R&D

agreement between the various interests,

projects, ranging from modeling the in-

Mr Mörköre pointed out. “For instance,

terplay among the main species in the

to Jákup Mörköre, research coordinator

ese system very impressive. One of its

fairly long-term. So, sustainability is key

a perceived increase in the overall fishing

ecosystem of the Faroese continental shelf,

for the Fisheries Research Fund and the

strength is that it has a working element

to survival here, even today, as it has been

efficiency of some of the fleets has led to

to creating a comprehensive register of all

Fisheries R&D Program, of the Ministry

of self-regulation, which has something

for centuries.”

cuts in the total number of days allotted,

coral reefs within the 200-mile zone, to

of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs.

to do with the very living conditions here

in fact by more than one-fifth on average

research into distinguishing characteris-

“The untold story is that virtually

and the all-encompassing necessity for

late directly into quantities. “I believe

since the effort system was implemented.

tics between gelatins extracted from vari-

every research project undertaken in the

good economic performance within the

the question of finding a better suitable

But such decisions can be difficult.”

ous fish species as compared with those

Faroes somehow relates to the question

fishing sector. Obviously, the absence of

way to quantify days at sea in relation

The extensive technical regulations

Haddock Recruitment (2 years)

This year’s grants from the Minis-

fi nd the results produced by the Faro- ful incentive to ensure policies that are
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Minister: Björn Kalsö

This means co-management, coopera- processing and trade, with regard to bio-

truly sustainable management, according

Days at sea however do not trans-

http://www.fisk.fo
E-Mail: fisk@fisk.fo
Tel.: +298 353030
Fax: +298 353035

in biological, economic, and social terms. Faroese fisheries industry, harvesting,

employment interests, and the demo-

against the more questionable results

PO Box 347, FO-110 Tórshavn

FAROEsE FisHERiEs lABORATORY / PuBliK FACE

the groundfish fisheries inside the Faroe
EEZ was installed in 1996 to replace a

minisTry Of fisheries and mariTime affairs

extracted from other animals.

Guillemots abundance

Primary production
1990

1992

1994

1996

1998

2000

2002

2004

Fisheries Laboratory research
indicating correlation among plankton
production, population of seabirds and
growth rate and recruitment of fishes
in the Faroe plateau ecosystem.
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President and CEO Meinhard Jacobsen (left);
saithe processing (bottom left); Stelkur taking
in a good catch of saithe (right); Jaspis and
Ametyst landing at Runavík (bottom right).

Faroe Seafood
Head office: PO Box 68, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.faroe.com
E-Mail: info@faroe.com
Tel.: +298 355 555
Fax: +298 355 550

The current implementation of a

President and CEO: Meinhard Jacobsen

digital system of chain traceability on

United Kingdom:
Faroe Seafood UK Ltd
Estate Road No 2
Grimsby DN31 2TG
North East Lincolnshire

a national level is another initiative the
Faroese have been praised for.
“We’re in the right environment, we

Reinventing
Faroe Seafood

have the experience and the expertise,

Maria Olsen

Emerging as a refocused exporter with core competencies in fish processing, and with enhanced sourcing capabilities,
Faroe Seafood retains its position among the world’s top suppliers of fillets and portions of groundfish.

S

ince the 2005 merger between

owner, the Faroe Development Fund

United Seafood and Faroe Sea- (Framtaksgrunnur Föroya).

Tel.: +44 1472 265 000
Fax: +44 1472 265 029

and we’ve got the equipment as well as
the manpower,” Mr Jacobsen said. “We

those supplies into top quality products

own and operate a highly coordinated

remains crucial, yet entailing a compli-

group of modern processing facilities,

cated complex of parameters and con-

with short distance between them and

trols.

good access to a comprehensive transport

“We supply portions and fillets in

infrastructure. In connection with the

large quantities to a demanding clien-

recent changes in the organization, we

tele of leading international brands and

have once more adjusted our business

private labels—reliable deliveries and

strategy and taken some quite dramatic

consistent product quality are minimum

steps to optimize sourcing and enhance

requirements. All our facilities are certi-

quality planning.”

fied by the Food, Veterinary and Envi-

Adding harvesting operations to

ronmental Agency and approved in ac-

“You may call this an old business

the business, Faroe Seafood has taken

cordance with the international HACCP
standard.”

yet it’s new at the same time,” said Mr

a significant step to bolster its sourcing

food, a series of events has turned the

Employing a total 1100 people, and

Jacobsen. “We have a proud tradition

base. In a bid to secure optimum access

combined company into a reenergized

with sales offices in the Faroes as well as

with decades of exporting history, yet

to raw materials, the company in early

rents originating from the Gulf Stream

seafood enterprise with an enhanced

abroad, Faroe Seafood annually process- the company has been changing over

2006 purchased pair trawlers Jaspis FD

and the Arctic Sea together with other

sourcing infrastructure.

es some 36,000 metric tons—and trades

time to adapt to its business environ-

1060 and Ametyst FD 1070, subse- factors provides for exceptional freshness

With an annual turnover of almost

even more—of whole, filleted, frozen,

ment. We employ the latest technology

quently buying fishing vessel owner-op- and favorable conditions for fishes in the

900 million dkk (120m eur / 82m gbp),

wet salted, fresh chilled, and marinated

to make the very best of the seafood we

erator Beta with its pair trawlers Bakur

pristine waters surrounding the Faroes.

a network of eight advanced onshore

products, packed in various forms.

produce, now as a fully integrated com-

FD 1201 and Stelkur FD 1202 and the

The Faroese are fewer than 50,000

pany, from at-sea handling through to

Kongshavn fish landing station. That

people, situated well away from any large

final delivery.”

deal also included two other pairs of

population centers, but still quite proxi-

processing facilities and its own fleet of

Founded in 1948, the company

modern fishing vessels, Faroe Seafood is

today is reckoned among the world’s

recasting itself as a refreshed, fully in- top players in certain segments, notably

To secure sustainable harvesting of

The particular blend of ocean cur-

Tel.: +33 32 130 8800
Fax: +33 32 130 8819
Seafood processor and trader with
own harvesting operations.
Own brands: Faroe, United Seafood.
8 processing plants in the Faroes
and 8 trawlers (mid 2007).
Frozen fillets and portions, IQF
portions and block products mainly
from saithe (pollock/coley), greater
silver smelt and haddock .
Wet salted split fish and fillets
from cod, ling and tusk.
Frozen salmon, IQF and vacuum
packed portions for retail/catering.
Pair trawlers (464 GT):
Bakur FD 1201 and Stelkur FD 1202
Pair trawlers (299 GT):
Jaspis FD 1060 and Ametyst FD 1070
Four other pair trawlers underway (2007)

trawlers, the first underway as newbuild- mate to their key markets—an advan-

tegrated business poised for expansion

portions of frozen saithe and fillets of

its marine resources, the Faroese gov-

ings from Spain, while the second pair,

tage when it comes to environmental

and growth.

salted cod.

ernment together with scientists and the

originally also planned for construction

impact.

The Faroe Islands’ largest seafood

fishing industry created a toughly regu-

there, has been canceled for a pair of

“Low food miles is another environ-

exporter was privatized in 2006 when a

lated effort management system in 1996.

used, relatively new trawlers. These four

mental benefit that shouldn’t be under-

group of predominantly Faroese private

Compared with some other management

trawlers are all scheduled for delivery by

estimated,” Mr Jacobsen said.

equity investors and a few individu-

regimes, the Faroese ‘fishing days system’

late July this year (2007), making the

als including Faroe Seafood chief ex-

has proved very successful, biologically

fleet eight strong.

ecutive Meinhard Jacobsen, purchased

as well as socio-economically, enjoying

While securing supplies of saithe,

three-fourths of the company’s shares,

virtually universal acceptance in industry

cod, haddock, and various other species

ucts are sourced, processed and shipped

leaving one-fourth with its former

and society.

poses its own challenges, converting

from within the North Atlantic area.”
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France:
Faroe France S.A.
Sis 27/28/29 rue Huret Lagache
BP 335
F-62200 Boulogne-sur-Mer

“While we prioritize high quality
over low price, we don’t double freeze or
process in far flung locations. Our prod-
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Framherji

Framherji managing partner Anfinn Olsen in
the wheelhouse of filleter-freezer Vesturvón;
pelagic trawler/purse seiner Högaberg (right).

Havnaökið, FO-650 Toftir
E-Mail: svovil@post.olivant.fo
Tel.: +298 447617

thirds of the shares of Framherji while

Managing Director: Anfinn Olsen

the Icelandic fishing company Samherji

Fishing vessel ownership and
operations, suppliers of fish and
seafood products, business holdings.

owns one-third. Referring to a long
tradition of shared interests, Mr Olsen

den on our fleet of four profitable fishing

argues that maintaining good coopera- vessels in any normal circumstances. So,
tion between Faroe and Iceland is only

it’s quite simple—there’s no need to look

natural.

for financing from abroad, as the deal

“There’s always been a lot of Faroese
people in Iceland and our cultures are
very close,” he said. “We have a shared

was deemed economically and financially viable.”
Considerations behind Mr Olsen’s

history, our fishing vessels are very simi- financial projection take into account

Framherji
consolidates
pelagic position

lar, the species we hunt are much the

the 466 gross tonnage longliner Stapin

same and our seafood markets likewise

FD 32, the smallest of the vessels and

overlap. Of course we should cooper- the least costly to operate, which brings
in some 15m dkk per year; the 2,056gt

ate.”
Dismissing speculations that

combined purse seiner/pelagic trawler

Framherji’s acquisitions in 2005 and

Högaberg FD 110, hauling in 50m to

2006 would have to be financed by its

75m dkk; the 2,114gt Vesturvón earns

Filleter-freezer trawler:
‘Vesturvón’ (2,114 GT)
Pelagic trawlers/purse seiners:
‘Högaberg’ (2,056 GT)
‘Fagraberg’ (2,832 GT)
Longliner: ‘Stapin’ (466 GT)
Frozen-at-sea products: Fillets of cod,
haddock and other groundfish species;
‘jap-cut’ redfish. Fresh iced products:
Whole round gutted or filleted cod,
haddock, other groundfish. Pelagic:
Herring, blue whiting, capelin, mackerel.
Partly owned subsidiaries:
Notio venture capital fund
Bergfrost cold storage facility
UK seafood trading company:
Seagold, Hull

northwestern cousin, Mr Olsen ex- some 100m dkk; and the 2,832gt Fagra-

Retreating from the saithe business while keeping its major whitefish assets, Framherji acquired a high
performing vessel to become a serious player in the pelagic sector—remaining one of the most versatile
enterprises in the Faroe fishing industry.

B

plained with regard to the latter of the

berg takes in 80m to 100m dkk—roughly

two deals, which in fact was considerably

a total 250m to 300m dkk per year.

larger than the earlier: “There were a few

In aquaculture, Framherji released

things involved… In addition to the pur- salmon smolt in 2005 and will harvest
chase of Fagraberg itself, we had to make

some 2,000 metric tons during the first

“Halibut need more time to grow
than salmon and trout but at present that
means you’ll bump into some issues, so
we quit it.”
After recent rearrangements, Fram-

y purchasing, in 2006, the

ments—it happened only a year after

stance, by becoming more effective in

some arrangements in the aquaculture

half of 2007; another 1,600 mt are due

herji’s fishing vessels are all registered

combined purse seiner/pelagic

Framherji had purchased fillet freezer

herring and blue whiting—we needed

business; all in all, were looking at, say,

for harvesting in the second half of the

in Fuglafjörður with a new investment

trawler Krúnborg TN 265—now Fagra- trawler Vesturvón VN 200 including an

an additional ship. Fagraberg is the per-

a loan worth 410 million [55m eur / 37m

year. As to the company’s experiment

unit, Fram Invest—a major shareholder

berg FD 265—Framherji once again

fect vessel to complement Högaberg be-

gbp]. If you assume the interest rate to be

with halibut farming, that project has

in the venture company Notio—has its

cause Fagraberg has the required muscle

something like 6 percent, which is well

been terminated.

offices at Toftir.

to pull blue whiting in volumes while

above what we would be negotiating…

Högaberg on the other hand is more

and say the loan has a repayment pe-

additional package of four pair trawlers,

“rocked the boat” of the Faroese fish- which were later sold, and an onshore
ing industry. At an unconfirmed total
350 million dkk (47m eur / 32m gbp),

processing facility.
Framherji managing director

the deal provoked a few heated com- Anfinn Olsen knew what he was doing.

suited for capelin. When it comes to

riod of 15 years, which is not very long…

With interests in an array of businesses,

herring, they can now work as a team

With a calculation like that, you arrive

Framherji ranks as one of the most ver- pair trawling when appropriate. It’s a

at the annual repayment sum of 50 mil-

satile enterprises in the Faroese fishing

combination that makes sense. With

lion [6.7m eur / 4.6m gbp] inclusive of

industry. By selling most of its shares in

regard to the saithe fishery, we decided

interest. Now, the consensus is that such

the four pair trawlers, Framherji opted

to sell the four trawlers to Maru Seafood

a schedule would not be a too heavy bur-

to withdraw from the saithe business,

yet keep a 25-percent interest. In this

focusing on fewer species.

way we could free up assets and make

“It’s simple maths,” said Mr Olsen.
“To harness the potential of our pelagic

way for a priority investment.”
Mr Olsen together with his wife,

fishing activities more fully—for in- Elisabeth Eldevig Olsen, owns two34 • AnnualBusinessReport 2007

Pelagic trawler/purse seiner Fagraberg recently
landed a record 3,254 metric tons of blue
whiting—the biggest load ever landed at Havsbrún
if not in the entire North Atlantic (right);
filleter-freezer trawler Vesturvón (left).
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Maru Seafood:
emerging as new major

Maru Seafood
PO Box 340, FO-710 Klaksvík
E-Mail: info@maru-seafood.fo
Tel.: +298 479500
Tel.: +298 479501
Managing Director: Jóhan Páll Joensen

Presiding over the country’s largest whitefish processing plant, two smokeries, eight fishing vessels, and a well-trained
sales force, Maru Seafood is now an integrated fisheries group—and a main player in the Faroese seafood industry.

W

Producer and exporter of seafood
— fresh, frozen, smoked, salted;
fishing vessel ownership, operations.

ith an annual through- set to triple production to make itself one

Seafood group has recently acquired its

put of raw fish of 5000 tonnes in

own fishing vessels to secure its source

likely to become a focus of development

has changed with the acquisition of

2005, predicted to rise to 15,000 tonnes

Faroe Islands. Although its prime func- of raw materials, making it an integrated

in future, according to Maru Seafood

longliners Fugltúgvan and Grani. These

Processing facilities:
Kósin, Klaksvík
Eystís, Klaksvík
Norðís, Eiði

by the end of this year, Maru Seafood is

tion is as a processing company, the Maru

managing director Jóhan Páll Joensen.

two vessels supply the bulk of haddock

Main species: Saithe, haddock, cod.

of the largest seafood processors in the

fishing and processing company in its
Maria Olsen

own right with its own fishing vessels

As well as the Kósin facility, Maru

and cod that go into saltfish and smoked

at one end of the operation and its own

Seafood also holds a majority share in

haddock production. For the highly

sales organization at the other.

the Eystís factory in Klaksvík as well

quality-conscious saltfish market, using

The Klaksvík-based Kósin factory,

as the Norðís factory at Eiði, both of

longline-sourced fish is an important

of which Maru Seafood owns a vast ma-

which process smoked haddock for the

factor.

jority, handles the bulk of production, in-

UK market and smoked saithe for Ire-

cluding salted cod fillets for the Spanish

land and France.

As well as taking fish from its own

Pair trawlers:
‘Safir’ and ‘Smaragd’ (305/275 GT)
‘Fjalshamar’ and ‘Nónhamar’ (419 GT)
‘Borgarin’ and ‘Navarin’ (215 GT)
Longliners:
‘Fugltúgvan’ (257 GT)
‘Grani’ (324 GT)

vessels, some fish is also bought on the

market, salted tusk and ling products

According to Mr Joensen, each of

for Italy and frozen saithe portions for

these companies trades as one of several

catches that do not fit in with the pro- only have regular supplies been secured—

France and Germany. The largest white-

individual company units, sourcing its

cessing framework are sold the same way

quality management has likewise been

fish processing plant in the Faroes, Kósin

own raw material with internal trading

if necessary.

improved, says Mr Joensen.

was acquired in 2006 by a recapitalized

taking place under commercial condi-

Maru Seafood, now a group composed

tions.

of Faroese owners Maru Holding and
Tjaldur, and the Icelandic Group.

In fact, Eystís and Norðís are the

auction at Toftir when required and any

The volume catches, primarily
saithe, are supplied by the three pair

With a new sourcing strategy, not

“Having our own fleet of vessels
makes production more stable as land-

trawler teams Safir and Smaragd, Fjals ings can be directed to where they are

only fish smokeries in the Faroes. “These

hamar and Nónhamar, and Borgarin and

Overall, saithe is the main species

smokeries receive 3,000 to 4,000 tonnes

Navarin. The last four of these trawl- to maintain a steady flow of production

for production, with between 8,000 and

of haddock on an annual basis and we are

ers were bought from fishing company

across the company. This also has qual-

10,000 tonnes expected to be processed

the only processor in the Faroe Islands

Framherji, which—retaining a minority

ity implications and allows for more

this year, of which almost all is land-

producing smoked fish,” Mr Joensen says.

share in them—originally acquired the

effective planning and management,

ed by the company’s own pair trawler

“We ship approximately 1,500 tonnes

four vessels as part of the package with

and maintaining high product quality

teams, with much of this processed into

of smoked haddock per year plus 500

freezer trawler Vesturvón.

remains a major focus.”

5kg portion packs which are supplied

tonnes of smoked saithe.”

to supermarkets and the food service
industry.
Frozen haddock goes into larger

needed and trip length can be managed

One of the big changes in Maru
Seafood is that the company has gone
from being a processor to being an in-

packs that are exported to the UK and

tegrated seafood supplier with its own

packaged there into retail packaging. Ex-

vessels, partly as a response to demands

ports of fresh fillets and loins directly to

from overseas customers who had been

UK and European markets are becom-

wary about placing contracts with a

ing increasingly interesting and this is

supplier without its own source of raw
material.

Maru Seafood managing
director Jóhan Páll Joensen;
smoking saithe at Eystís (right);
trawlers docked at Kósin terminal (top).
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Previously the factories had bought
virtually all their raw material on the
Faroe Fish Market auction, but this
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Christian í grótinum

Photorealistic rendered image of the new Norðborg;
Christian í Grótinum steaming, loaded with
herring (right); founder and managing director
Kristian Martin Rasmussen (bottom right);
managing director Eyðun Rasmussen (bottom left).

Klaksvíksvegur 77, FO 700 Klaksvík
http://www.chr-i-grotinum.fo
E-Mail: chr-i-grotinum@chr-i-grotinum.fo
Tel.: +298 475611
Fax: +298 475610

ity, so operating on high value species
such as mackerel that need to be landed
fresh to processors ashore will still be an
option. For the same reason, the purse

range of processing options on board.

seine layout has also been incorporated “The new ship will give us new possiinto the design.

bilities for fishing, as well as a whole

“Some will pay slightly more for

new range of product options,” Mr

purse-caught than for trawled mackerel, Rasmussen says.
which can mean a big difference at the

Although blue whiting has been al-

end of the season,” Mr Rasmussen ex- most entirely a volume fishery for indusplains, adding that they also have an eye

trial reduction so far, prices are expected

Managing Directors:
Kristian Martin Rasmussen
Eyðun Rasmussen
Directors:
Jón Rasmussen
Bogi Rasmussen
Combined purse seiners/pelagic trawlers:
Christian í Grótinum KG 690 (1,920 GT)
Norðborg KG 689 (2,351 GT)
Pelagic fishing vessel owner and operator,
exporter of human consumption seafood
and fish meal. Species: herring, mackerel,
horse mackerel, capelin, blue whiting.

on the possibility of a return to capelin

to rise as quotas become smaller. More

Not very long ago Eyðun Rasmussen

fishing in Norwegian waters, which

important, processing blue whiting as a

came ashore to manage the company af-

could make it possible to wholefreeze

food fish is an option with the new ves- ter many years at sea as chief engineer.

high-value roe capelin for the Japanese

sel, freezing the fish at sea for markets

His brothers Bogi Rasmussen and Jón

market, for which purse seine capacity is

in Eastern Europe and Asia.

Rasmussen continue to sail as skip-

also essential for quality reasons.

To secure optimum prices for their

pers of the company vessels Christian

Like any other fishing vessel op- products, Christian í Grótinum is look- í Grótinum KG 690 and Norðborg

One of the world’s most highly developed pelagic filleter ever to be built, the new factory trawler Norðborg is
set for delivery by mid 2008—a huge investment for Klaksvík family company Christian í Grótinum.

K

laksvík fishing company

ficiently on the summer blue whiting.

factory trawler with a sophisticated pro-

Christian í Grótinum has ordered

The new vessel is an NVC Rolls-Royce

cessing deck capable of filleting pelagic

what will certainly be one of the most

design and Chilean shipyard Asmar

species in a bank of high-speed filleting

sophisticated and versatile pelagic trawl- bid successfully for the 250-million

machines, with blocks of fish frozen in

ers in the world, with a delivery date in

automatic plate freezers. Fish can also

dkk (34m eur / 23m gbp) construction

the summer of 2008. Replacing the pres- contract. The keel of the 84-meter ship

be graded and routed direct to the freez-

ent Norðborg KG 689, a pelagic factory

was laid in February this year and the

ers for whole freezing when this is more

trawler built in Norway in 1989, the new

vessel is designed from the keel up as a

suited to market conditions.

vessel will give its owners a wealth of

The new Norðborg is designed for

possibilities, as well as the capacity to

versatility. For instance, the trawl deck

exploit blue whiting to a level that is as

will extend through as much as 60m

yet not possible.

from the stern to enable major trawl

According to managing director

repairs without necessarily having to

Eyðun Rasmussen, the old Norðborg is

head for port. As well as the 1100m3

showing its age and is, with her limited

and 1400m 3 refrigerated fish rooms,

engine power, hardly able to operate ef-

there is 1230m 3 of RSW tank capac-
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ing into setting up its own sales team. KG 689. Their father Kristian Martin

rising fuel prices and the new vessel’s “We have until now worked with external

Rasmussen has taken a step aside from

6000kW Bergen Diesel main engine will

sales organizations but we’re considering

his role as managing director, leaving

be burning more economical heavy fuel,

now whether to employ our own people

this to the younger generation yet still

as well as which there are also high and

or continue with the present system— taking occasional trips as skipper to re-

low range running modes for additional

there are pros and cons with both.”

lieve his sons.

economy.
A vessel with this kind of capacity
and the capability to process everything
on board, including turning factory offcuts into fishmeal, has a high degree of
autonomy. The high carrying capacity means that there are longer periods
between needing to discharge catches,
resulting in less steaming time and time
away from fishing grounds, an important
consideration on relatively high-volume
fishing such as Atlanto-Scandian herring.
The new trawler will be run with
alternating crews of 22 men each and the
new vessel will also bring about some
changes for the company with a wide

Maria Olsen

Pelagic powerhouse

erator, the company has been hit by
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Left to right, back row: managing director
Jens Chr. Olsen, Ann-Britt Johannesen,
Högni Hansen; front row: Oddma
Osmundsdóttir, Oddvá K. Hansen (left);
inshore trawlers, longliners
docked at Toftir (right).

Faroe Fish Market
Toftagjógv 3, FO-650 Toftir
http://www.fmf.fo
E-Mail: fmf@fmf.fo
Tel.: +298 414141
Fax: +298 414142

Maria Olsen

Managing Director: Jens Chr. Olsen

Teamwork concept seen
to accelerate success

Faroe Fish Market passed its second year in operation with revenues up almost 20 percent although traded
quantities decreased slightly during 2006—an impressive performance that may owe much to the auction’s
special emphasis on teamwork.

I

beyond that, really working together as

form of the national fish auction known

professionals in a spirit of partnership,

as Fiskamarknaður Föroya. The over-

service and responsibility. With regard

haul was undertaken at the same time as

to the linkage between fish harvesters

legislative changes took place, paving the

and their purchasing counterparts in this

way for foreign trading in the market.

context, we have stressed the importance

Likewise, the relationship between

of collaboration in the form of effective

the fish auction itself and its sea landing

communication at all levels.”

stations was changed, freeing the auction

Information and communication

from the operation of fish landings and

technology (ICT) is playing a pivotal

the ownership of assets attached to such

role in the trading infrastructure of the

activities. Hence, Faroe Fish Market

auction and in the way participants com- (FMF) was formed as a new company

Fresh fish market — daily auctions at 10
am. Accessible through telephone and/or
internet for domestic and international
purchasers. Selling for domestic
and international fishing vessels.
Main species: cod, haddock, saithe
(pollock/coley), redfish (ocean perch), ling,
tusk (brosme), blue ling, wolffish (ocean
catfish), whiting, monkfish, halibut, turbot
(Greenland halibut), lemon sole (dab),
plaice and more.
2006 total sales quantity: 43,500 tonnes
(raw fish); 35 percent of total landings of
fresh fish in the Faroe Islands (exclusive of
pelagic sector).

municate. Along with email and SMS

while Fiskamarknaður Föroya was re-

technologies for timely and effective

named Landingarmiðstöð Föroya; it op- designed to secure fair price for the fish

delivery of data to all relevant parties

erates two fish landing stations, the one

on the one hand and equal opportunity

whether situated at sea or on land, the

at Toftir and the other in Klaksvík, and

for fish purchasers on the other.

FMF.fo website is used as a platform for

is owned by local labor unions and the

“It worked well during the first years

the exchange of information. Likewise, Faroe Fishermen’s Union (FF) together

but it became necessary to restore the

FMF recently invested in a new ledger

original idea, which is why the structure

software that enables purchasers and

with a seafood processing company.
As to the ownership of the FMF,

was reformed. I think most people agree

sellers to log into the bookkeeping sys- this is split 50/50 between the Landing that the new system is not just working

t may be argued that most

In fact, pretty much everything in- gether form the cooperative component

successful businesses will pride them- dicates that the launch of the new FMF

system of which the FMF’s business

tem to view their balance and print their

armiðstöð Föroya and the Association of

invoices or landing specifications.

Faroese Fish Producers (Föroya Ráfiska ing better than many of us were expect-

selves on good teamwork, yet exactly

has been nothing short of a rampant

framework consists: sellers i.e. fishing

Meanwhile, a digital system for

good teamwork appears to be one of the

success. “The whole process of setting

vessels; purchasers i.e. processors/trad-

chain traceability in the Faroese fish-

very key factors behind the increasingly

up a new trading system has turned out

ers; and an intermediary i.e. the fish auc-

ing industry is about to be implemented

upbeat outlook for the newly restruc- much smoother than we’d imagined,” tion itself. “Ensuring the best possible

on a national level, involving both the

tured Faroe Fish Market (FMF). Dur- said FMF managing director Jens C.

communication, coordination and coop-

FMF, the catching and processing/trad-

ing a second year in operation under its

Olsen. “Effective coordination and good

eration between the three parties that

ing sectors, and other vital links such as

reformed shape, the fish auction’s annual

teamwork are crucial,” he added.

turnover increased by a fifth in twelve

Basically, three different groups,

months, from 540m to 637m dkk (from

each with its own special interests, to-

72.5m to 85.5m eur).

make up the market has been a priority

transport and logistics providers, fisher-

from day one,” Mr Olsen said.

ies authorities and research institutes.

“To achieve this we have had a num-

streamlined in order to strengthen the

sure every FMF employee got a good

foundations of the auction,” Mr Olsen

due to any leap in landed quantities,

grip on their own part as well as a com-

said.

quite the contrary: traded volumes slid

prehensive understanding of how this

from approximately 45,500 metric tons

system is put together. From the begin-

in 2005 to 43,500 mt in 2006. That said,

ning, we have stressed the importance of

international market prices, notably the

not merely keeping good working rela-

price of cod and haddock, did soar.

tions between management and staff but
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ing for the first period of time.”

“A number of routines have been

ber of briefings and exercises to make

Not that this business growth was

seljarafelag). “The auction was originally

according to the plans, it’s actually work-

The establishment of the FMF just
over two years ago was the result of a re-

Elin Lamhauge, Oskar Joensen (right);
landing fresh cod and haddock at Toftir (left).
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PRG: Traditional values,
modern outlook

PRG EXPORT
PO Box 29, FO-510 Göta
http://www.prg.fo
E-Mail: info@prg.fo
Tel.: +298 409000
Fax: +298 409001

Salted fish, fresh fillets and farmed salmon have long been PRG Export’s main product categories, however
salmon production is set to increase considerably this year with new harvesting technology being implemented.

C

ombining traditional

terms of which boats are catching what

values with the latest technology

species, how they handle and grade their

is what has kept Göta-based producer

fish, how long they are at sea and where

PRG Export at the top of the game. The

they land.”

Managing Director & Partner:
Páll Gregersen
Regin Gregersen
Atli Gregersen
Sales manager: Óli Hansen
Sales assistant: Jóannes Mikkelsen
Processor and exporter of seafood
products, primarily fresh and wetsalted, plus fresh and frozen salmon
from own hatchery and sea farm.

company, a family-owned operation, has

Managing director Páll Gregersen

irons in several fires, with traditional

comments that PRG Export as it is today

saltfish production, fresh fish exports

is the sales department of an extensive

and interests in the salmon business that

family enterprise that has been in exis-

are now being stepped up.

tence since 1929, when dry-salted fish

Salted cod, ling, brosme (tusk) and
blueling both as fillets and split fish.

for export was the main focus of pro-

Exports to the EU, USA and Asia.

Sales manager Óli Hansen says that

Fresh fish as fillets and portions, mainly
from cod, redfish (ocean perch), saithe
(pollock/coley) and monkfish.

a common theme that runs through ev- duction.
ery thing the company does is quality

“Since then our production has

Mr Hansen says that controlling

and this goes right the way to sourc- grown and become more varied and our

the whole fish farming process effec-

ing raw material, virtually all of which

present strength is based on a sound

tively is key, eliminating any unknown

comes from local longline vessels, and

combination of tradition and expertise,”

factors.

everything is purchased through the

he says.

Faroe Fish Market.

“Every aspect of the salmon rearing

PRG Export today is a highly ef- terranean region, primarily in Spain and

and processing is monitored carefully,” he

“We have a great deal of experience

ficient, partially vertically integrated

and expertise now in sourcing quality fish

company that has taken on board the

and maintaining that quality throughout

latest technology to meet the 21st cen- producing companies in the Faroe Is-

the production process to the finished

tury demands for quality and traceability,

lands. We have customers we have been

in Faroese waters—some of the cleanest

product,” Mr Hansen says.

but without losing sight of the traditional

dealing with for many years and we have

waters in the world—this gives PRG’s

skills and methods that were part of its

built long-standing relationships with

salmon a quality that makes it a world-

origins.

these people. These are very loyal and

class product.

“We also know the fleet very well

says, “from water temperatures to rates of

“This is one of the oldest saltfish

The company has a throughput each

valued customers who know exactly what

year of between 4,000 and 5,000 tonnes

we produce and the quality they can ex-

feed supply to the growing fish.”
Coupled with the prime conditions

Maria Olsen

and we are very aware of who is who in

Italy,” Mr Hansen says.

of raw fish, with the larger grades des- pect from us. In return, we make every
tined for the traditional saltfish markets

through every stage.”
With the addition of new technol-

effort to meet their requirements.”

ogy the company is preparing to make a

of southern Europe. Saltfish is primarily

Smaller sizes of cod are also likely

cod, although tusk and blue ling are also

to find their way to export markets as

made into saltfish products, both split

fresh fillets, as are fillets and portions

fish and salted fillets.

produced from redfish, saithe and monk-

established players in this business after

and hatching through to farming, har- the-art harvesting technology which will

fish.

a great deal of consolidation has taken

vest, slaughter and processing, PRG is

be implemented in the course of 2007.

place in the industry.

now set to expand its presence in the

This should enable us to increase salmon

salmon business and to increase its

production to about 5,000 tonnes, which

ture in the Faroe Islands, but after the

products are in whole, gutted fish ex- throughput from the present sale volume

is quite significant considering that the

tribulations of recent years, the company

ported fresh or frozen to the US and UK.

of approximately 3,000 tonnes per year

annual volume has been 3,000 to 3,500

is now one of a small number of well-

With the entire process from broodstock

to 5,000 tonnes.

tonnes over the past 10 years.”

“Salted fish is a stable market that
we have served for decades, with a long-

PRG Export was one of the com-

established customer base in the Medi- panies that pioneered salmon aquacul-

Fresh gutted Atlantic salmon (left);
portions of fresh iced cod (above).
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“It’s a product that is fully traceable

Filleting premium cod at PRG Export’s Göta facility.

significant increase in its production of
fresh and frozen salmon.
“We are investing in new, state-of-

Main markets for PRG’s salmon
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Invested with a new method for
securing maximum freshness,
Rainbow Seafood not long ago established itself quickly as a leading
exporter of fresh fish—then moved
on to include fresh fillets from its
own processing facility, continuing
its run of success.

R

Rainbow Seafood

Rainbow Seafood managing director
Regin Mikkelsen displays a box of fresh cod
fillets at the new Oyndarfjörður facility;
fresh iced cod in the Oyndarfjörður
processing line (right);
landing at Eiði (bottom right);
filleting fresh cod (bottom left).

PO Box 3280, FO-110 Tórshavn
E-Mail: rainbow@rainbow.fo
Tel.: +298 322780
Fax: +298 322782
Managing Director:
Regin Mikkelsen
Exporter and processor of seafood
products — fresh whole gutted
and fillets; frozen fillets.

For many, the business in Eiði still

Species: Haddock, cod, whiting, monkfish,
halibut, plaice, lemon sole, Atlantic salmon.

ainbow Seafood’s fast

has all the makings of a good story. After

growing business activities in the

all, it’s easily related to helping local day

Faroes were again taken a leap forward

boat fishermen improve their results in

when the company through its subsidiary

terms of higher job satisfaction through

“What we have is an unbroken re-

Greipan set up a filleting operation at

higher product quality, and hence higher

frigeration chain,” Mr Mikkelsen adds.

pay, in addition to improved safety at

“The fish doesn’t leave the slush ice

Extra fresh,
part II

Oyndarfjörður, not far from Eiði where
much of the sourcing activities are taking place. With the range of products
extended from various species of fresh
iced whole fish to fresh chilled fillets of
cod, haddock and monkfish tails, Rainbow is poised for another round of rapid

work.
Says Mr Mikkelsen: “It would raise

down below. To make the time frame

cess at our HFS [Food, Veterinary and

a few eyebrows here and there, which is

of at-sea fish handling process short and

Environmental Agency] certified facility

not strange, considering the smallness

improve safety, there is a minimum re- in the harbor area.”

of the Faroese community.”

quirement of two persons on each trip.

Immediately after grading, the fish

Seawater based slush ice is believed

is placed in top iced 40-kilo boxes, ready

So the very name of Bátafiskur be-

development.
The company also trades Atlantic
salmon products in international mar-

container before it’s in the grading pro-

came loaded with something… new and

to chill fish very effectively and quickly,

fresh. But why all the fuzz?

allowing for stable, cool water tempera-

With fish traceability ensured by

tures that stay at around 0 centigrade or

way of standard requirements, every

“Maybe it’s just plain curiosity at

for refrigerated shipment.

kets, as fresh iced round salmon and

play,” Mr Mikkelsen adds. “I mean, we

even drop slightly below, without freez- shipped box of seafood carries a great

fresh iced fillets of salmon. These prod-

created a different quality system, one

ing; such temperatures are seen to reflect

deal of product origin information. At

ucts are sourced in Faroe, Norway, and

that works exceptionally well. It became

the real-life temperatures of groundfish

the onshore handling facility, a comput-

Scotland.

a popular subject.”

ecosystems in waters around the Faroes.

erized grading system registers where

The ability of such cool seawater to keep

and when each fish was caught and by

According to Rainbow Seafood
Icy seawater: That quality system

the fish fresh lays the basis for supreme

which boat, to guarantee full traceability

the company’s UK subsidiary, now three

is multi-layered and covers everything

product quality.

on every box.

strong, has had a very successful 2006,

from sourcing management including

in line with the rest of the organization, which currently employs a total 45

Maria Olsen

managing director Regin Mikkelsen,

at-sea and onshore hygiene policies—all
mandatory—through safety regulations

people.

and clear guidelines for ensuring the

Rainbow’s acclaimed quality stan- with the Bátafiskur cooperative—are

freshness from the outset and through-

dards—known from its fresh fish busi- maintained throughout the organiza- out the chain, until the product arrives
ness at Eiði, operated in conjunction

tion, Mr Mikkelsen says.
“When it comes to filleting, the dif-

at the client.”

At the core of the system is the con-

After the joint venture with Báta

sistent use of seawater-based slush ice

ference is of course that the process is

fiskur became public knowledge, a few

in clean and containers covered below

taken one step further.

others sought to copy the recipe of secur-

deck. The only fishing method accepted

ing “extra fresh” fish. The recipe however

is longlining and trip lengths are not al-

“Therefore it entails a few different

routines and some extra rigorous mea- may have proved difficult to replicate—
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highest degree of freshness, to handling,
grading and final shipment.

lowed to exceed 24 hours.

sures to balance the effects of processing;

after all, it had taken Rainbow Seafood

The fish caught is—immediately af-

but the basic idea is the same as with the

years to develop and fine-tune its product

ter taken aboard—bled, gutted, cleaned,

fresh whole fish—securing maximum

quality system.

and placed into the slush ice container
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The Justinussens order two plat
form supply vessels to go seriously
into offshore services—while
keeping their fishing business
including pair trawlers Stjörnan
and Polarhav and shrimp
trawlers Havborg and Fríðborg.

A

Sjóborg managing director and partner
Tummas Justinussen, left, with Supply
Service’s Jens M. Rasmussen;
pair trawler Polarhav FD 1196 (bottom left);
shrimper Havborg FD 1160 (bottom right).

Sjóborg
FO-520 Leirvík
Tel.: +298 443347
Fax: +298 443349
Managing Director: Tummas Justinussen

sels have been converted to burn heavy
fuel instead of the conventional marine
diesel they were built to run on. Accord-

family business f irmly

ing to Mr Justinussen, the conversion to

rooted in fishing, and continuing

heavy fuel is not a cheap exercise and

to invest in fishing, the Justinussens have

involves fitting extra day tanks and heat-

diversified widely in recent years in en-

ing systems to bring the fuel up to the

terprises ranging from Tórshavn’s Hotel

right temperature before it reaches the

Hafnia to Volvo, Renault, Chevrolet and

engines, but this is a long-term solution

Ford dealerships plus a chain of tyre ser-

that brings bunkering costs down by a

vice stations in the Faroes and Iceland.

third. “This is a type of fishing that is

Sjóborg’s latest venture is a giant 400-

heavy on fishing gear and heavy on fuel,

million dkk (54m eur / 37m gbp) in-

and it would be difficult to run these

vestment into the offshore industry with

trawlers without switching to heavy fuel,”

orders placed to build two new platform

he says.

supply vessels (PSVs) for its new com-

There have been some major set-

Fishing vessels, fish harvesting and
other business activities inc. business
holdings — companies: Sjóborg, Sæborg,
Polarstjörnan, Hvarvið, Havborg Supply
Service, Tavan, VR Bilar, Hotel Hafnia.
Pair trawlers —
saithe, silver smelt, whitefish:
Stjörnan FD 1195 (425 GT)
Polarhav FD 1196 (425 GT)
Factory trawlers — shrimp:
Havborg FD 1160 (1,531 GT)
Fríðborg FD 242 (1,833 GT)
On-shore fish processing facility:
Tavan, Leirvík (minority stake)
Offshore Oil & Gas:
Supply Service, Leirvík
General Manager: Jens M. Rasmussen
Leirvík Boat Museum
Hotel Hafnia, Tórshavn

pany Supply Service. Designed by Marin

backs along the way, with Havborg badly

Car dealerships: VR Bilar, Wenzel

Teknik and Havyard Maritime, respec-

damaged by fire during a refit in Norway

tively, the 75 and 78 meter newbuilds

and this was followed by Fríðborg sus-

Tyre service shops:
Dekksentrið (Faroes)
Dekkjalagerinn (Iceland)

Family firm pushes
the boat out
into offshore business

embody the latest technology that the
booming oil business is calling for as oil
exploration in new areas and efforts to
exploit better existing oilfields demand
increasingly sophisticated ships.
To handle the offshore business,
Supply Service has taken on the rare
skills of Jens Meinhard Rasmussen, a

“These are state-of-the art ships,” years. While pair trawlers Stjörnan FD

some way towards offsetting high fuel

former merchant navy captain who

Mr Rasmussen says of the two ships

1195 and Polarhav FD 1196 have been

came ashore to study law, giving him

now under construction at Solstrand in

fishing successfully on saithe and silver

Instead of inshore fisheries, Sjóborg

a unique combination of maritime and

Norway for delivery in May and Sep- smelt with landings of 10,700 tonnes

has since placed bets on distant-water

legal knowledge.

tember 2008.

between them in 2006, a trio of inshore

“Supply Service wants to demon- trawlers have been sold.

electronics were knocked out south of

windows and flooded the wheelhouse af- grounds. “We have gone into this with
ter only two trips for her new owners.

our eyes open and we’ll know in three

Fortunately there were no casualties in

years or so whether or not it was the right

either accident.

move. Shrimp fishing has gone up and

Fríðborg’s refit included replacing

ics and 5000 meters of cables. Remain- opportunity for these trawlers to make
ing upbeat, Mr Justinussen comments:

a living on this.”

shrimp fishing, a sector of the industry “Ask me in a few years’ time if going into
that has been struggling for some years
across the North Atlantic as the prob-

shrimp was a good move.”

environment; therefore, we are building

to local owners in Leirvík and Runavík,

lems of high fuel costs combined with

direction. Fuel is at least fairly stable

these vessels in such way as to meet the

with one of them bought by the skipper

low product prices have hit Norwegian,

and shrimp prices have been gradually

most rigorous environmental demands.

who had already been working the boat

Greenland, Icelandic and Danish opera- improving. Where there were previously
tors, as well as those in the Faroes.

Trends appear to be in the right

eleven shrimpers under the Faroese flag,

“The Faroe saithe fishery has been

Several years ago the freezer trawler

there are now only three. Sjóborg holds

exceptionally good for the past three

Havborg FD 1160 was acquired and

licences for fishing in East Greenland,

As to Sjóborg’s fishing fleet, some

years and prices have been improving

this has been followed by the purchase

as well as opportunities to fish Grand

changes have been made in the last few

since the low of 2005, which has gone

of the now Fríðborg FD 242. Both ves- Banks, Svalbard and other f ishing

reduction system.”

down, but with quotas split three ways

the entire suite of wheelhouse electron- instead of eleven, there should be every

These smaller vessels have all gone

sel is a double hull with a catalyst NOx

Real estate (Faroes and Iceland)

Greenland when severe weather smashed

strate responsibility when it comes to the

For instance, the Havyard-designed ves- for some years.
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prices,” Tummas Justinussen says.

taining some serious damage as the ship’s
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After successfully lengthening
Fram and Vestmenningur,
Meðalsbrekka continues to
invest in saithe fishing: two
brand new trawlers with
freezing capacity are to replace
Columbus and Nornagestur.

W

Meðalsbrekka managing director
Thomas Christophersen;
pair trawler Vestmenningur VN 360
landing at Vestmanna (below).

turbúgvin VN 459 and Skálafossur VN
559.
Columbus and Nornagestur were

ith the completion

built as longliners forty years ago and

of the undersea tunnel that

later converted to trawling. Vár is a new

takes traffic out to the airport near

company formed to run the pair team

Sörvágur, the end of the line came for

and its replacements that are ready to be

the Vestmanna-based ferries that the

ordered from a Spanish or local yard—

tunnel replaced. Today Vestmanna gives

the final decision had still not been taken

the illusion of being a sleepy backwater,

at the time of writing. This new pair

but that is certainly a false impression

team represents a substantial investment

of the place.

of 100 million dkk in twin 38m vessels

Vestmanna is home to several lead-

that will incorporate a great deal of new

ing businesses, including fishing com-

thinking and new technology.

Meðalsbrekka
Hornavegur 5, FO-350 Vestmanna
E-Mail: seglhusi@post.olivant.fo
Tel.: +298 424059
Fax: +298 424485
Managing Director:
Tummas Christophersen
Fishing vessel owner and operator,
seafood exporter. Main species: Saithe
(pollock/coley), cod, haddock, redfish
(ocean perch); monkfish, halibut,
Greenland halibut (black halibut).
Pair trawlers:
Fram VN 390 (364 GT)*
Vestmenningur VN 360 (364 GT)*
*Prior to lengthening (2006)
Subsidiaries:
Vár (50 percent) including pair trawlers
Nornagestur VN 660 (337 GT)
Columbus VN 650 (286 GT)
Fishing gear manufacturer
Faroe Trawl (25 percent)

pany Meðalsbrekka, a family company

As well as following the established

today run by Tummas Christophersen,

Norwegian pattern of block freezing fish

to larger ships such as sophisticated re-

who is set to take some major steps in

at sea, which is new to the Faroes, the

search vessels. Built to operate on saithe,

terms of both investment and technol-

new pair team are also being designed

the new pair will be built to freeze catch-

ogy.

to operate with diesel-electric power

es at sea, with H&G (headed and gut-

systems.

ted) saithe block frozen instead of the

Pair trawling has been an important
method of fishing in the Faroe Islands
for many years and the Meðalsbrekka
boats went into this in 1980 as a response
to the fuel price increases at the end of
the 1970s.
Mr Christophersen says that although fuel prices are high now, the
situation at that time was much more

Taking pair
trawling to
a new level

While diesel-electric systems are
the extra fishroom capacity allows them

to operate more efficiently by maximiz- spread use for many years, this approach
is still highly unusual in vessels of this

tom line than fresh, as prices are better

fishing grounds to a minimum.

size, as using diesel engines as generators

for fish frozen on board within an hour or

“Last year Vestmenningur and

to supply electric propulsion motors and

two of being caught,” Mr Christophersen

Fram had a good year on saithe and

to direct power to wherever it is needed

says, commenting on taking pair trawl-

we landed 7500 tonnes altogether, of

on board has until now been confined

ing to new levels.

take a further step with orders for a new

tions that stretched them to almost 43m.

which 2300 tonnes was silver smelt,

was what was needed.

pair team incorporating new technology

While they had been able to operate on

even though we only managed half of

and new ideas that have not before been

their traditional target species of saithe

the four-month silver smelt season due

used in vessels of this type.

without needing to make any changes,

to the time off fishing spent on the refits,”

Vestmenningur and Fram were

Mr Christophersen had acquired silver

Mr Christophersen says, commenting

adds that the method was so success- away from fishing for two months last

smelt licences to broaden the range of the

that the two trawlers also handle better

ful that Faroese operators stayed with it,

year while they underwent extensive

company’s activities, and this called for

in bad weather since they were length-

even when fuel prices fell again.

refits at the Faroe Yard (Tórshavnar

some changes and the additional fish-

ened.

Meðalsbrekka already has a recent

Skipasmiðja) in Tórshavn. The two

room space makes fishing on silver smelt

big investment in its existing vessels

trawlers emerged from the yard fitted

for part of the summer a much more eco-

in trawler company Vár, set up to oper-

behind it with the lengthening of pair

out with new slurry ice systems and their

nomic proposition than before.

ate the Columbus VN 650/Nornagestur

trawlers Vestmenningur VN 360 and

carrying capacity increased to 300 metric

He explains that with relatively low

VN 660 pair team, in partnership with

Fram VN 390 last year, and is now set to

tons with prefabricated 7.50 meter sec- prices, silver smelt is a volume fishery and

Dánjal Jacobsen, owner of trawlers Ves-

“Things were serious at that time
trawling or go bankrupt,” he recalls, and
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“Freezing at sea gives a better bot-

ing the payload and keeping time off the

serious and switching to pair trawling

and the choice was to switch to pair

conventional method of fish stored in ice

not new either, having been in wide- to be landed fresh.

Meðalsbrekka also has a half share
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Seafood trader delivers
For 20 unbroken years, Landshandilin has built up a strong and independent trading operation that specializes in
bringing top quality fish products—fresh, frozen, salted—from the Faroes and Iceland to international markets.

W

ith its weekly shipments

foremost based on the fact that we make

reaching Central European fish

sure our clients get the very best products,

Landshandilin

Fresh landed trawled
saithe, gutted (right);
fresh iced monkfish, caught
with gillnets (bottom left);
newly harvested farmed salmon,
headed and gutted (bottom right).

PO Box 17, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.landshandilin.fo
E-Mail: lanhan@post.olivant.fo
Tel.: +298 311 385
Fax: +298 313 556
Managing owners:
Finn Rasmussen — Sales Director
Niclas Rasmussen — Finance Director

“When it comes to fresh fish, we
have developed specific routines in or-

ity standards with regard to frozen and

markets every Monday morning, Lands that we’re reliable in delivering on time,

der to ensure maximum freshness; in

salted products. That’s briefly the basis

Independent trading company.

handilin is one of the highly experienced

the same way, we meet stringent qual-

of our business.”

Main species — fresh: Atlantic salmon,
Arctic char, saithe (coley/Boston bluefish),
redfish (ocean perch) monkfish, turbot,
halibut. Frozen: Atlantic salmon, herring,
mackerel, silver smelt. Wet salted: saithe.

and that we’re highly competitive.

players in the fresh fish business. Placing special emphasis on product quality

‘Very diverse’: Located along major

and delivery reliability, the company has

international sea lanes in the North

earned the respect of a growing number

Atlantic and with several weekly con-

of clients on both sides of the Atlantic.

tainer services, the Faroes is well suited

In fresh products, exports include

Export markets: USA, Europe, Russia, Asia.

halibut, all of which is farmed in Iceland.

for exports based on sea freight. Iceland, As to farmed salmon, this is shipped

with our policy and terms; we like it this

Atlantic salmon, Arctic char, saithe,

on the other hand, has a greater distance

by sea from the Faroes both fresh and

way because we are proud to deliver the

redfish, monkfish, turbot, and halibut;

to the UK as well as to the European

frozen, as is fresh saithe, redfish, and

very best—whatever the customer needs,

in frozen products, Atlantic salmon as

continent and to Scandinavia; but with

monkfish.”

we’ll get it.”

well as pelagic species notably herring,

a highly developed aviation sector, the

The ability to meet the exact re-

mackerel and silver smelt; and in salted,

Icelanders have a tradition in using their

quirements of the customer and deliver

quire into whether the fish can be traced

the main offering is wet salted saithe.

regular connections to North America,

on target is crucial for Landshandilin,

and whether it’s sourced sustainably.

the UK and other places for air cargo.

Mr Rasmussen said.

Coupling independence in relation
to sourcing partners with expert knowl-

The range of products from Lands

edge of its markets, Landshandilin has

handilin, all of which are either shipped

“Because we know the industry

A growing number of clients en-

“The good thing with the information age is that it’s getting so much easier

very well and cooperate with many ves- to provide people with the information

developed an effective system for man-

by sea from the Faroes or by air from

sel owners and seafood processors, we

they want. Digital systems for fish trace-

aging sales, procurements and logistics,

Iceland, comprises both farmed and wild

also have the advantage of being able

ability are fast becoming the norm in

according to managing owner and direc-

fish.

to respond quickly and precisely to the

the Faroes and possibly in Iceland too,

requests of our customers.”

which is of great advantage for everyone

tor of sales Finn Rasmussen.

“We ship by airfreight to meet the

“We enjoy good working relation-

demand from international clients in

Those requests can vary a great

ships with a large number of harvest-

terms of fresh Arctic char, turbot and

deal—from the odd species ordered, to

“Every piece of fish we offer comes

ers and processors, which is one of our

the special request with regard to size,

from a completely sustainable source.

strengths,” he said.

weight, or quantity.

Where it’s not farmed, it’s fished in some

involved in the seafood trade here.

“It’s about getting exactly what the

“We are well-experienced in serving

client needs and we can do that because

many Western, Central and Southern

resources abound and harvesting is man-

we’re able to coordinate the best from

European markets as well as the United

aged rigorously.”

selected sources on the right terms—we

States, Russia, and Japan, and in the last

offer the best combination of uncom-

few years other Asian markets have also

promising product quality and the right

joined the list.

product specifications, and we do it on
“We started trading seafood twenty
years ago, and our success is first and

“Each customer is unique and each
Maria Olsen

time and on budget.

of the world’s richest waters where these

market has its own characteristics. Overall, the orders we accept are very diverse
in specification and quantity and there
is also a huge difference from customer

Landshandilin managing owners, brothers
Finn Rasmussen, left, and Niclas Rasmussen.
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to customer and the frequency of orders.
I guess all of this has something to do
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Vestsalmon:
Doing it right
in aquaculture

PO Box 82, FO-410 Kollafjörður
http://www.vestsalmon.com
E-Mail: vestlax@vestlax.fo
Tel.: +298 477 000
Fax: +298 477 001

low feed factor (a measure for actual feed
uptake i.e. feeding system effectiveness),
the company has developed a methodology for optimum yield, according to Bogi

According to Vestsalmon, sea
farming industry leader in the
Faroes, success in aquaculture
requires practices that combine the
most rigorous quality controls with
the art of giving juvenile fish
adequate space, time and nutrition
in the right environment to secure
optimum health and growth
conditions.

W

Vestsalmon

Janni í Homrum grading headed
and gutted salmon (left);
a box of headed and gutted, individually
vacuum packed, frozen salmon (right).

Johannesen, head of sales.

is prolonged but operations are generally

“The trick is giving the right and

less costly early on than later on in the

most nutritious feed while minimizing

farming process; the right timing will

excess. Say you pour 500 kilos of feed

save resources while at the same time

into each cage every day; if the feed fac- increasing yield.”

Producer, processor and exporter
of farmed salmon and trout.
Products – fresh and frozen:
Atlantic salmon (Salmo Salar)
Salmon trout (Oncorhynchus Mykiss)

tor is too high it means the fish eat only a

Likewise, in the desire for maxi-

small percentage of what you give them;

mum harvesting quantities, some may

in money terms something like 1000

be tempted to release too many fish into

vaccinated nor been treated with anti-

krones [134 eur / 90 gbp] will easily go

the cages, often resulting in devastating

biotics, Mr Johannesen added.

down the drain, per cage per day.”

consequences of overpopulation.

ith the recent resurgence
Ecological plus: Transferring ju-

Vestsalmon’s trout have not been

As to the freshness of the fjord

At Vestsalmon such pitfalls are

in prices, there is a new optimism

General Manager:
Frímund Hansen
Head of Sales Department:
Bogi Johannesen

strictly avoided, Mr Johannesen said.

basins in which Vestsalmon cages are
situated, he pointed out that the Faroe

in the Faroe aquaculture sector after

venile fish to salty seawater at too early

years of crisis and consolidation. Bol-

stages of growth or in too large quanti- dards defined. For instance, whereas the

ants, are situated in the middle of the

stered by hard-earned experiences and

ties is another previously common yet

maximum level of density acceptable to

North Atlantic, well away from the pol-

new, internationally harmonized legis-

costly mistake.

the veterinary standard is 25 kg/m ,

lution sources of more heavily populated

lation designed to minimize the risks

“In fact we exceed ‘ecological’ stan- Islands, with less than 50,000 inhabit-

3

“Some farmers may want to mini- the density measured by a UK veteri- areas.
mize the use of land based installations,

nary surgeons group in our on-growing

eager to release smolt to sea as early as

cages was around 11 kg/m3 with maxi- of purity in our waters with strong tidal

in the midst of what looks like a sub-

possible. Unfortunately, the smaller the

mum densities between 13.6 and 13.7

currents and rapid water exchange in all

stantial upturn in exports of farmed fish.

fish, the weaker and more vulnerable

kg/m .”

of the areas where we keep our cages.”

While exported quantities of salmon and

they’ll be in the environment of the sea

trout hit rock bottom in 2006, figures

with organisms to which such fish are

are expected to rise sharply during 2007,

not acclimatized. So what happens is

from around 15,000 metric tons to an
estimated 25,000 mt per year.

Maria Olsen

of disease and other potential dangers,
the Faroese once again find themselves

mortality increases, and wasting loads
of feed on fish that will die before grow-

Not many survived the meltdown in

ing up to commercially viable size can

the aquaculture sector which took place

or five may exist in a year or so following

from the late 1990s up until a couple of

mergers and acquisitions.

years ago, and of those few, barely four
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3

“We have an extremely high degree

Enjoying the position of a trustwor-

be very expensive. The fish have to be

thy supplier of superior-quality products

sufficiently fit before being released to

Vestsalmon, a leading exporter of

to a notoriously demanding Japanese

sea; so at Vestsalmon we have got mor-

farmed fish, has a long track record

clientele, Vestsalmon over the years has

tality down to below two percent, which

of success in the business, focusing on

managed to gain a good reputation for

is very good. The time span we allow

farming, processing and trading of both

uncompromising routines and practices

from release to harvesting is only 18

Atlantic salmon and salmon trout (a.k.a.

in matters ranging from fish welfare to

months. This means the period on land

steelhead or coastal rainbow trout). The

hygienic handling to rigorous grading

company has been around for more than

and reliability.

20 years with Japan as key export market

With a very low mortality rate in

and Russia and the UK up and coming.

its fish farm cages, and an exceptionally

Fish farming cages in the fjord
of Vestmanna (right);
Bogi Johannesen, head of the sales department,
with accounting secretary Karina Joensen (left).
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Adding flavors from around
the world to its growing
range of gluten free fish
sausages, health food
manufacturer Prima Fisk
is looking to gain foothold
in the Nordic markets for
sandwich fills.

W

Tavan’s Fish sausage plan

Tavan / Prima Fisk
FO-520 Leirvík
Tel.: +298 443355
E-Mail: joanmagnus@tavan.fo

Petersen, is to offer tastes and flavors

Processor and exporter of seafood
products, fresh and frozen, specializing in
minced silver smelt and loins of saithe.

from every corner of the globe.
“This is high-energy, low-fat, protein-rich gourmet food suitable for many

Managing Director:
Joen Magnus Rasmussen

occasions, perfect as sandwich fill, for
instance. No bad additives, only gluten-

“We see great potential in synergies

ith a production capac-

free flour and spices… a very high per- between the saithe and silver smelt, and

ity of one metric ton per hour and

centage of fish. The only fat is fish oil

so we have made investments on a con-

ample access to raw materials, health

and small amounts of vegetable oil. So

tinuous basis to find out how to work as

food startup Prima Fisk (originally

it’s both tasty and nutritional and the

effectively as possibly with these species.

JetFood) is hoping to sign its first export

concept has a world culture appeal as

In the beginning, we focused solely on

contracts within the immediate future.

well—we offer a lot of flavors inspired

silver smelt and therefore didn’t work

Following a round of business presenta-

from different places like Thailand, In- year-round inasmuch as the silver smelt

tions and promising negotiations with a

dia, the Mediterranean, the US, and

fishery is a seasonal fishery lasting only

major retail chain, general manager Jan

Mexico.”

a few months from early to late summer.

E. Petersen gave an upbeat account.

Tavan has sixteen years of experi- After a while we began to take in saithe

Subsidiary:
Prima Fisk — processor and
exporter of fish sausage products
made of silver smelt. Slicing and
packing according to agreement.
General Manager:
Jan E. Petersen
http://www.jetfood.fo
E-Mail: jetfood@jetfood.fo
Tel.: +298 743444 or +298 743445
Fax: +298 443445

a technology for doing removing it and

“We have now tested a selection of

ence in fish processing, supplying silver

and because of that, business operations

that we could possess such technology

high quality fish sausage products by

smelt mince to overseas markets as well

expanded to the extent that we now work

within the not too distant future.”

first establishing our brand within the

as to Prima Fisk. Other products ex- throughout the year.

Faroese food retail market,” he said. “We

ported to France, Germany and Sweden

have succeeded to the extent that we now

include saithe loins and roe.

“As to portions of saithe, we’ve had
some ongoing product development,

have regular deliveries every week in-

“Minced silver smelt is not just an

while with silver smelt, it’s slightly dif-

cluding some exports but we are in fact

excellent species for fish sausages,” said

ferent, as mincing has been the only way

able to process up much more; through

Tavan managing director Joen Magnus

to work it; removing the pin bone ef-

partnering with Tavan we have excellent

Rasmussen. “It has a very good consis- fectively is still too much of a challenge.

access to raw materials.”

tency, which in practice means that vir- But we believe it’s possible to develop

With main emphasis on prod-

it perfect for fish quenelles, fish sausages

a maximum production capacity of as

and other products.”

much as one metric tons per hour, there

the perfect way forward.
Tavan managing director Joen Magnus
Rasmussen, left, with Prima Fish general
manager Jan E. Petersen (center);
dish of fish sausages (bottom left);
sandwich filled with fish sausage (top);
processing silver smelt at Tavan (below).

With 50 employees, Tavan annu-

is plenty of room for any increase in the

ally processes around 2200 metric tons

throughput.

of saithe and 6500mt of silver smelt. As

A year after Mr Petersen joined

a pioneer and leading purchaser and
Tavan has bought out his former partner

now hopeful to achieve breakthrough

processor of silver smelt in the Faroes,

smelt major Tavan to establish a com- to take the majority of shares. Now, says levels in Denmark in the weeks or
pany specializing in silver smelt sausages, Mr Petersen, the plan is to enter Nor- months ahead. And we have the capac-

Tavan has served its home marked with

dic export markets by initially focusing

ity and the infrastructure to deliver in

the early 1990s. While this market has

on large retail chains and the catering

consistent quality and on time.”

remained stable over the years, exports

market.

portions of minced silver smelt since

have climbed.

“A number of business representa- ‘World food’ element: Prima Fisk’s
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iary, however, sticking with the mince is

tually no additives are required, making

uct quality and the health factor, and

forces with Leirvík saithe and silver

For Tavan’s sausage making subsid-

The company is constantly explor-

tives, from small specialty shops to large

fish sausages come in many colors, de-

ing new opportunities through product

retail chains, have shown interest in our

pending on the particular spices used in

and market development, Mr Rasmussen

products,” Mr Petersen said. “We are

each product. The idea, according to Mr

said.
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Making dryfish
drive results

Faroe Marine Products
Úti á Vík, FO-520 Leirvík
http://www.fmp.fo
E-Mail: fmp@fmp.fo
Tel.: +298 443399
Fax: +298 443220

Building on the business success of its high-quality stockfish concept, Faroe Marine Products is investing
in a new production hall to handle the rising processing needs of its up and coming pet food division.

J

udging from a history of

of protein rich, non-boiled, non-salted

yet has no salt added—because no boil-

strong organic growth and prospects

fish products.

ing is involved, it’s pure fish ready to eat,

of continued success, the business model

Most of the products are made and

with all the proteins and vitamins pre-

of Faroe Marine Products (FMP) looks

marketed for the high-end segments of

served, including Omega-3 fatty acids.”

like one that only few domestic seafood

diverse specialty markets: dried fish

processors would be able to match.

heads and backbones for use in Nige- Betting on pets: The raw fish is re-

Just a few years since founded in
a joint venture with Icelandic partners,

rian cuisine; dried fillets and portions of

Managing Director: Eirikur á Húsamörk
High-technology drying processing facility
offering drying of all fish products with fat
content less than 5 percent.
Processing of offals from traditional fish
processing industry i.e. backbones and
heads from cod, haddock, saithe and other
species. Production of dried fillets for
home and export markets.
Also pet food snacks from pelagic species.

ceived chilled at FMP’s terminal, then

FMP managing director Eirik á Húsamörk;
saithe heads set for pre-drying process (left).

saithe (coley/Atlantic pollock) for mar- cleaned and spread on specially designed

the company headed by the energetic Ei- kets in the north including Russia and

plastic grids to allow for an automated

rik á Húsamörk has quickly carved its

Faroe; pet food snacks manufactured

process with a high degree of hygiene;

own niche in the Nigerian market for

from dried pelagic fish, for the interna- then the stacked grids are placed into

plies. But if it wasn’t for the FMP facil-

stockfish. New product development has

tional pet food market.

purpose made drying chambers in a pre-

ity, many more thousands of tons of fish

drying process, after which the raw ma-

heads and backbones would be ground

on and in order to meet the growing de- dried fish would seem quite obvious to

terials are taken to further processing in

into meal and oil as industrial fish.

mands from new overseas clients, FMP

after-drying boxes, the final step before

nonetheless been prioritized from early

is working on another round of extension,

The argument for high quality,
many.

As Mr á Húsamörk pointed out:

“First we make sure the raw ma- packaging and shipping.

adding a multi-story, 2500m produc- terials we get are of good quality and
3

“We have turned heads and backbones

With the abundance of fish in the

into a valuable export business and the

tion hall to its current Leirvík premises,

handled correctly from the beginning

Faroes, access to premium raw material

which were enlarged a couple of years

and all through,” Mr á Húsamörk said.

will not pose any serious problem for

“Second, the drying process applied

FMP. However fulfilling quality stan-

made from dried pelagic fish are be-

dards takes skill and effort.

coming a new major source of business

ago.

Based on its advanced drying pro- here is very effective so the final product
cess, FMP today offers a whole range

contains maximum nutrition and taste

Nigerians get their favorite flavors…”
Meanwhile, pet food products

“Our products are processed and

for FMP, in fact the main driver behind

presented as high quality products,” Mr

the planned extension, Mr á Húsamörk

á Húsamörk remarked, “so, quality in-

said. “We have set a clear goal of becom-

spection is rigorous.

ing the number one manufacturer of pet

“We have chosen to emphasize

foods made from fish and we intend to

product quality over relaxing routines

realize it.”

with no substitute substances. Our cli-

processing technology, drying chambers

a price and recognize that FMP delivers

and an advanced inventory system did

superior value for the price.”
FMP’s rapidly rising exports
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Earlier investments in computerized

ents appreciate the fact that quality has
and neighboring towns and villages is

nearby combustion plant in order to sort,

require healthy profits, and over the

tangible.

clean and dry its products, the company

five years or so since the FMP facility

reached a total value of around 50 mil-

In 2005, FMP was awarded the

at the same time makes maximum use

became fully operational, the average re-

lion dkk in 2006 (6.7m eur / 4.6m gbp).

Faroe Industry Association’s Company

of generally underutilized small-size fish

turn on equity investment has been 25

With a monthly payroll that amounts to

of the Year prize for successful and in- and fish offals.

percent. However, with another round

about 1m dkk (134,000 eur / 90,000

ventive use of natural resources and green

of heavy purchasing and costly construc-

gbp), the company’s socio-economic im-

energy in a financially sound business. fish producers and processors are no

pact on the small community of Leirvík

For instance, while recycling heat from a

Good working relationship with

tion coming up, the heat is on to yield

doubt paramount for raw material sup- high results.
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By Búi Tyril
ITH THE OVERWHELMING part of all exports from the Faroe Islands
consisting of marine products, there is little room for division on whether there
is a need for greater diversification: it’s an argument that will mostly center
on the related hows, whys and what-ifs. A favorite subject of debate through

decades since World War II, the issue appears to surge in waves relative to major developments

and their perceived potential to impact on the current balance.
The current consensus in Faroe is that there’s a whole world of difference between now and
say, two decades ago, in the outlook for exports. Not that dependency on seafood has decreased,
or that competition has eased, on the contrary. But preconditions have changed, quite radically:
Resulting from a growing trend of global integration and the onward march of information and
communication technology (ICT), ages worth of change are setting in at breakneck speed to
affect the business environment of virtually every organization.
Ventures in aquaculture, stalling more than a decade ago to undergo tough purging and
consolidation, are finally back on track. Chiefly focusing on farming Atlantic salmon and salmon
trout, aquaculture has historically been seen as a natural extension of fishing.
Back in the heady 1980s, who would have found it likely that, for instance, Faroese Telecom
twenty years on would be negotiating digital deals in North Sea oil, leaving Icelandic competition in the dust? Icelandic, not UK or Danish, or Norwegian—the key here is size and speed;
it’s about retaining the ability to gain profits on markets traditionally ignored by the big boys,
combining swiftness in decision making with lightweight operations, coupling smallness and
technological know-how with sufficient financial fitness for competitive edge.
Much of this appears to be exactly what the Icelanders have learned to master. Now it
could be Faroe’s turn.
So while Iceland and Faroe have remarkably much in common, some distinct characteristics
remain on each side. For instance, some maintain that, for some reason, the average Faroese is
traditionally a little less self confident than the average cousin to the northwest. Well, for one
thing, with increasing economic and cultural integration between the two countries, that could
be about to change; for another, the Faroese are likewise known for some other, slightly more
quiet, qualities—qualities whose international business value just might be inching upward.
Or so the hope goes. It goes without saying that there is much to be gained from the mutual
exchange of knowledge between nations. For the Faroes, the closest neighbors are Scotland,
Iceland, and Norway; and, in another sense, Greenland and Denmark, co-members of the
kingdom of Denmark; Greenland is likewise a co-member of the family of small populations
known as the ‘endangered species’ of fishing and hunting people.
Meanwhile, Faroese companies are taking their products and services to a global marketplace. One example, Formula International—a new venture set up by Faroese Telecom, the Eik
Fund, TF Holding, and Formula.fo—recently purchased Munk IT, one of Denmark’s largest
and most successful Microsoft Gold Partners on Dynamics NAV and Microsoft C5, in a deal
worth 100 million dkk (13.4m eur / 9.1m gbp). As to maritime industries, it goes without
saying that the Faroese have a natural strength here that is hard to match. The success of Thor
within the seismic sector is a case in point, as is that of oil independent Atlantic Petroleum,
now holding more than twenty exploration and development licenses in UK, Ireland and Faroe
waters. The Eik Bank, Atlantic’s financial advisers in connection with their listing on the OMX
Nordic Exchange in Reykjavík and Copenhagen, owns two highly successful financial services
enterprises in Denmark and is now the largest shareholder in Iceland’s savings bank Spron.
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CoMpeting
with
ConFidenCe

Combine a new generation of Faroese
business managers with the impact
of globalization and new technology,
and you may find that alternatives—
or complements—to seafood exports
could be about to… develop.
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Backed by unique, well-tested expertise at domestic level, Faroese
Telecom invests heavily in submarine fiber optics to boost connectivity
dramatically in the North Atlantic—a giant leap with regional and
international business opportunities in sight.

C

onventional wisdom

market or the increasingly international-

says that geographically cut-off

ized business market.

communities are highly isolated from

The main purpose of the new, 150-

the civilized world. In a way, that’s

million dkk (20m eur / 14m gbp) in-

true—but not anymore; not when it

vestment “is to secure the international

Faroese Telecom
Föroya Tele, PO Box 27, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.tele.fo
E-Mail: ft@ft.fo
Tel.: +298 303030
Fax: +298 303031
Chief Executive Officer:
Kristian Davidsen
Vice President and Head of FT International:
Tróndur Djurhuus
Leading provider of telecommunications
services in the Faroe Islands.
Fixed and mobile telephony.
ISP services: ADSL and dial-up.
Transmission solutions and networks.
Enterprise telecommunications solutions.
Consumer ‘tele-shops’ located nationwide.
Hosting environment and 24-hour support
center. International linkages via satellite
and undersea cable.
Publisher of white and yellow page
directories (print and web-based).
Digital television distribution via DVBT subsidiary company, Televarpið.

comes to the North Atlantic area be- connections for the Faroese market.”
tween Scotland, Norway and Iceland. A January 2007 statement from FaroHere, the incumbent telecom operator

ese Telecom announcing the contract

of the Faroe Islands, Faroese Telecom,

awarded to a German submarine cable

is placing a new and revolutionary fiber

specialist with installation to be taken

optic submarine cable to link Faroe to

care of by a Canadian company in con-

Shetland and Orkney and onward to

junction with Faroese Telecom, added:

With a transmission capacity of as

“The cable will at the same time offer
possibilities for improving the interna-

much as 190 Gigabits/second per fiber

tional connectivity and support business

pair, the SHEFA-2 will become the third

opportunities for the societies in Orkney

submarine cable system to connect Faroe

and Shetland.”

with international telecommunications

infrastructures. The superior technol- by October 2007, the SHEFA-2 “will

Provider of cost-effective solutions for Digital
Video Broadcast – Terrestrial (DVB-T).
Developer of highly robust and
scalable Subscriber Management
Software – PULSLogic.

the   unlinkable

Scheduled to become operational
Maria Olsen

mainland UK.

Leapfrogging

Investments in international markets.

ogy of the SHEFA-2 holds promises of

considerably improve the communica-

entirely new proportions for the islands

tions infrastructure of the island com-

communities—whose total population

munities of the Faroe Islands, Shetland

is less than 100,000—most particularly

and Orkney and will provide sufficient

and we hope that this initiative will be

less submarine cable links of which the

with regard to the poorly connected

bandwidth capacity to the mainland

well received by our fellow islanders to

longest is approximately 390 kilome-

Orkneys and Shetlands, but indeed also

for many years to come,” said Faroese

the south.”

for the well wired Faroes.

Telecom chief executive Kristian R.

So FARICE—the cable going from
Iceland via Faroe to northern Scotland,

Davidsen.
He added: “The new cable will clear

Faroese Telecom CEO Kristian Davidsen (left) with Tróndur Djurhuus, vice President and Head of FTI.

“This is excellent news,” said Nicol

mainland. This link will be a great boost

this, including our flexible approach to

The SHEFA-2 consists of repeater-

ters. The premium fibers used will be

for the local business community, in par- operating new services, like digital TV “capable of carrying around 20x10 Gbps

Steven, Deputy First Minister of the

ticular those who rely on e-commerce

Scottish Executive. “The first subsea

and this link ensures that we have the

distribution.”

capacity without ROPAs,” (remote opti-

Mr Djurhuus added: “As to hosted

cally pumped amplifiers). This is “one
of its kind ever installed anywhere in

opened in 2004 to complement the older

the way for further economic develop- fiber connection from the mainland to

opportunity to access first-class technol- services, for instance, the cable opens up

Cantat-3 link from North America to

ment of these rather remote island areas

the Northern Isles will give Shetland

ogy links.”

Europe—is seen as not fully fit for future

and will help the islands economies to

and Orkney potential access to a reli-

ing in several markets including offshore

bridge long distances with repeaterless

development of either the Faroese home

overcome their disadvantages of periph- able and high-capacity telecoms link. I

World record: The new cable sys-

oil and gas on various prospects based on

technology.”

erality and limited population. We look

would encourage Faroese Telecom, local

tem will present a range of international

SHEFA-2. The new level of connectivity

forward to work with the peoples of

councils and other telecoms providers to

business opportunities—in the UK and

will also highlight the Faroes as a rock

Shetland and Orkney in exploring the

maximize the potential opportunities for

beyond, both onshore and offshore, said

solid place for remote data backup—at

fantastic possibilities that the SHEFA- business and leisure that will arise from

Tróndur Djurhuus, Faroese Telecom

safe distance from the maelstrom of dis-

2 submarine cable is going to provide,

Vice President and Head of FT Inter ruptive events, devoid of volcanic activi-

this exciting new development.”
Shetland Islands Council convenor

Monitoring activities the Faroese
service provisioning subsidiary; pictured
Jóna Olsen, FT Communication
Head of Tele Technology.
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Sandy Cluness commented: “It is vital

national.

great possibilities. We’re in fact negotiat- the world, because of the capability to

ties, yet extremely well-connected.”

“We have a special strength in the

for Shetland to establish and maintain

ability to profitably serve small mar-

excellent communication links with the

kets. Our experiences at home prove

Faroese Telecom’s
headquarters, Tórshavn.
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Marine electronics: Call the cavalry
Going from scratch to taking
over a sizeable share of the
domestic marine electronics
market in no time, MP Teknik
secured some good contracts to
see demand soar among ships
and boats in home ports as
well as in Greenland.

W

MP Teknik managing director Malvinus
í Gong, front, with MP Teknik Greenland
managing director Sören Andreasen, centered,
and Petur í Gong, chairman of both companies.

intended for making life at sea easier and
safer. Representing the likes of Sperry

PO Box 312, FO-700 Klaksvík
http://www.mpteknik.fo
E-Mail: mpteknik@mpteknik.fo
Tel.: +298 479089

Marine, Scanmar—and a number of

Managing Director: Malvinus í Gong

other world-class brands, such as Japan

Suppliers and service providers of marine
electronics, consumer electronics,
related equipment and items.

Marina Co. (JMC) for the smaller boats
what it takes to enter the marine elec- segment—the company today offers a
tronics market,” Mr í Gong added. “So

complete package of services and goods

we started working in that direction.”

for the maritime sector.

The company, now 9 strong, con-

MP Teknik

“We take care of domestic and for-

hen they were appointed deal-

tinued to evolve and before long had an

eign ships calling at any Faroe or Green-

ers for an industry giant’s world-

unbeatable line-up that could provide

land harbor,” Mr í Gong said. “Whenev-

leading brand of radar systems and other

top quality service backed by its high- er our client vessels need servicing while

advanced equipment, the young mem-

level expertise in marine electronics. As

away, all they need to do is contact us

Dealerships, e.g.:
Northrop Grumman Sperry Marine
Scanmar
Penta+
JMC (Japan Marina Co.)
Koden
Brassbell (Clean Agent FS49C2)
Orbit AquaCam
Subsidiary: MP Teknik Greenland ApS

bers of the MP Teknik team already had

it turned out, there was a vacuum in the

and everything will be taken care of at

a plan in place: provide sea vessels in the

market, limiting, for instance, the range

their nearest port.”

Faroes and beyond with the best service

of radar systems available and serviced—

available and the best equipment there

until the MP team came along, that is.

solve any technical issues, he said—even

is for navigation, communication, safety,

Now the word is out that change

the difficult ones—without sending the

On the non-electronic side, based

client abroad. “Our strength lies in our

on breakthrough chemical technology,

ability to solve any problems that may

one of the interesting products offered

fish finding and more.

is in the air.

This wasn’t their original plan,

The MP Teknik team is proud to

complete module based bridge systems
including command console, furniture
and everything.

have occurred in the electronics instal- is a clean-agent fire protection system

however; that one had more to do with

Beyond electronics: Becoming an

selling and servicing consumer electron-

authorized dealer for Northrop Grum lations, and to offer alternative solutions

designed to quench any fire more effec-

ics than anything else. Said MP Teknik

man Sperry Marine, with access to a

tively than is possible with conventional

managing director Malvinus í Gong:

worldwide service infrastructure, MP

where appropriate.”
Beyond electronics, MP Teknik is

powder or water based systems; what’s

Teknik were linked up to a global net- gaining foothold as a general supplier

more, it’s environmentally friendly and

with confidence but not much beyond…

work of electronic engineering firms,

of marine equipment, from underwater

not dangerous—it doesn’t even come in

At whichever point we’d take on a com-

covering virtually every port at which

cameras for the aquaculture industry to

high-pressure containers.

mitment in marine electronics, I wanted

ships call.

“We were doing consumer electronics

to make sure it was going be one hun-

Meanwhile, joining forces with
Greenland electronics engineer Sören

dred percent.”

Andreasen, the company has set up a

Trained as an electronics engineer,
and with a special interest in marine

partly owned subsidiary in Nuuk.

technology, Mr í Gong would set high

“There is a very high demand in

standards for himself and his team. At
they were only two self-employed partners: Mr í Gong himself, and his brother

Greenland,” Mr Sörensen said.
Maria Olsen

that early stage—some three years ago—

“People are frustrated with the current situation and they really deserve an
alternative offer.”

Petur í Gong, who, with a background

MP Teknik has already established

in finance, is still the company’s finance

ourselves taking orders from some of

Teknik managed and financed its rapid

itself as a highly respected player in the

manager.

the leaders in that market; so in order

growth: finding people with the right

marketplace, with marine electronics

“We started out in consumer elec- to grow the business to meet this de- skills and commitment to become part-

representing the bulk of the business but

tronics, selling and repairing TV sets

mand, we had to find more key person- ners and members of the team. “It didn’t

with a footing in consumer electronics

and the like. Before we knew, we found

nel to join us.” That’s roughly how MP

as well, plus a growing range of products
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Servicing a client longliner in Klaksvík.

take long before we realized that we had
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Enter the Lion

VÓNIN
Head Office:
Bakkavegur 22, FO-530 Fuglafjörður
http://www.vonin.com
E-Mail: info@vonin.com

Launching a behemoth Red Lion midwater trawl in a new bid to attract
the redfish segment, the Faroes’ fast growing fishing gear manufacturer
Vónin snatches a 22-percent share of world leader Hampiðjan.

A

fter receiving a cold splash
of reality a decade ago in a failed

Tel.: +298 474200
Fax: +298 474201
Managing Director: Hjalmar Petersen
Marketing Manager: Eystein Elttör

had a powerful position in the redfish
trawl sector.

Developer and manufacturer of fishing
gear for the international markets.
Reseller of related products.

“Let’s be honest, we were lagging

maker Vónin not long ago resumed

behind in this area,” said Vónin sales and

redfish gear development work with a

marketing manager Eystein Elttör. “But

fresh plan that appears to be proving

not anymore; with the Red Lion we’ve

Advice, international service, repairs.
Own net lofts with sea terminals at
Fuglafjörður, Tórshavn, Nuuk, Sisimiut.

perfect: take the Blue Whiting model

made a giant leap, and we’re going to get

Offices: Faroe Islands, Greenland, Canada.

and modify it much more dramatically

this product right this time.”

Bottom trawls
Shrimp trawls
Midwater trawls
Semi-pelagic trawls
Purse seine nets
Nets for fish farming
Sorting grids, nets
Trawl doors
Ropes, wires, twines
Chains, shackles
Spare parts
Accessories

than earlier—make sure the material

“What we’ve got at this point is a

is ultra lightweight, the meshes in the

promising prototype,” said Red Lion

front section super large, and the whole

sales representative Rógvi Joensen, who

structure extremely smooth to generate

helped develop the new model. “Pe-

minimal water resistance yet sink quickly

lagic vessels usually don’t hunt redfish

and easily.

but we’ve had the Red Lion tested for

Judging from recent reports, the

two special trips on the Fagraberg with

Red Lion is not just working: it’s a killer

good results. Now freezer trawlers will

trawl worthy of its name and that of its

be testing the trawl and we’re going to

developer.

follow up very closely on any need for

For Vónin, the story doubtlessly has

adjustments.”

more than symbolic value. With the Red

Mr Joensen added: “Feedback from

Lion, the company is seen as seeking to

the fishermen who use the gear is our

enter Hampiðjan’s North Atlantic heart- most important source of information

Maria Olsen

attempt at the redfish trawl market, gear

skippers and their crew we find out what

you need maximum speed and lightness

Vónin’s chief executive, Hjalmar

really happens on the fishing grounds

and minimum water resistance to make

usually knows exactly what he wants

Petersen commented: “I’d say our rela-

and we use that knowledge to design and

sure the fish won’t escape through the

and why and he’ll decide a lot of things

tionship is one of mutual respect and I’m

develop our trawls.”

wide meshes in the front section of the

related to sizes, dimensions, extras and

convinced that both companies see great

While the Red Lion is based on

land; in a separate development, Vónin

and this is particularly true in the early

made a swift draw toward taming its

stages of a new model. In fact, we de- there are some major differences between

competition, purchasing a 22-percent

signed Red Lion by going on a fishing

share of Iceland’s rival. Known as the

trip with a trawler to identify and see for

“Although a midwater trawl is used

world’s largest manufacturer of com- ourselves why and how the old version

both for blue whiting and for redfish, the

mercial fishing gear, Hampiðjan has long

difference is huge… With a redfish trawl

didn’t work. Buy working closely with

needs and preferences. “The skipper

Vónin’s successful Blue Whiting model,
the two models.

net. With blue whiting and similar pe- various specifications.”
lagic species, the principle is roughly the
opposite.”

perspectives in the context of meaning-

With 2006 sales amounting to a re- ful cooperation,” he said.
cord 130 million dkk (17.5m eur / 12m

Perhaps he’s right in that this deal

But a piece of commercial fishing

gbp), Vónin’s tour de force looks set to

shouldn’t come as a surprise; after all,

gear is not a standard product, according

continue. In the last couple of years, a

Iceland and Faroe are becoming increas-

to Mr Joensen.

number of acquisitions have dramatically

ingly integrated culturally, commercially

consolidated Vónin’s market position in

and financially.

“You may define a certain type and

even a certain model of trawl but still, Faroe and, perhaps even more, in Greenthere is always a lot of variables involved

land as well as elsewhere.

because you’re dealing with a whole sys-

Since the company in late 2006 took

tem of nettings and ropes and everything

over more than one-fifth of the shares of

else that goes with a trawl. More often

Hampiðjan, the Icelandic market sud-

not it’s a highly tailored solution for a

denly appeared closer to home—not least

certain fishing vessel and its particular

if aided by constructive cooperation.

Flume tank testing of Vónin’s new Red Lion midwater trawl for redfish,
at the North Sea Centre in Hirtshals, Denmark, during spring 2007 (top);
1:10 scale model of Red Lion redfish trawl in Hirtshals flume tank (bottom left);
new shrimp trawl being taken for delivery from the Tórshavn net loft (right).
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Drawing on the expert
knowledge of experienced
skippers and trawlermen—
and with business growth
solid as seacliff—Bergið
Fishing Gear is working to
attract foreign vessels to try
its specialty bottom trawls.

Bergið partners, father and son,
managing director Dan Thomsen, left,
director Rógvi Thomsen;
good craftsmanship, a hallmark
at Bergið (bottom left);
bottom trawl ready for delivery (below).

PO Box 40, FO 850 Hvalba
http://www.bergid.com
E-Mail: bergid@post.olivant.fo
Tel.: +298 375350 or +298 224848
Fax: +298 375650
Managing Director: Dan Thomsen

years of experience at sea as a trawlerman,
he is highly respected for his expertise.
The number staff at Bergið usually

T

Bergið Fishing Gear

varies between half a dozen and a dozen,
he inherent advantage

depending on the availability of some of

of being centrally situated in the

them, who are also fishermen.

middle of the North Atlantic should

Moving into its new two-story

be more fully utilized by foreigners and

building will afford the company con-

highlighted by the Faroese, according to

siderable savings of time and allow

Bergið Fishing Gear. The bottom trawl

for much more convenient work, Mr

specialist located in the small town of

Thomsen said.

Hvalba, close to Tvöroyri, on the south-

Directors:
Jógvan Thomsen
Rógvi Thomsen
Design, development, manufacturing,
servicing, import/export, marketing of
fishing gear and accessories — including:
Bottom trawls
Shrimp trawls
Turbot trawls
Pelagic trawls
Fish farm nets
Ropes, twines, nets, Dyneema
Steel wire, shackles, chains, trawl doors

“We’ll be able to work in three parallel tracks rather than one; that means

“We’re facing a little revolution. But

ing at high speed while at the same time

getting our jobs done much faster, to the

as I’ve said more than once, we need the

looking to extend its market reach.

benefit of the customer, which in turn

extra space to accommodate a growing

means we can get much more done over

business—for the net loft, the storage

time.”

and the offices. The new building will

Scrambling to construct its new
production hall without losing too much
valuable time during transition—inas-

Maria Olsen

ernmost Faroe island of Suðuroy, is grow-

According to Mr Thomsen, the

give us 1600 square meters of working

much as building implies demolition

new building will offer much more effi- space and it’s bound to make a difference.

of the present premises and temporary

cient and effective use of space, including

moving—Bergið is working with a new
sales and marketing initiative aimed at
both Faroese and foreign trawler operators and skippers.
Said director and partner Jógvan

Turning south,
Bergið style

Hvalba culture. “Our customers tend to

age logistics, and more mechanization

a trawl net, we’ll be quite independent

be very loyal and my guess is that this

through winches, powerblocks, cranes,

of weather conditions and eventualities

has something to do with the kind of

and trolleys.

in the new premises.”

service they get here. We have in fact

Thomsen: “We want to use this period

hanced with our new building in place.

trawls, accessories and spare parts, in-

extended our product range to offer a

to plan ahead effectively for everything

So we want to make good use of that

cluding trawl doors, nets, wires, ropes

more comprehensive package with more

and twines.

trawl models to chose from and entire

from procurement to promotion, because

increased capacity and we have no time
we expect operations will be greatly en- to lose.

solutions if necessary.”

“We are hoping to succeed in luring

mainly Faroese fishing vessels includ-

Mr Thomsen’s father Dan Thomsen

some foreign vessels to come our way and

ing a dozen so-called deep sea trawlers,

together with his family purchased the

see what we can offer… Whether they’ll

yet foreign customers are coming in as

shares of Bergið in the mid 1990s, keep-

be fishing up in the Barents Sea or off

well, from neighboring countries and

ing a strong focus on bottom trawls in-

the Azores down in the Mid Atlantic

even from as far as Portugal.

cluding specialty trawls for use in deep

isn’t the real issue. It’s the fact that our
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The company’s customers are

Some of the core values employed

Whereas now, for instance, we have to

manufacturing and repair work and stor- use the quayside area outside to spread

sea trawling. Since then the business has

location is not far from where they’ll be

by Bergið are embedded in the compa-

become increasingly successful with sales

steaming and we can offer top quality

ny’s name, which literally means ‘the

doubling over the last couple of years.

service and world class fishing gear.”

seacliff ’—a powerful concept in Faroese,

Good craftsmanship has paramount

With a special strength in bottom

often used to allude to trust, stability or

importance according to Mr Thomsen

trawls, Bergið offers a wide range of

strength, and often identified with local

senior, the production manager. With 40
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Injector

Injector managing director Jan-Allan Müller,
foreground, explaining the new Stealth F15
to representative from Iceland’s Samherji;
1:10 scale model of Stealth F15 in the
flume tank proved stable and upright
even when breaking the surface (right);
flume tank session in Hirtshals with inventor
Helgi Larsen seen to the right (bottom left);
Scorpion doors on Skálaberg (bottom right).

Injector Trawldoors Ltd
PO Box 288, DK-8700 Horsens, Denmark
http://www.injectordoor.com
E-Mail: jan@injectordoor.com
Tel.: +45 70202925
Fax: +45 70202935
Managing Director:
Jan-Allan Müller
World’s most highly developed trawl doors,
based on aeronautical science and
hydrodynamic design.

on high-aspect pelagic doors, alongside
a general increase in pelagic trawling for
a variety of species.

Working the Larsen magic

Believed to offer the best lift to drag ratio of any pelagic door design on the market, Injector’s new Stealth F15 trawl
door demonstrates exceptional spread at minimal drag—promising high catch rates at low fuel consumption.

I

Newly introduced is an all-steel

implications for fuel consumption. The

design, the Injector Stealth F9, which

first pair of Stealth F15 doors, ordered

has so far been supplied to Faroese

for the Fagraberg, fit this example and

trawler Jupiter and Greenlandic vessel

the new doors, weighing 3.70 tonnes in

Erika, both of which target blue whit- air, have a weight in water of between
ing, herring and other North Atlantic

2.70 and 2.80 tonnes.

Skippers’ favorite across the Atlantic and
beyond. Marketed and sold worldwide.
Injector® Shark™ series
(bottom/semi-pelagic trawling)
Injector® Scorpion™ series
(bottom trawling, extra tough)
Injector® SeaWolf™ series
(bottom trawling, small to mid size)

pelagic species. These doors have proved

“Helgi Larsen has worked his magic

themselves to be stable and easy to work,

on these doors, as he has done so many

in the same way that Injector’s demersal

times in the past,” Mr Müller said. “The

doors have a reputation for ease of use.

curves of the F15 really haul the doors

ging adjustments is at best difficult, and

The new design that is set to open a

out to square the trawl and this is done

can be dangerous, and sometimes simply

few eyes is the Injector Stealth F15, a pe- by maintaining a modest angle of attack

can’t be done until the vessel docks and

lagic door made with a steel cover over a

to keep drag low, while still generating

changes can be made with the gear on

lightweight filling. Efficient lightweight

maximum spread and lift.”

the quay.”

Injector® Stealth™ series
(midwater trawling) — New models: F9, F15

doors may have been a trawl door design-

An additional innovation with the

According to Mr Müller there has

er’s dream for a long time, yet Injector

Stealth is that adjustments can be made

been tremendous interest in these doors

claims to have achieved a breakthrough

to the rigging with the doors still in the

so far and the performance of these first

with the Stealth F15.

gallows.

pairs of production trawl doors will un-

njector trawl doors have

to replace the Shark, is selling “better

to raise a stable base of capital, making

Tank testing has shown the door

“For a lot of pelagic vessels, the doors

doubtedly be followed carefully by the

made an undeniable impact on the

than we could have hoped,” managing

it possible to focus increasing energy on

perform exceptionally well and Mr

they use are now so big that they can’t be

skippers of other pelagic vessels when

director Jan-Allan Müller says.

research, development and marketing.

Müller says that this door has the best

brought onto the deck, so making rig- they hit the water.

fishing gear market since Helgi Larsen
brought principles of aeronautical design

The company has fought long to es-

Another recent addition to the In-

to building trawl doors. Now based in

tablish a foothold in a tough market, but

jector range includes the SeaWolf. This

Denmark but with roots in the Faroes,

is now firmly established as a big player

is a lower-cost version model, with many

Injector contracts its manufacturing to

in this business. Last year a Danish

CL/CD (lift to drag) ratio of any pelagic
door design on the market.
Injector was delivering a pair of

of the advantages of the top-of-the-

these doors to Faroese pelagic vessel

specialists around the world, reduc- business development fund purchased a

range designs, such as being unwilling to

Fagraberg in May this year and Irish

ing manufacturing costs and delivery

stick on seabed fasteners. The SeaWolf

trawler Father McKee was to take a set

is aimed at smaller vessels, although it

in the summer.

times.
The Injector Shark doors, intro-

stake in the company, allowing Injector

is made in sizes of up to 4600kg/11m ,
2

The exceptional efficiency of the

duced more than ten years ago, made

with a tiny 100kg/1m door at the low

F15 doors is such that Mr Müller pre-

an immediate impact and these are still

end of the range.

dicts that a pelagic trawler spreading its

2

to be seen adorning the sterns of trawlers

From the outset, Injector has con-

gear with a conventional pair of 15m 2

across the Atlantic, but in recent years

centrated on demersal trawl doors for

doors would be able to downshift to 12

the company has brought out several

spreading groundfish gear, but increas-

or even 11.5m 2 F15 doors instead, a sig-

new designs. The Scorpion, intended

ingly the focus of development has been

nificant reduction in surface area that has
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After several strategic acquisitions,
Samskip is refocusing its
corporate identity around its
own name while redefining its
main business units: Iceland
and Faroe Islands Service,
Multimodal Container Logistics,
and Worldwide Reefer Logistics
and International Forwarding.

S

Samskip Faroe Islands managing director
Joel undir Leitinum.

from Greenland, Eastern European and
other foreign vessels.
“No wonder we see more and more
Faroese and foreign vessels calling at
Kollafjörður,” Mr undir Leitinum said.
“The practical conditions there for serving container ships, trawlers and other

amskip’s accelerating

vessels are excellent.”

business growth shows no signs of

Symbolically, the cold store earlier

slowing down. Following the comple-

known as the Kloosterboer Kollafjörður

tion of a string of strategic acquisitions

Terminal has got a new sign up, replac-

in the last couple of years the company

ing Kloosterboer with the new Samskip

in late 2006 decided to iron most of its

logo. In 2005, Samskip acquired a num-

Samskip
PO Box 3255, FO-100 Tórshavn
http://www.samskip.fo
E-Mail: joel@samskip.fo
Tel.: +298 308800
Fax: +298 308801
Managing Director Faroe Islands:
Joel undir Leitinum
International supplier of transport and
transport-related services by air land and
sea, operating 55 offices in 22 countries.
Transport logistics network supported by
global network of offices, agents and
strategic partners.
Kollafjörður Terminal:
7,000 tons multifunctional cold-store.
Offers different types of storage (bulk,
racking, movable racks) together with BIP
approved inspection rooms.
Cold Storage Manager:
John M. Jarnfoss
Tel.: +298 477777

ber of seafood-related cold storage facili-

that of Samskip—as an updated corpo-

ties from Kloosterboer in a bid to create

rate identity was launched. In the pro-

a leading European specialist in reefer

cess, Iceland’s global transport logistics

logistics for seafood and other frozen

operator of Europe’s largest multimodal

company is reaffirming the position of

products.

container logistics system. This system

the Faroe Islands as a core center of business activity.
Samskip’s updated business structure identifies three main business units,
namely: 1) Iceland and Faroe Islands
Service, 2) Multimodal Container Logistics, and 3) Worldwide Reefer Logistics and International Forwarding.
The fast growing company has dramatically boosted capacity on its Scandi-

Maria Olsen

acquired brands into one single name—

Samskip likewise purchased Van

Samskip places Faroes at
center stage in updated
corporate identity

navian and Baltic routes during the past
year or so, further improving its coverage

Faroe Islands managing director Joel

of the Baltic and North Sea more re- undir Leitinum is predicting continued
cently to scale up services to Russia.

growth. “Our share of the Faroese im-

enables Samskip to move containers

Dieren Maritime, and also acquired

door-to-door between over 30 coun-

other international companies in the

tries—from Russia, Scandinavia, Iceland

transport and logistics sector, including

and Faroe in the north to Spain, Italy,

Geest North Sea Line and Seawheel;

Austria, Hungary, the Czech Republic

both of these names have now been re- and Slovakia in the south and center of
placed by the Samskip name, the com- Europe.
pany announced.

With a fleet of more than 30 con-

“A distinctive corporate identity has

tainer vessels and over 13,000 transport

been introduced and is being applied

containers at its disposal, Samskip offers

to all new ships, buildings, vehicles

a wide range of routing options, utilizing

enormous and showing no signs of re-

Kollafjörður, I believe that may well

and equipment owned or operated by

road, rail, sea and inland waterways as

ceding.”

improve already this year.”

Samskip,” an October 2006 statement

appropriate to provide what it calls “the

However, not every part of Sam-

read, then quoted Samskip chief ex- best combination of rate and transit time

As to Faroe, where the company

port and export market has increased

skip’s Faroe Islands operations went as

‘The best combination’: Located in

ecutive Michael F. Hassing: “With the

to suit individual customers’ require-

opened for business in 2004, Samskip

steadily since we opened here,” he said.

planned during 2006.

the geographical center of the Faroes,

new corporate identity, Samskip’s diverse

ments and preferences.”

Kollafjörður is fast becoming a major

activities are being united and we will

“This market is very interesting and

“Both import and export related

prospects look positive, considering the

business grew substantially so we had

growing international fishing and mari- a good year once again with overall in-

veloping service infrastructure in the

brand and one system. Every employee

time activities in this geographical area.

area and newly bolstered by the Tórshavn

of Samskip will be part of the same team

creased activities and revenues. But, the

“The quantities of seafood and re- cold storage facility didn’t perform as
lated goods that pass through here are
Russian trawler Admiral Starikov
docking at Kollafjörður terminal (left);
Samskip container vessel Arnarfell (right).
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cargo hub, underpinned by a rapidly de- go forward as one company with one

we had hoped, perhaps in part because
of changes in the competitive environ-

port authority’s investment in a new 560- and will have full access to the global
meter quayside there.

resources of the company.”

The vastly improved services at

Samskip’s acquisition of Van Dieren

ment; yet with an extended quayside and

Kollafjörður harbor are widely seen as

Maritime, Seawheel and Geest North

further improved harbor conditions at

key to the current upswing in calls there

Sea Line, has made the company the
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Klaksvík’s trump card terminal
L

Faroes’ top whitefish port, Klaksvík

has lately taken a giant leap to strength-

Harbor Officer: Meinhard Petersen
Ánir Cargo Terminal: 200-meter quay,
depth alongside 12m; ro/ro ramp 30
metres wide; high-pressure water
supplies through 12” tubes. Maximum length of ship 200m LOA.

of Ánir as an alternative terminal for the
ferry.
Along the entire length of the 200m

en its harbor infrastructure, boasting a

Ánir terminal the quayside depth is 12.5

new deepwater terminal with a large

meters. Adjacent to the terminal there’s

container area and a new cold storage

a 30,000m 2 open storage area, next to

Fuel Quay: Tanker terminal, quay
length 55m; depth alongside 8m.
West Quay: Dedicated terminal for
container ships, general cargo, fish
landing and cruise ships. 300m of
quay, depth alongside 8.75m. Maximum length of ship 160m LOA.

facility underway. Extensive road net- which a cold storage facility is being
work developments were completed dur- constructed.
ing 2006—notably a giant underwater

Apart from high water depths, what

tunnel to link the town to the so-called

could be the new terminal’s greatest ad-

Main Area that includes the capital of

vantage has to do with its spacious natu-

Tórshavn—and the port is repositioning

ral surroundings—offering superb ma-

itself as a viable alternative for large ships

neuverability, for one thing; for another,

entering the Faroes.

shelter from all weather conditions.

Authority: Klaksvíkar Havn,
PO Box 26, FO-700 Klaksvík.
http://www.klaksvik.fo
E-Mail: kl.port@post.olivant.fo
Tel.: +298 455101 or +298 455081
Fax: + 298 457340

A deepwater terminal that affords large trawlers, container ships
and cruise liners superior maneuverability—together with a giant
underwater tunnel that links the town to the rest of the country—is
a key ingredient in Klaksvík’s bid as the best port in the Faroes.
ong established as the

Port of Klaksvík

Kósin Quay: Dedicated terminal for fish
landing and general cargo. Total quay
length 260m, depth alongside 8-9m.
Maximum length of ship 160m LOA.

to the Ánir terminal, enabling heavy

“At Ánir, there’s no such thing as a

road traffic to flow from the terminal

terminal are seen by local authorities and

bad wind direction,” says harbor officer

through the tunnel to destinations across

business people as a great opportunity

Meinhard Petersen. As a trained captain

the country. “You can’t tell at this point

with decades of experience at sea, Mr

just what the effect of this whole thing is

for growth.
Located at Ánir to the north of
town, Klaksvík’s new cargo terminal

Petersen has expert knowledge of this
subject.

was opened in 2005 and subsequently

“Captains I have spoken to say this is

equipped with a ro-ro (roll-on/roll-off)

the best harbor in the Faroes,” he adds.

Maria Olsen

No wonder the fixed link and new

going to be,” Mr Justinussen adds.
What has materialized, so far, includes a new retail shopping area close
of one of the Icelandic container ships

be transferred from a factory trawler to

approach from the start—we should per- to the tunnel’s mouth, and a series of

“It’s easy to enter and easy to leave— told me this harbor should be used as a

a container ship in an amazingly short

haps have considered making the termi- mergers and acquisitions as Klaksvík is

you don’t need a tug here, unlike so many

model for others and I’m quite sure he

time by unloading the trawler’s cargo

nal 400 instead of 200 meters. That way

becoming increasingly integrated with

As a case in point, the Port of Klaks other places, which suits us fine because

meant every word; because I know this

into a hundred 20-foot containers on the

we could have two ships docking at the

parts of Eysturoy—and there’s a new in-

ramp, allowing ships like the superferry
Norröna to dock.
vík recently signed a contract with the

it makes operations more simple and

area and I know many harbors from my

terminal area then lifting the contain- time instead of one. But of course, it’s a

dustrial zone by the Ánir terminal with

Norröna’s owner Smyril Line on the use

less time consuming. Well, the captain

earlier job.”

ers on board the container ship. Such

question of financial priorities and funds

a large cold store set to open for business

are never unlimited… Yet I do believe it

this year.

processes are smooth here.”
Large cold store: The terminal’s

would be worth it.”

large open storage area represents a key

growing number of cruise liners is ex-

advantage in terms of effective loading

pected to call at the Port of Klaksvík in

development of the 6.3km Klaksvík-

and unloading.

the years ahead. In this connection, a few

Leirvík underwater tunnel is having a

more investments are in the cards.

major impact on the town of Klaksvík

“Experience shows that a couple of
thousand tonnes of marine products can
Atli Justinussen, chairman of the Klaksvík
Port Authority’s board of directors (center);
the Kósin Quay, with its large fishing landing
terminal (left); view of the West Quay (right).
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According to the port authority, a

“This terminal is a success and I

Few will doubt that the recent

and its economy. The fixed link has en-

only wish we’d built it earlier,” says Atli

tailed other related developments, such

Justinussen, chairman of the Klaksvík

as a new national road system which will

Port Authority’s board of directors. “In

lead from the tunnel’s mouth through a

my view we should have taken a bolder

mountain area above town northward
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The Port of Fuglafjörður has
added a deepwater terminal to
offer heavy fuel oil while at the
same time giving cod fishing some
new consideration—yet the mayor
has more in store for the home of
the pelagic fishing industry.

M

The Mayor of Fuglafjörður,
Sigurð S. Simonsen.

these, three deepwater quaysides take
care of large and heavily loaded vessels
with a draft of 12 to 14 meters.
Fuglafjörður may well be viewed as
home of the pelagic fishing industry, yet

easured in total weight

whitefish still has its place in the central

unloaded and loaded, the Port

harbor area. A few months ago, the mu-

Fuglafjörður has long been viewed as the

nicipal authority lent local longliners a

most industrious fishing port not only in

hand by building a new state-of-the art

Faroe but in all of Europe. The port’s

land baiting station there for the fishing

annual throughput of goods—much of it

companies to rent at modest prices.

Port of Fuglafjörður
Port Authority: Fuglafjarðar Havn
Harbor Office, FO-530 Fuglafjörður
http://www.fuglafjordur.fo
E-Mail: pof@online.fo
Tel.: +298 444054 or 212054
Fax: +298 445154
Harbormaster: Símin Jacobsen
Leading pelagic fishing industry port
with approximately 1000 meters of total
quay length; quayside depths up to 14m.
Excellent natural harbor, accessible
in all weather conditions.

related to the pelagic fishing industry—

“I’m quite convinced this is the

amounts to as much as approximately

best and cleanest baiting station in the

Facilities include fish meal, oil and feed
production plant, cold storage, trawl and
purse seine net manufacturing and repairs,
mechanical workshops inc. authorized
Baader processing machines maintenance,
electrical repairs, hydraulics, provisioning.

600,000 metric tons, according to the

Faroes,” Mr Simonsen said, “and it sure

Bunkering: MGO, HFO, blends.

municipal authority.

was needed. Some folks have been talking for years but nobody would take the

that includes more orders for feed. At the

of the total value exported by the Faroes—

first step… so eventually we thought

same time, fishmeal prices have soared in

in spite of the fact that the municipality

it was about time someone did some- the export markets to earn millions for

represents only 3 percent of the country’s

thing about it. Well, I think everyone is

the pelagic fishing industry. Third, fish-

pleased with the solution that came up.

ing vessel owner-operator Framherji—

It’s good for the whitefish boats, and they

after purchasing a second pelagic trawler

also have a modest fish landing station

at a record breaking 350m dkk (47m eur

which perhaps can be developed in the

/ 32m gbp)—moved to register all of its

future.”

vessels in Fuglafjörður. Fourth, a bilater-

total population—Fuglafjörður’s vibrant
business environment has largely been
based upon the giant Havsbrún pelagic
plant. Originally opened 40 years ago,
the factory processes fishmeal/oil as well
as manufacturing aquaculture feed.
The mayor, ex trawler skipper, ex
fish farmer Sigurð S. Simonsen, is natu-

Maria Olsen

Allegedly accounting for 20 percent

Enhancing services at
leading pelagic port

rally keen on keeping the wheels turning. Popular for mastering a balanced

Mr Simonsen added: “The services

approach to municipal priorities—cul- ing, manufacturing, design and develop- a new pier and a quay ramp in the same

in and around the harbor are becoming

tural, social, economic—Mr Simonsen

ment of fishing gears—a change of plans,

northernmost area, extending beyond

more and more comprehensive and I’d

nonetheless appears determined to see

actually, from the original thought of

the mountain bend there.

say the prospects are very good for fur-

through his plan to extend Fuglafjörður’s

drilling a mountain tunnel for the same

northernmost harbor.

purpose—at the price of 15m to 20m

uled to open for service already in the

Affording safe berths and secure

dkk. A bit further down the road, not yet

fourth quarter of this year [2007],” Mr

anchorage in the roadstead in all weather

new deepwater, 65-meter terminal for

Simonsen said. “As to the area intended

conditions, Fuglafjörður is known as an

offering HFO (heavy fuel oil) bunker

for fishing gear, there are still some

excellent natural harbor. On the shore,

service immediately south of the exist-

details to be worked out before a final

the combined quay length totals more

ing bunkering facilities—has now been

agreement can be signed, which I’m

than 1km, offering comprehensive ser-

completed, at approximately 15 million

hopeful and confident will happen. It

vices to both small and large vessels; of

dkk (2m eur / 1.4m gbp), exclusive of

will enable Vónin to stretch pelagic trawl

private investments in fuel tanks, of-

nets as far as 350 meters while working

fices and more. Next, 16,000m of new

comfortably under roof.”

2
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“The new bunker tanks are sched-

al fisheries treaty was finally signed with

year 2006 was successful in every sense

Iceland, which could generate new busi-

of the word, according to the mayor.

ness for the Havsbrún fishmeal factory,

For one thing, he pointed out, the
quayside area partly dedicated to servic- budgeted, the ambitious plan envisions

The first phase of the plan—a

For the Port of Fuglafjörður, the

the Bergfrost cold storage facility, and

aquaculture sector is finally on the re- probably others as well, not least Vónin
bound, which will translate into business

the fishing gear manufacturer. Not bad.

ther business development.”

Servicing a pelagic fishing vessel (left);
view of the Havsbrún fishmeal factory (right).
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Mounting a superb
logistics service

Bergfrost
PO Box 85, FO-530 Fuglafjörður
http://www.bergfrost.com
Email: bergfrost@bergfrost.com
Tel.: +298 474646
Fax: +298 474647

Offering a 24/7 cold storage, warehousing and management service to foreign and domestic vessels, Bergfrost—
in the heart of the thriving port of Fuglafjörður—takes pride in handling goods in the most time-effective manner.

F

or those who need to put

BIP (Border Inspection Point) station

their frozen seafood temporarily in

for convenient transfer of third-country

a proper place, a cold store in a secure

Managing Director: Janus Rasmussen
Storage Manager: Niels Gregersen
Cold storage and warehousing
Cold storage capacity: 29,000m3
Logistics and management services

goods into the European Union.

mountain tunnel carved out of solid rock

With services available 24 hours

and situated in an harbor area packed

a day, seven days a week, Bergfrost is

with services for the fishing industry

constantly seeking to optimize working

must be quite unbeatable—in the mid-

processes, Mr Rasmussen explains-from

dle of the North Atlantic, in a country

unloading to back loading, from logistics

surrounded by rich fishing grounds, fa- first realized when viewed in the context
vorably located in relation to major sea

of a range of services available, accord-

lanes.

ing to Bergfrost managing director Janus

So for Fuglafjörður logistics ser- Rasmussen.
vices provider Bergfrost, such a unique

“More and more ships discover that

cold storage facility is a key offering.

it pays to let us handle their goods,” Mr

With a total storage capacity of 29,000

Rasmussen says.

Berg frost managing director
Janus Rasmussen (center);
mouth of the tunnel (top left);
head office and sorting hall (bottom left).

deepwater terminal already completed

planning to management services.

to make way for a new bunkering facil-

While saving time is bound to make

ity, a major northward extension of the

sense for everyone, working proactively,

area around Bergfrost is currently in the

in close cooperation with clients, is seen

pipeline.

as critical to successful outcome.

“One of the advantages with a loca-

“Effective communication and plan-

tion like Fuglafjörður is that you have

ning together with quality management

a committed community, and both the

cubic meters—or 8,000 metric tons of

Whether it’s drygoods or frozen

makes all the difference. What we do,

port authority and the local industry rec-

frozen goods—Bergfrost’s facility offers

cargo, warehouse items or spare parts,

together with our clients, is constantly

ognize that their common interests are

the highest level of operational security

Bergfrost has an effective system for tak- creating and developing the Bergfrost

best served by making sure the harbor

imaginable: in the unlikely event of an

ing care of it, he adds.

service product. For instance, with one

infrastructure is prioritized. The mu-

Next to the mountain tunnel, by a

client, it would at first take a total 36

nicipality and businesses have invested

perature will stay constant nonetheless

purpose-built quayside for easy transit,

hours to unload their ship and have their

large amounts to extend and improve

for very long, relatively, thanks to the

Bergfrost’s spacious sorting hall, au- goods safely stored. We thought the pro-

quaysides and install new facilities in

insulating ability of the mountain rock.

thorized by the HFS (Food, Veterinary

cess could possibly be sped up for the

the area, and these investments are

The facility’s full advantage, however, is

and Environmental Agency), houses a

benefit of our client and ourselves. So

likely to continue in the months and

we would exchange a few words about

years ahead.”

operational disruption, the storage tem-

potential improvements involving both

On the national level, a comprehen-

sides.”

sive trade agreement between the Faroes

It turned out the next time the cli-

and Iceland, signed in 2006, may pave

ent came to the Bergfrost terminal, the

the way for increased traffic.

total processing time had been reduced
by several hours because of a few mea-

23 hours. My point is, it takes some plan- offers a comprehensive range of mari- landic vessels our market also includes

sures that had been taken to improve

ning, some communication and a little

time services. The port offers essential

those from other countries, like Green-

workflow; and through the following

effort to gain a lot in terms of saving

services and supplies for many types of

land, Norway, Russia, and EU member

next few rounds, efficiency increased

time and effort and avoiding unneces- ships, and is regarded as one of the safest,

countries. The agreement with Iceland

further.

sary hurdles.”

most easily accessible natural harbors in

will have positive implications if certain

the country.

political barriers are eased; only the fu-

“We managed together to stream-
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“In addition to Faroese and Ice-

Known to an international fleet of

line the process to the extent that the

pelagic fishing vessels as the most fre-

The harbor itself has seen ongoing

average processing time was reduced to

quented port in the Faroes, Fuglafjörður

development over the years. With a new

ture can tell how sea traffic will be affected.”
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Smyril blue water boosts capacity
Extending its Tórshavn offices and warehouse, Smyril
Blue Water eyes new opportunities ranging from the
resurgence of fish farming, through growing demand for
reefer logistics, to Faroe offshore oil and gas exploration.

I

Meanwhile, at the turn of the year

exports, Smyril Blue Water—a company

2006/2007, SBW Express—Smyril Blue

based on close cooperation between the

Water’s airfreight and courier service di-

Fast transit — ‘The Fastest North
Atlantic Freight Service’

shipowner Smyril Line and Danish ship- vision—hired new personnel to improve
ping company Blue Water—is moving
to extend its headquarters in Tórshavn.

Offices: Faroe Islands, Denmark, Iceland

its offerings.

Privileged access:

“Our Express division will now be

Smyril Line: M/F Norröna —
Capacity of 1,500 passengers, 130 trailers.

Looking to up its warehousing capac- able to work more as a separate unit with
ity and expand its offices at the central

full access to our worldwide Blue Water

harbor area in the Faroese capital, Smyril

infrastructure,” Mr Joensen said. “Blue

Blue Water purchased a neighboring

Water has been an IATA agent since

warehouse building for the purpose, in a

1978 and we offer a very competitive ser-

deal with Strandfaraskip Landsins (SL),

vice with regular consolidations world-

the public transport operator.

wide and a global agency network.”

http://www.smyrilbluewater.com
E-Mail: cargo@smyrilbluewater.com
Tel.: +298 309600
Fax: +298 309601

Worldwide shipment, transport and
logistics services — North Atlantic’s only
ro/ro service. Export; import; customs
clearance; temperature controlled
logistics, groupage; full loads — 33 pallets;
project goods; overseas. North Atlantic
experts; airfreight; container transport.

business growth.”

share of the Faroese market for seafood

PO Box 3296, FO-110 Tórshavn

General Manager: Heðin Joensen

n a bid to beef up its transport- Faroese aquaculture industry to generate
logistics services and further grow its

Smyril Blue Water

Blue Water Shipping:
500 trucks on European roads
Global network — 44 offices in 22 countries
Lloyd’s Agent for the Faroe Islands

scope and frequency. “We’ve noted a re-

“Our outlook is very positive,” said

He added: “Also of interest is the

markable increase in the route between

Smyril Blue Water general manager

fact that the William exploration well is

Hanstholm and Bergen,” he said. “As to

Heðin Joensen. “We have seen our

set to be drilled during this year; we’ll

the Norröna’s other routes, we’re likewise

market share grow at a steady pace and

hopefully succeed in conveying the mes-

this trend shows no sign of leveling off,

sage that some of the offshore services

neither in the Faroes nor in the North

we offer will be relevant in the context.” operate cargo shipped via the Norröna,

Atlantic taken as a whole. As to 2007,

With oil and gas activity centers

we expect the current resurgence in the

in Esbjerg and Aberdeen, Blue Water

the superferry that links the Faroe Is-

seeing a general upward trend. In short,
it’s becoming clear to seafood exporters
in the North Atlantic area that we of-

“For many seafood exporters in the

and secure service in an unbroken chain.

fer an unbeatable solution for transport

Faroes and Iceland, for instance, this is

The trailers we use are transported on

throughout Europe.”

owns and operates an extensive trans- Scotland.

an unbeatable combination,” Mr Joensen

wheels only; we use pallet wide trailers

port-logistics network that comprises

The company however works with a

said. “Our customers enjoy a unique con- to secure stable conditions throughout

ter is planning to charter a ro-ro ship to

44 offices in 22 countries—and a fleet

vast number of operators across the globe,

cept of rolling cargo linking Scandinavia,

complement the Norröna’s sailings. “The

of 500 trucks every day on the roads

offering everything from dry cargo to

Europe and the North Atlantic countries,

lands to Iceland, Norway, Denmark, and

the process.”
The idea, according to Mr Joensen,

Again this year, Smyril Blue Wa-

summer period calls for extra capacity,

and highways of Europe—plus agents

reefer transport, from worldwide sea

on wheels all the way, from the ship- is to avoid exposure of the cargo dur- not least because Norröna is often too

worldwide. Among the company’s other

freight including regular container ser-

per through to the recipient. About 130

ing transport, whether caused by load- crowded with passengers during the

specialties: food transport, fish transport

vices to conventional cargo, stevedoring,

trailers can be loaded with relative ease

ing, unloading or anything else for that

and related services; European road ser- and more.

on board the Norröna, which translates

matter, and to prevent unwanted and un-

vices, airfreight, sea freight, and logistics

into quite a lot of cargo. With tempera- necessary delays, not to mention shifts in

services.
As to the North Atlantic, Smyril
Blue Water holds exclusive rights to

Smyril Blue Water
general manager Heðin Joensen.
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Loading cargo on to the Norröna (above); reefer truck on European highway (below).

Reefer cargo, one of Blue Water’s
niche activities, has been much high-

ture-controlled goods such as chilled or

temperature. “This is really a top quality

lighted in the North Atlantic.

frozen seafood, using reefer trucks and

service that rewards those keen on giv-

Here, the Norröna’s roll-on/roll-off

the Norröna is often the fastest and safest

ing their customers the best in terms of

(ro-ro) capacity is seen to combine per-

way for the products to reach European

product quality.”

fectly with Blue Water’s fleet of reefer

clients. This means we have a system

According to Mr Joensen, North

trucks.

that offers the great advantage of a quick

Atlantic cargo activities are growing in

tourism season.”
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The Faroe Agency team, from left to right:
managing director and partner Árni Dam,
agent Alexander Kuzkin, finance manager
and partner Maria Lava, agent Sergey Lutov,
agent and partner Karl-Erik Reynheim.

Faroe Agency
PO Box 270, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.faroeagency.fo
E-Mail: faroeagency@faroeagency.fo
Tel.: +298 351990
Fax: +298 351991

It’s no coincident that two of Faroe

Managing director: Árni Dam,
Honorary Consul of Russia

Agency’s employees are native Russians
and able to communicate fluently in that

Shipping agency, ship management
company; specializing in serving
vessels calling at Faroese ports.

language. A large proportion of Faroe
Agency’s client vessels are Russian ships
calling at Faroese ports, although the
company serves vessels from many other
countries as well.
Services include management, cus-

Russian vessels in the Tórshavn roadstead
with the Metelitsa in the foreground.

toms clearance, freight forwarding, char- area knowledge; staying well connected
tering, arrangements for supplies, repairs,

to leaders of businesses as well as municipal and domestic government authorities is regarded as essential. It’s a field in

issues. Serving foreign vessels that enter

which few can rival Mr Dam; at 75, his

undertaken—these range from safety

Faroese waters represents much of the

list of long-standing contacts constitutes

inspections to engine checks and repairs

As a former sea captain, he pio- so on. Making effective use of time is

overseas business partners arrange for

neered the agency business more than

extremely important for the vessels and

shipments and related tasks likewise

35 years ago, taking care of Russian

this is where I believe our services offer

forms part of day-to-day operations.

vessels calling at Faroese ports. Today,

the best value.”

five hundred and one thousand calls at

time activities is the current development

range of service products we offer but,

these ports.

of bunkering facilities.

Part of what may explain Faroe

Mr Reynheim added: “Ships will

such as tramp shipping, export services, Agency’s business growth is related to

be able to receive heavy fuel oil in Faro-

reefer logistics and stevedoring.”

the fact that berthing, in some ports, is

ese ports, which will make life easier for

The Honorary Consul of Russia Mr

no longer as costly as it would have been

many; it will also reduce the potential

Dam added: “Our experience in working

earlier—a sign of success resulting from

environmental hazards of bunkering at

with leading international companies is

long years of lobbying by Faroe Agency.

sea.”

extensive, and we offer a full spectrum of

Likewise relevant, though, could be

t didn’t take long to es-

Headed by the Honorary Consul

growing by the month and we are chal-

services, including domestic and interna- the realization by a growing number of

tablish Faroe Agency as the leading

of Russia to the Faroe Islands, Árni

lenged with larger and more complex

tional chartering. We are used to char- clients that sometimes it pays to go to

shipping agency in the Faroes, yet the

Dam, together with partners Karl-Erik

assignments, all of which is perfectly in

tering anything—passenger airplanes,

shore rather than staying anchored in

challenge of managing rapid growth

Reynheim and Maria á Lava, Faroe

line with what we have planned for and

container ships, bulk freighters… you

the roadstead.

is becoming very real according to the

Agency has employed Alexander Kuz- anticipated—we see great opportunities

company. Little more than two year

kin to replace a former fourth member

and if this trend continues, which it’s

Mr Dam pointed out that the Faroe

traded tends to grow when a ship docks,

after the agency opened for business,

of the team; subsequently, the likewise

likely to do, we’ll be hiring more people

Agency team and its individual members

as a matter of natural instinct perhaps;

the pressure is mounting to hire more

Russian-born Sergey Lutov joined the

within the near future. Making sure

have decades of experience in dealing

people want to make use of the oppor-

people as client vessels are frequenting

company.

operations remain efficient and services

with sea vessels of all types.

tunity to get things done. Once a ship
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Reynheim said. “Business activities are

effective while the at same time the business is growing has become a priority.”

Another factor set to increase mari-

for instance, are not within the usual
on the other hand, we are strong in areas

A couple of years since founded, Faroe Agency finds itself hiring more personnel to handle
the workload of increased docking activities among foreign vessels calling at Faroese ports—
consolidating its position as the country’s leading shipping agency.

for services.

to all sorts of maintenance, supplies and

Said Mr Reynheim: “Liner services, Russian ships every year make between

Faroe Agency:
The heat is on

“We had a very good 2006,” Mr

Arrangements for supplies,
bunkering, repairs and health
care, safety related issues.

bunkering and more, in addition to crew

mestic companies and sometimes their

Faroese docks with increasing demand

All types of ship calls, from freighters and
tankers to cruise liners to fishing vessels.

changes, health care and safety related

revenues earned, however helping do- a business asset in itself.

I

Cost-effective services, manning and
technical management, forwarding,
chartering, operations management,
multi-service representation.

name it.”

Another competitive advantage is
seen in Faroe Agency’s in-depth local

Docked at Kollafjörður, Admiral Padorin
with Saronic Breeze in the foreground.

“The scope and scale of services

is berthed, a number of things that otherwise would have been put off will be
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With an excellent natural harbor
in the longest fjord of the Faroe
Islands, the busy Port of Runavík
receives vessels of virtually any
type and size—yet a mammoth
development is set to make the
port an ever more powerful
magnet for new business.

C

Harbormaster Jón Rosenblad;
fish landing activities (bottom left);
offshore supply vessel (bottom right).

Port of Runavík

from inshore fishing boast to large trawlhave recently been refurbished and made

http://www.runavik.fo
E-Mail: havnarskrivstovan@runavik.fo
Tel.: +298 449449
Fax: +298 448920

wider while improvements have gener-

Harbormaster: Jón Rosenblad

ally been made over the years.

Situated on Skálafjörður, the longest
fjord in the Faroe Islands. Biggest and
most developed harbor on the fjord;
fully capable of providing services for
all types of vessels. Total length of
quays approximately 1,700 meters,
maximum depth 12 meters; well suited
to receive vessels of any kind.

ers and freighters. Some of the quaysides

With a thriving seafood industry in
omprising 13 villages,

and around the central harbor area plus

the bulk of them situated along

scores of business and consumer services,

the shores of the Skálafjörður fjord, the

the port handles a throughput of more

municipality of Runavík has seen some

than 110,000 metric tons of goods per

major developments in recent years. In

year.

the cards now, however, is a project that

In addition to bunkering, fresh

will dwarf all infrastructure investments

water and electricity, a wide range of

made up until now in the Faroe Islands:

services are offered.

Authority: Runavíkar Havn
Harbor Office, FO-600 Saltangará

Services, industry, e.g.: Fish handling,
processing and related business;
shipyard with 116m long dry dock and
1200-mt capacity slipway; mechanical
workshops, electrical engineering,
marine electronics; warehousing, cold
storage, stevedoring; provisions.

a fixed link between the two arms of

With 36,000m 2 of open storage ar-

the fjord and the capital Tórshavn in

eas available on the harbors, important

the form of a stupendous underwater

services on offer include warehousing,

tunnel system.

stevedoring, road transport, ship repairs,

ment is growing as increasing numbers

electronics servicing, customs clearance,

of domestic and international tourists

provisioning and various other services

are lured to Runavík during the sum-

Maria Olsen

Boasting one of the best natural
harbors in the Faroes—in the country’s
longest fjord—the Port of Runavík has
long enjoyed its status as an unbeatable shelter for ships up to the size of
giant cruise liners. A total quay length
of 1700m, depth alongside up to 12m,
means vessels of almost any kind can call
at the port.

Runavík readies
colossal connection

“Aside from offering some excel- is rising slowly but is expected to rise
lent services, our port is very safe and

more sharply in the not too distant

well protected from the elements,” said

future.

harbormaster Jón Rosenblad.
Some 1500 ships per year call at
Runavík. Mr Rosenblad said this figure
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All this, in addition to the shipyard

major international sea angling contest,

at Skála with a 116m dry dock and a

launched last year to be held on a bian-

1200-mt capacity slipway, makes the

nual basis. Said Runavík’s tourist infor-

Port of Runavík highly versatile.

mation manager Rannvá Troest: “The

“The fjord allows for great oppor- fishing contest was a resounding success

with connecting points to both sides.

the Skálafjörður, our area will be taking

ment,” Mr Rosenblad added. “For in- ing part; well, we expect an even higher

center stage,” Mr Rosenblad argued.

stance, at Glyvrar the depth is 15m very

number of participants next year than

close to the shoreline.”

we had in 2006.”

“The underwater tunnel is obviMr Rosenblad said. “The municipality

Not long ago, the international oil
and gas companies engaged in explora-

project recently approved by the Lögting

is looking to find cost effective ways in

tion activities offshore the Faroes chose

(Faroese Parliament)—the construction

which to develop our harbor infrastruc-

Runavík as their Faroese supply base; a

of a privately funded underwater tunnel

ture to meet increasing demand for our

new terminal was built for the purpose.

to connect the Skálafjörður area on the

services.”

Since then another deepwater quay has

Quite likely, the Port of Runavík
will be at the heart of things as inte-

been developed to take care of large passenger ships.

gration between Tórshavn, parts of

For decades the main harbor in the

issues are yet to be sorted out—such as, Eysturoy, and the town of Klaksvík to

Runavík-Saltangará area—used chiefly

on which arm of the fjord the tunnel’s

by the fishing industry and by transport

mouth is going to be or whether, as is

Among the main attractions: a

tunities with regard to further develop- with a couple of hundred anglers tak-

dkk (134m eur / 91m gbp) development

Still a long way to go, a number of

surance, legal advice and health care.

through the eastern or western arm of

ously going to have a huge impact here,”

neighboring island of Streymoy.

ranging from finance and banking to in- mer period.

derwater roundabout somewhere midway

He referred to a massive 1 billion

island of Eysturoy to Tórshavn on the

Meanwhile, leisure and entertain-

the northeast is taken to a new level.
“Whether the main traffic to and

and logistics services—has been well

being considered, there should be an un- from the tunnel on our side will be going

geared to have all types of vessels docked,
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Thor Offshore Services moves
to reduce the average age of its
fleet of support ships, ordering
two newbuilds with more in
the pipeline—as sister company
Thor Fisheries purchases two
giant freezer trawlers.

T

Thor Offshore Services

Managing director Gunnbjörn Joensen
with technical supervisor Jofred Hansen;
Thor Supplier at work for the
offshore oil and gas industry (right);
newly purchased factory trawlers
Hercules and Poseidon (below).

Bryggjan 5, FO-420 Hósvík
http://www.thor.fo
E-Mail: thor@thor.fo
Tel.: +298 422503
Fax: +298 422383
Chief Executive: Hans Andrias Joensen
Managing Director: Gunnbjörn Joensen

and operates a fleet of about 25 vessels,

transfers by helicopter on behalf of cli-

he pace of business devel-

employing some 700 people in various

ent research vessels.

opment appears to be steadily ris-

parts of the world, 18 of which work at
the Hósvík offices.

ing at Thor Pf as the company rolls out
massive investment plans for both its

The services carried out by Thor include transportation of freight and spare

In a recent development, the com- parts to oil rigs in addition to various

maritime services and fishing divisions,

pany has started to diversify its busi- tasks on a need-to-do basis.

responding to ever-increasing demands

ness, taking over 75 percent of shellfish

from literally every corner of the world.

processor O. C. Joensen, located at

sels around the world operational and

In July 2006, Thor Offshore Servic-

Oyri, close to Hósvík, the home town

effective wherever situated, transport of

es ordered the construction of a new sup-

of Thor’s majority shareholder and chief

crews is essential and viewed as a crucial

ply vessel from Faroe Yard (Tórshavnar

executive Hans Andrias Joensen.

part of the company’s service infrastruc-

To keep its own fleet of supply ves-

Skipasmiðja) with a similar order signed

“The growing quality demands

in February of 2007 and several more

of global markets means we have to

“Our core values include profession-

likely to follow in a newly launched pro-

constantly develop every aspect of the

alism, reliability, teamwork, innovation,

gram designed to reduce the average age

business,” said Hans Andrias Joensen’s

and ethical conduct,” Mr Joensen said,

of Thor’s fleet of support vessels and tugs

brother and Thor co-founder, managing “all of which really means service and

by two years annually during the next

director Gunnbjörn Joensen.
“Our recently adopted program to

10 years.
The 55-meter newbuild under construction at Faroe Yard’s Skála shipyard
-- in fact the first steel ship to be built in
Faroe for years -- is scheduled for delivery by November 2007, at the price of 75
million dkk (10m eur / 6.8m gbp).
Meanwhile, in early 2007, Thor
Fisheries signed a contract worth 300m
dkk (40m eur / 27m gbp) for the purchase of two giant freezer trawlers to
catch and process horse mackerel and

Thor invests
heavily to
renew, extend
fleets

other pelagic species in international wa-

skillfulness and trustworthiness of our
employees; however, to survive and

a major commitment to this. At the same

thrive in this business we have to work

time, we recognize the need to diversify

truly globally and be extremely competi-

in order to avoid a too high dependency

tive. So we employ flexible and multilin-

on any one particular market.”

gual people from around the world.”

Chase/support and guard vessels:
Thor Supporter
Tórsvík
Leitisteinur
North Star
Thor Fish
Thor Pioneer
Thor Supplier
Thor Server
Thor Chaser
Thor Goliath
Thor Provider
Thor Guardian
Thor Beamer
Thor Sentry
Mars Chaser (operate only)
Fishing vessels:
Thor VN 87 (gillnetter 230 GT)
Vesturland VN 307 (gillnetter 295 GT)
Ran TG 752 (freezer trawler 1,100 GT)
Túgvusteinur VN 556 (crab trawler 269 GT)
Athena (factory trawler 7,805 GT)
Poseidon (factory trawler 7,805 GT)
Hercules (factory trawler 7,805 GT)
Denmark subsidiary: Thor DK
Partnerships: Ran, Ocean Group Faroes

Recognizing the company’s amazing achievements, the Faroe Industry
Association awarded Thor the Company
of Year 2006 prize.
As Mr Joensen pointed out, the
Faroes is a country connected to the
ocean in every way imaginable, with

the Faroe flag; similarly, another vessel

the maritime services market, operating

a large pool of navigators, chief engi-

the Hercules and the Poseidon, respec- from the same series and size, the Engey,

support vessels to serve the offshore oil

neers and seamen; most of the officers on

tively, are part of a series of sister ships

happens to be Iceland’s largest trawler.

and gas industry. Before anyone knew,

board Thor’s vessels are indeed Faroese

built in the 1990s in Vigo, Spain—like

Thor is indeed the story of a fast

it had evolved into a leading provider in

although the crews are international.

another vessel that entered the fold in

growing enterprise that started out as

its own field, with a special strength in

late 2005, the Athena, owned by Ocean

a Faroese fishing vessel operator in the

the seismic sector.

While the Faroes only represents
a fraction of Thor’s global business, the

Group Faroes and managed by share- mid 1990s, harvesting turbot and other

With headquarters still in Hósvík

company however offers its services as

holder Thor. The three trawlers are big- species with gillnetters and longliners.

where it all began, Thor today owns

port agents here, handling e.g. crew
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“Our greatest strength lies in the

reduce the average age of our fleet by two

By 1997 the company decided to enter

The 105-meter trawlers, christened

responsibility.

years annually during the next 10 years is

ger than any other fishing vessels flying

ters, mostly west of northern Africa.

ture.

Vessel operator and marine services
company, specializing in offshore
support services for the oil and gas
industry; shipping; fishing. Transport
of crews, freight, spare parts.
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With a modern transport and
communication infrastructure—and
a fast growing financial market—
the Faroe Islands is emerging from
obscurity with main attractions
for investors featuring soon-to-be
privatized public corporations as
well as lesser-known enterprises.

Out
into
the
open
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By Búi Tyril

everal factors are converging
to highlight the Faroes as an interesting
place for investors. Important trade agreements with Iceland and Russia are set to
make business life on the islands easier
and more profitable—while new fiscal incentives could be in the cards according to

the Faroese Government. Faroe is still relatively unknown in
the world; in spite of its tiny population of under 50,000 it

has a strong economy based on huge exports of seafood and a
comprehensive service infrastructure that includes advanced
communication networks and excellent transport links.
Arguably much owing to the influence of Icelandic players
in the financial services arena and elsewhere in the economy,
the last five to ten years have seen remarkable change toward
increased openness in matters such as securities trading.
During the same period, political change has brought

about the current Government’s plans to privatize most of its
companies while at the same time, private venture companies
have been established; combined with deregulation in areas
such as banking, insurance and pensions, increased competition
in the financial services has worked to propel developments.
Many mergers and acquisitions have taken place during the same period—possibly partly linked to generational
change in companies—a trend that looks set to continue in
the foreseeable future.
Obvious investment opportunities include government
owned corporations scheduled for privatizations in the months
ahead, including commercial bank Föroya Banki, air carrier
Atlantic Airways, and pension fund and life insurance company
Lív. Depending on investment strategy, other opportunities
may include companies in the aquaculture, fishing, maritime,
offshore oil and gas, and financial sectors. It should be noted
that several companies are planning to become listed on the
Faroese Securities Market, which implies flotation on the
OMX Nordic Exchange in Iceland.
‘Striking similarities’: Designed to establish “a common

economic zone” with the free movement of people, business,
products and services between the two countries, a trade agreement between Faroe and Iceland, known as the Hoyvík Free
Trade Agreement, is currently being implemented.
This agreement is likely to accelerate existing processes of
economic and cultural integration between the two neighboring island countries.
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In the maritime sector, the open
ship registry known as the FAS is geared
to attract growing numbers of merchant
vessels seeking competitive advantage,
by offering tax incentives combined with
high quality standards and administrative effectiveness.
The FAS is more than a decade
old but has lately been overhauled with
legislative adjustments and a beefed-up
administration to cater for growing demand.
further tax cuts? Another sign of

“This is the most comprehensive

peoples are familiar with each other on

trade agreement that Iceland has ever

all levels, there are a lot of links, both

been a party to, and it is therefore very

business and personal, our economies

fitting that this agreement is between

and living conditions are comparable,

Iceland and the Faroe Islands,” Iceland’s

as is the size of both populations, and

then Prime Minister, Halldór Ásgríms- home markets.”
son said in 2006.
A Faroese official, Herluf Sigvalds- suBmarine systems: A look at the

Helicopter view of Tórshavn (above); Kjartan
Kristiansen, now special adviser at the
Minister of Trade & Industry, speaking to
business representative on his last working day
at the Trade Council where he was managing
director for two decades, influencing general
business development in the Faroes (top
right); Kaj Mortensen of the Prime Minister’s
Office, left, greeting Jørgen Peter Weiss,
Denmark’s General Consul in St. Petersburg,
during a special event at the Consulate.

virtually every home and business. Two

the changing times is the reduced cor-

submarine cable systems plus satellite

porate tax rate in the Faroes, which is

balance of external Trade in million dkk
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990

Import
4,649
4,261
3,734
4,641
3,896
4,158
4,308
3,300
2,602
2,370
2,150
1,792
1,566
1,426
2,001
1,936
2,084

Export Balance
3,745
-905
3,586
-675
3,668
-66
3,908
-733
4,235
339
4,281
122
3,832
-476
3,270
-30
2,934
332
2,575
205
2,424
274
2,026
234
2,076
511
2,132
707
2,639
638
2,781
845
2,578
494
source: statistics Faroes

links connect the Faroes to the rest of

now 18 percent of profits. According to

the world and a new one is being placed

Bjarni Djurholm, Minister of Trade and

to attracting foreign investors. It is well

between Faroe, Shetland, Orkney and

Industry, further reduction of the rate

in line with the Governments policies

mainland Scotland to dramatically raise

could be in the cards with respect to the

on trade and industry.”

transmission capacity for digital com- Government’s newly formulated policies
munication, information, entertainment
and services.

on trade and industry.

Given the fact that Mr Djurholm’s
colleague, Finance Minister Bárður

Whereas earlier, business taxation

Nielsen, is known for his efforts to re-

has mostly referred to existing Faroese

duce the relatively big public sector in

fas overhaul: While integration

companies, the new context embraces

the Faroes—and his openly favorable

Faroese communication and transport

with Iceland will no doubt enhance key

the goal of attracting foreign companies

views on the principle of low tax as an

infrastructure reveals that here is a coun- ese population are now living within an

aspects of the general business environ- by creating a competitive environment.

incentive for investment—one shouldn’t

added: “Viewed in the light of the strik- try that is well developed. Arguably be- hour’s drive of one another.

ment in the Faroes—not least in terms

be too surprised to see the tax rate come

ing cultural and socio-economic simi- cause of the smallness of the Faroe

The two underwater tunnels be-

of financial services and securities trad- Mr Djurholm told business newspaper

down a bit further. Which is quite im-

larities between our two countries, this

Islands, domestically far-reaching devel- tween the islands of Streymoy and Vágar

ing—other major developments includ- Vinnuvitan: “Reducing the corporate tax

pressive, given the fact that it has been

agreement makes obvious sense.

opments are easier achieved here than in

and the islands of Borðoy and Eysturoy,

ed a Most Favored Nations (MFN) trade

halved over the last decade or so.

respectively, are changing the dynam-

agreement with Russia. Essentially, this

ics of people and goods movements and

long-awaited agreement enables Faroese

“We have the best conditions imag- larger countries.
inable for generating mutual economic

With the latest achievements in

growth from the agreement—after all,

road and underwater tunnel construc- creating new business opportunities.

companies to sell goods to Russia with-

our languages are very similar and our

tion, some 85 percent of the entire Faro-

out restrictive import tariffs and cum-

An even larger, privately funded
development is underway to build a

The Balance of External Trade
Import

DKK Mill

Export

Balance

5.000
4.000
3.000

The MFN deal is seen to further

Streymoy and other large infrastructure

open up the Russian market for goods

developments are being planned further

from the Faroes and may hold significant

down the road.

economic promises, considering the size
of the market and the already well estab-

1.000

Faroese are exceptionally well wired with

lished business contacts between Rus-

0

fi xed-line telephony in every household

sian vessels in Faroe waters and various

-1.000

and every business, almost one mobile

suppliers on the islands as well as other

phone per individual, and internet con-

links established between the countries

nection, for the larger half broadband, in

in the seafood trade.

-2.000
1990

1992

1994
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1996

1998

2000

2002

2004

2006

rate is definitely an option when it comes

bersome customs processes.

new fi xed link between Eysturoy and

As to telecommunications, the

2.000

Declining to expand on the subject,

BAiGusHEVA AnTOninA

son, director of the Prime Minister’s
Office’s Department of Foreign Affairs,
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Relaunching a renewed registry
technical equipment, and HFO (health,

Overhauled to become more
competitive, the Faroese
open ship registry, FAS, is
geared for international
promotion—combining serious
tax incentives and efficient
administrative routines with
high quality standards and
comprehensive services.

W

safety and the environment).
Legislative adjustments that have
been made in the past few months to improve competitiveness include a change
in the fiscal regime. Basically, open registry vessels flying the Faroese flag can
choose between two different tax system
options: company profits tax or vessel
tonnage tax.

ith legislative adjust-

Under the company profits tax sys-

ments in place and increased

tem, there is an 18-percent corporate tax

funding secured for its own adminis-

on profits plus a refund from income tax

Faroese Maritime Authority (FMA)
Skipaeftirlitið
PO Box 26, FO-370 Miðvágur
http://www.fma.fo
E-Mail: fma@fma.fo
Tel.: +298 355600
Fax: +298 355601
Managing Director:
Óli Hans Hammer Olsen
Primary assignment: preserving and
improving safety at sea. Main tasks
include preparing laws re. safety at sea,
approval of minimum safe manning on
ships, certification on ships upon surveys,
issuance of certificates of competencies
to seafarers. All regulations issued by the
FMA correspond to and fulfill International
Maritime Organisation (IMO) requirements.
Reporting to the Ministry of Fishery and
Maritime Affairs, FMA cooperates with
international organizations including the
International Maritime Organisation (IMO)
and the classification societies.

trative personnel, the Faroese Maritime

on wages. Here, a 35-percent withhold-

Authority (FMA) is ready to introduce

ing tax is levied on employees wages with

the FAS as a globally competitive, qual-

a built in refund to the employer amount-

ity ship registry. The ability to offer tax

ing to 30 percent of taxable salaries; this

gross tonnage. In addition, inspection

incentives and last but not least, admin-

effectively means a 5-percent income tax

for certificate of measurement involves

istrative routines that reduce red tape and

is paid to the Faroese government.

a fee based on the vessel’s gross tonnage,

bureaucracy will be emphasized, said Óli

As to the tonnage tax regime, fixed

corresponding to 2 dkk (0.27 eur / 0.18

tax rates are instead related to the reg- gbp) per gt.

tor of the FMA.

istered vessel’s net tonnage capacity, on

“Our message is clear,” Mr Olsen

a regressive scale of twelve stages. This

added. “The FAS is now a very competi-

implies, for instance, that a vessel with

tive open registry for shipowners who are

a net tonnage of 1,000 will pay 3,942

serious about high quality and profes-

Maria Olsen

Hans Hammer Olsen, managing direcThe presentation of a smooth and
small, low tax regime, rigorously regulated to ensure the highest quality standard, Mr Olsen said, will form part of

Vessel inspector Sig fred Petersen, left, with shipowner
Andras Jóanesarson aboard bulk freighter Sandfelli;
managing director Óli Hans Hammer Olsen (bottom
right); FAS registered ferry Norröna (bottom left).

dkk (529 eur / 360 gbp) per year in ton- sional service.”

a promotion package that will now be

fisheries, and many ship’s officers in the

Islands as a seafaring nation, the idea is

launched to lure responsible shipowners

international merchant marine. To make

that the FAS should have the potential

looking to gain competitive advantage.

an illustrative point, the Faroese are as

to attract hundreds of vessels.”

“We want to utilize a unique base of

a people virtually all of them intimately

Experience from the well-oiled,

gineers—more than 12 percent of the

gbp) tonnage tax on an annual basis.

knowledge and technical skills,” he said.

connected to the sea on a day-to-day

yet more stringent Faroese national

country’s entire workforce—the Faroes

The scale goes from 1,000 nt or below

“This country has a core of maritime ex- basis, and are generally speaking very

ship registry, which covers hundreds

may have a firm foundation, especially

to 100,000 nt or above and the principle

knowledgeable of the modern maritime

of commercial fishing vessels, can pro-

by combining seafaring skills with con- is, the higher the net tonnage, the lower

world.”

vide invaluable insights for the FAS to

struction competences and professional,

the tonnage tax rate relative to the size

build on with regard to anything from

financial and maritime services.

of the ship.

perience, a long tradition of distant water

Efforts have long been underway to

transform the FAS with an eye on reach- inspection routines to administrative

dkk; and a 55,000 nt ship will trigger
a total 76,869 dkk (10,317 eur / 7,011

Providing an array of quality ser-

The one-time FAS registry fee is

ing a higher level of competitiveness in

management. This experience has been

vices is a key element in the FAS strat- 0.3 percent of the insured value of the

the merchant shipping market.

enriched by more than a decade of work

egy mapped out according to Mr Olsen.

individual vessel, though between mini-

on an international level in connection

He says this is coupled by mandatory

mum 7,000 dkk (940 eur / 638 gbp) and

prove its worth as an open registry that

with establishing, shaping and develop-

compliance with international-standard

maximum 100,000 dkk (13,422 eur /

meets the highest international quality

ing the FAS.

regulations in relation to such issues as

9,121 gbp). For a certificate of nation-

“Hopes are now that the FAS will

90 • AnnualBusinessReport 2007

nage tax; 25,000 nt will be taxed 57,159

standards,” Mr Olsen said. “With the

With some 3,400 persons qualify-

ownership transparency, vessel quality,

ality, a stamp duty of 1,000 to 10,000

general respect accorded to the Faroe

ing as trained navigators and marine en-

maintenance management, insurance,

dkk is levied, depending on the vessel’s
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2006 turned out to be another
record-breaking year for the Eik
Bank, as operational results set
the perfect stage for the bank’s
initial public offering on the
VMF/OMX Nordic Exchange
in Iceland, scheduled in the first
half of 2007.

A

Eik Bank’s chief managing
director Marner Jacobsen;
securities trading (bottom right);
Eik Bank headquarters in Tórshavn.

percent of the bank’s shares. Reflecting
a growing interest in securities trading,
all of the shares offered were sold in only
two weeks, at a value of 400m dkk (54m
eur / 37m gbp).

s the financial year

“There are, no doubt, many reasons

2006 proved the best ever in the

for the increasing interest in securities.

bank’s almost 175-year old history, Eik

The change in the Faroese tax legisla-

Bank, previously Föroya Sparikassi, con-

tion in 2002 has affected people’s at-

tinued its path of posting impressive fi-

titude towards securities. Low interest,

nancial results since the turn of the mil-

rising share prices and the opportunity

lennium: group operating profits reached

to invest pension savings are also main

529.1 million dkk (71m eur / 48m gbp),

contributing factors to the increase in

rising 163.3m dkk (22m eur / 15m gbp),

securities investment.

almost one-half from 2005’s figure of

“A large portion of these investments

365.8m dkk.

are made in foreign securities, but great

Profits before taxes nearly doubled,

interest has also been shown in Faroese
Maria Olsen

totaling 307m dkk (41m eur / 28m gbp)
against 164m dkk in the previous year,
whereas net profits landed at 250m dkk
(34m eur / 23m gbp) compared to 127m
dkk in 2005. Increasing by just over onefourth, operating expenses amounted to
229m dkk (31m eur / 21m gbp) com-

Floating the oak

http://www.eik.fo
E-Mail: spak@eik.fo
Tel.: +298 348000
Fax: +298 348400
Chief Managing Director: Marner Jacobsen
Managing Director: Bjarni Olsen
Marketing Manager: Ólavur Jensen
Information Officer: Per Höjgaaard
Serving private and corporate clients
with financial services products including
banking, lending, investments and financial
planning, Föroya Sparikassi is the largest
commercial bank of the Faroe Islands.
Founded in 1832, Föroya Sparikassi is also
the country’s oldest financial institution.
National network of branches
Number of employees: 215
Number of shareholders: 8,914
Fully owned subsidiaries:
Inni — real estate brokerage (Faroes)
Eik Bank — investment bank (Denmark)
Partly owned:
SPRON — savings bank (Iceland)
Investea — real estate investment (Denmark)

shares.
“This was seen in Atlantic Petro- or the activity in an appropriate manleum’s share offering in June 2006, when

ner any more. The change of name also

cant part of the offering.”

Eik Bank have become more interna-

A decade ago, Eik Bank was con- tionalized over the years. The name Eik,
verted from a savings bank to a com- which is Faroese/Nordic for oak, gives
mercial bank. Accordingly, 2006 saw a

an excellent description of the group.

abroad, compared to approximately one

Flotation, face-lift: One major

major face-lift as the bank changed its

An oak is strong, long-lived and full of

markets, notably Denmark and Iceland, Jacobsen commented, stressing that all

quarter in 2005. The reasons for the in-

event that Eik has prepared for during

name and corporate identity, replacing

life—just like Eik Bank, which in 2007

all of the bank’s operating units con- operations proved financially sound. “It

crease in the overseas contribution to prof-

2006 is its own flotation on the Reykjavík

the old name Föroya Sparikassi (‘Faroe

can celebrate the 175th anniversary of

tributed to the strong results reported,

would be unfair to point out any spe- it were: Ejendomsvækst [now Investea],

stock market, which is scheduled to take

Savings Bank’) with Eik Bank. “The

Færø Amts Sparekasse commencing its

according to chief managing director

cific profit center as main influence to

of which Eik currently holds 29 percent,

place during the first half of 2007. The

former name… did not depict the group

activity on 24 August 1832.”

Marner Jacobsen.

the overall picture,” he said. “Every unit

posted good results, considerable progress

IPO will be arranged by the bank’s own
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“We achieved very good results,” Mr

PO Box 34, FO-110 Tórshavn

Faroese investors subscribed to a signifi- confirms the fact that the activities of

pared to 180.1m dkk in 2005.
With a growing presence in foreign

Eik Bank

performed very well, including all our

in Eik Bank Danmark and dividend from

specialists in conjunction with represen-

subsidiaries.”

Spron [Icelandic savings bank].”

tatives of the Faroese Securities Market

Approximately half of Eik Bank’s

To increase revenue base, further

revenues originated from outside its most

development and diversification over-

important single market, the Faroes.

seas remains a priority according to Eik

To comply with relevant regula-

“Eik Bank is the largest bank in the

Bank. The bank’s position in the home

tions, the Eik Fund sold a number of

Faroe Islands and the domestic market is

market is likewise seen to gain from such

shares in the Eik Bank during 2006,

still the largest single field of operation,” activities, to the extent that these may

increasing the number of shareholders

the bank’s Annual Report stated. “Of the

strengthen the bank’s public image as a

in the bank to more than 9,800. Eik

dkk 250m in net profit in 2006 approx- modern and attractive organization to do

Bank handled the process on behalf of

imately half originated from activities

the Fund, which by early 2007 owned 62

business with, and to work for.

(VMF) and the OMX Nordic Exchange
in Iceland.
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An established player in the
Faroese venture capital market
with a diversified portfolio,
Notio—the country’s first private
venture company—is looking
to “participate at some level” in
the upcoming privatization of
government owned corporations.

I

Notio managing director Kristian Petersen,
view over Faroe Yard’s Tórshavn shipyard
and Faroe Seafood’s headquarters.

board of directors is one of our minimum
requirements. But we work on a case-tocase basis and where appropriate, we of-

Portfolio:

perceived as one of the key events

bank is highly recommendable, and we

behind a sea change occurring in the

usually assist our portfolio companies in

Faroese economy over the past few years.

this area.”

At that point, a venture capital market

Mr Petersen, who is also a Kaup

was practically non-existent; today, it’s

thing investment banking representative,
explains that Notio’s business revenues
are of two kinds: dividends from port-

a new attitude to the ownership of secu-

folio companies and capital gains from

rities such as company shares: whereas

selling portfolio shares.
“We apply different time scales, deMaria Olsen

was almost taboo, such trading, in no
time, has become part of everyday business vocabulary.
The Faroe Islands’ first private venture company was founded by the investment banking division of Iceland’s
Kaupthing Bank, shortly after it had
opened offices here, together with the
Faroese Eik Bank and others. Notio,

Notio: Trading company
shares by way of business

fund Fram Invest, became known as the

Set
Incubation firm
Auxilior Technology
Computer software company
Poul Michelsen (PM Group)
Food wholesaler, distributor
Faroe Seafood
Seafood production company
Guðrun & Guðrun
Clothing design company

individual investment object. Where
necessary, we allow the business to de-

“We work mostly in the Faroes but

velop its potential and mature sufficiently

do in principle not limit our activities

before we consider selling our share. In

geographically.

other cases, the only reason for not sell-

“For instance, we have decided to

ing at any given time will merely be that

invest in a new aquaculture company in

we’ll be waiting either for the right buyer

northern Jutland.

or the right price.”

“The owners are well experienced

percent), Kollafjord Pelagic (24 percent

fined to the Faroe Islands, Mr Petersen

business idea is based on, but it’s a busi-

preparing to privatize most of its corpo- potential for profitability in the light of

via Faroe Real Estate), Poul Michelsen

points out. Accordingly, the company

ness in Denmark and therefore within

a.k.a. PM Group (30 percent), Set (33

is currently involved in an aquaculture

the EU and they are going to produce

percent), and Auxilior (18.75 percent).

startup in Jutland, Denmark.

and sell farmed, portion-size trout.”

our own return on investment.”

purchase a share either of the pension

Notio’s initial investment consisted

“Our main purpose and function is

“Perhaps it had something to do with

fund and life insurance company Lív, the

in a 17-percent share in Kall, a telecom

timing,” says Notio managing director

commercial bank Föroya Banki, or the

operator established in 2001; the share

to invest in companies with a good po-

Kristian Petersen. “Kaupthing had the

air carrier Atlantic Airways.

was subsequently sold at a profit, in 2005,

tential for sustainable growth and to earn

to Vodafone Iceland.

revenues from these investments.

experience from elsewhere and were able

“There’s no denying that these

to identify a vacuum here. The market

privatizations are of immediate interest

One of Notio’s most noticeable

was immature but at the same time the

to us,” Mr Petersen adds. “We may well

moves early on was to purchase the

ments for the achievement of profitable

potential was high. For instance, a lot of

participate at some level, but not at any

shares of Tórshavnar Skipasmiðja a.k.a.

operations for all our portfolio compa-

Faroese companies were in for a change

cost. We’ll be closely monitoring the

Faroe Yard. Whereas the shipyard is still

nies; for instance, membership on the

of generation so you had a number of

process and then we’ll make our judg- owned almost entirely by Notio (97.75

managers and owners that were looking

ment to the best of our ability. It will

for a successor.”

be based on strictly commercial crite- newly-privatized Faroe Seafood (24.5
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Kollafjord Pelagic
Processor of pelagic food fish

ria—that is, we evaluate the company’s

As the Faroese government is busy

very symbol of a new financial environ- rations, many expect Notio will seek to
ment.

pending on the nature and needs of the

Tórshavnar Skipasmiðja (Faroe Yard)
Shipyards — newbuildings and repairs

Notio’s area of operation is not con- in the Faroes, which is partly what their

today chiefly owned by Kaupthing and
fishing company Framherji’s investment

Managing Director: Kristian Petersen

liquid funds is a key ingredient in busiclose cooperation with a commercial

earlier, the subject of selling a company

http://www.notio.fo
E-Mail: notio@notio.fo
Tel.: +298 351505
Fax: +298 351501

The Faroes Islands’ first
private venture company.

ts founding in 2002 is widely

So this was a change that brought

Bókbindaragöta 8, FO-100 Tórshavn

fer coaching. We believe good access to
ness development. For most companies,

a different story.

Notio

percent), the portfolio also includes

“We have clearly defined require-

Faroe Yard’s shipyard at Skála where,
for the first time in many years, two
new ships are being constructed.
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VMF president and CEO Sigurd Poulsen;
investment adviser trading securities
on behalf of Faroese client (right);
Atlantic Airways airplane (bottom left);
Föroya Banki headquarters in
Tórshavn (bottom right).

VMF — Faroese Securities Market
c/o Governmental Bank
PO Box 229, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.vmf.fo
E-Mail: info@vmf.fo
Tel.: +298 318305
Fax: +298 318537
President and CEO:
Sigurd Poulsen

“I think we’ve had some luck,”

VMF securities are listed in DKK with
depository on the VP Securities Services,
Denmark.

said VMF President and CEO Sigurd
Poulsen. “But we’ve also got some serious
work done, and of course we still have a
tough program. Part of what we set out
to undertake had much to do with in-

On the October 2006 signing of

formation—raising awareness by various

the purchase agreement between OMX

means like reaching out to news media,

and ICEX owners EV (Eignarhaldsfé-

for instance… That part seems to be

lagið Verðbréfathing), ICEX President

working well, which is very important.

and CEO Thórður Fríðjónsson stated:

Then we’ve had some fortunate events “This agreement marks the beginning
taking place in the financial sector: the

of a new era for the Icelandic securities

banks starting to offer investment ser- market.
vices very successfully, a lot of private

“ICEX will continue to focus on

company shares changing ownership, a

strengthening the market by seizing

lot of enthusiasm. And we have noted

new opportunities presented by the

Through collaboration with the OMX Nordic
Exchange in Iceland (ICEX), VMF is part of
the NOREX Alliance, a strategic
cooperation of Nordic and Baltic stock
exchanges, consisting of the ICEX, the
Oslo Stock Exchange and the OMX Stock
Exchanges in Stockholm, Copenhagen,
Helsinki, Riga, Talinn and Vilnius.
There are two markets on the VMF-OMX
Nordic Exchange in Iceland: one ‘official’
market (main list), and one regulated
market (alternative market), called the
iSEC. The official market is regulated by
EU directives that govern all securities
markets in EU. The alternative market has
lesser demands and suits small and mid
cap growth companies.

And now, ketchup effect

that the Faroes for sure has some invest- combination with OMX. We believe
The owning company of the ICEX

during the course of this year underpins

of view; now integration with the OMX

Partly inspired by the example of the Icelanders, the Faroese Securities Market (VMF) may at last
have succeeded in laying the cornerstones of what now is fast becoming a whole new, dynamic financial
environment in the Faroe Islands.

(Iceland Stock Exchange)—to which the

further growth and increased visibility

Nordic Exchange really presents some

VMF is linked and through which its

will in turn kindle more interest.”

interesting perspectives.”

A

ment ready capital.”

listed items are traded—was recently

that the interest Iceland has attracted

OMX’s acquisition of ICEX en-

As to the VMF itself, its main pur-

purchased by Sweden’s OMX to join

tailed that VMF’s shares in EV were

pose is to promote the trading of Faroese

decade after the Faroese

or worthwhile. Then, a few years ago,

their doubts earlier, the VMF is now

the securities markets of Copenhagen,

translated into shares in OMX. The

securities, Mr Poulsen pointed out. This

Securities Market as known as the

increasingly noticeable changes started

clearly seen as representing something

Stockholm, Helsinki, Riga, Tallinn and

VMF has gained membership in a newly

task, he added, includes the facilitation

VMF (Virðisbrævamarknaður Föroya)

to appear: Whereas earlier, skepticism

more credible and tangible than it was

Vilnius. This implies that the VMF’s

formed OMX advisory committee deal- of independent information about the

say five or six years ago.

linkage to the ICEX, now OMX Nordic

ing with Iceland and Faroe, Mr Poulsen

securities trade and related subjects, as

Exchange in Iceland, is being integrated

said. “Not only has VMF become well

well as surveillance service to help ensure

was commissioned to oversee the estab- or disbelief would be a normal response
lishment of a new market for Faroese

in discussions on a future Faroese stock

Among those financial events was

securities, the at first seemingly daunt- exchange, today few will question the

the first listing of company shares, name-

with the wider OMX Nordic Exchange

connected within the OMX Nordic Ex- full compliance with regulations among

ing task all of a sudden appears within

reality of a changed atmosphere in which

ly the initial public offering of Atlantic

concept.

change system; more importantly, the

reasonable reach.

securities trading is starting to look like

Petroleum Pf back in 2005. Other events

new structure that will be implemented

For the better part of the past de- a trend, increasingly familiar to ordinary

include the recent announcements from

in the future provides a much greater

the two Faroese commercial banks, Eik

exposure of our listed companies to po-

Few will assert that the activities of

(previously known as Föroya Sparikassi)

tential investors.”

fostering a public climate in which trad- the VMF alone may have generated such

and Föroya Banki, respectively, of flota-

Mr Poulsen added: “The Iceland-

ing in shares and bonds and other finan- change of hearts; some favorable com- tion plans; the latter of the two—cur-

ers have demonstrated the possibility of

cial instruments will be seen as not only

binations of financial events and timing

rently own by a government fund—is in

creating a well-functioning market in a

legitimate and generally acceptable but

may doubtlessly offer a key explanation.

fact scheduled for privatization later this

very small community. You may say they

as interesting and potentially attractive

On the other hand, for those who had

year (2007).

have shown the way from a Faroese point

cade, the most difficult aspect of this job
would seem to relate to the groundwork—
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people.

listed Faroese companies.
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Backed by very strong financial
results and a giant international
loan to boost liquidity and finance
expansion, Föroya Banki scales up
business operations—anticipating
its own privatization and
public listing on the OMX in
Copenhagen and Reykjavík.

D

Föroya Banki chief executive
Janus Petersen, left, with managing
director Súni Schwartz Jacobsen;
investment portfolio managers at work (right);
Föroya Banki’s headquarters (below).

Föroya Banki
PO Box 3048, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.foroyabanki.fo
E-Mail: fbk@foroyabanki.fo
Tel.: +298 311350
Fax: +298 315850
CEO: Janus Petersen

On 2 May 2006, the Lögting (Faro

Managing Director:
Súni Schwartz Jacobsen

ese Parliament) adopted a proposal from
the Minister of Finance concerning the

uring its centenary cel-

selling of a majority of the shares in För

ebrations last year, Föroya Banki

oya Banki, 99.4 percent of which are

announced its intention to be seen as

currently held by the Financing Fund

a commercial bank that is “competent,

of 1992. The Lögting has expressed its

committed, and proactive”—a befitting

objective that Föroya Banki be priva-

characterization considering the bank’s

tized in 2007.

strong financial results for 2006. Add

Serving commercial, institutional
and private customers, Föroya
Banki is the leading commercial
bank in the Faroe Islands.
Services include banking, loans,
savings, pension plans and securities
investments; a comprehensive range of
insurance services are offered through
Föroya Banki’s subsidiary Trygd.

“The privatization process is well

this year’s major event: privatization with

underway,” the bank said in early 2007,

initial public offering and listing on the

referring to the Financing Fund’s ap- tion of Föroya Banki’s new Corporate

OMX Nordic Exchange in Reykjavík

pointment of Handelsbanken Capital

Finance department, designed “to satisfy

and Copenhagen, respectively. Föroya

Markets, in November 2006, as main

the need for advisory services in con-

Banki is entering a new century in every

advisor for the process. “The advisors are

nection with the buying and selling of

sense of the word.

now preparing the sale together with the

companies.”

While the bank is growing at very

Fund and the Bank,” a statement said.

Last year likewise saw the introduc-

Together with two other investors,

high rate, prospects suggest that trend is

The privatization model chosen will en- the bank established the venture firm

on track for new heights in the months

tail the listing of Föroya Banki shares

and years ahead, in line with estimates
of international lenders. Accordingly,
to provide liquidity for expansion and
development, the bank in early 2006
secured a 1.2 billion dkk loan on the
by the Bayerische Landesbank, Danske
Bank and HSH Nordbank.
“The fact that 21 foreign financial

Maria Olsen

international lending market, brokered

Upbeat Föroya
Banki set for
new era

2006 key figures —
Total assets: 7.2bn dkk
Deposits: 4.6bn dkk
Equity: 1.25bn dkk
Operating profit: 275m dkk
Profits before tax: 193m dkk

on the Faroese Securities Market/OMX

izations as well as companies set to under

Nordic Exchange in Iceland as well as

go generational change and companies

percent of the shares in Trygd, which in

the OMX Nordic Exchange in Copen- in need of capital for growth.” The bank

2006 yielded a 5.7m dkk net profit after

hagen, Denmark.

also set up the real estate brokerage firm

tax, the best result reported since the

Skyn, a fully owned subsidiary. As to the

bank resurrected the dormant insurance

It is the explicit goal of the bank to

become an “international provider of se- insurance sector, Föroya Banki holds 100

company in 1998.

lected financial services.” In this context,
Föroya Banki has been funding several
Faroese businesses, including Vónin,

to Föroya Banki is a clear sign that con- percent increase. Net profits before tax

creased by one-eight, up 800m dkk from

fidence in the bank on the international

climbed 22 percent to 193m dkk (25.9m

6.4bn dkk in 2005 to 7.2bn dkk (966.5m

According to Mr Petersen, one of

market is very high,” said Föroya Banki

eur / 17.6m gbp), rising 35m dkk from

eur / 655.3m gbp) in 2006. In addition,

the main objectives in the bank’s stra-

CEO Janus Petersen. “The strengthened

the previous year’s 158m dkk (21.2m

said the Annual Report, a number of

tegic growth plan is to introduce new

liquidity will be used to further develop

eur / 14.4m gbp).

guarantees not included in the balance

business areas. “This process accelerated

increased by 122m dkk to 359m dkk

in 2006,” he said. “In June we became a

(48.2m eur / 32.7m gbp) in 2006.

member of the OMX Nordic Exchange

Net profits after tax reached 159m

Thor, and Christian í Grótinum.

Föroya Banki reported an operating

dkk while the return on equity averaged

profit of 275 million dkk (36.9m eur /

13.7 percent. With a solvency ratio of

The bank’s lending portfolio grew

in Iceland, to which the Faroese Secu-

25m gbp) for 2006, up 20m dkk from

23.8 percent, Föroya Banki’s equity now

one-third, up 1.3bn dkk from 4.1bn

rities Market is affiliated. And subse-

the previous year’s 255m dkk (34.2m

amounts to 1,246m dkk (167.3m eur

dkk in 2005 to 5.4bn dkk (724.8m eur

quently we became a member of the

eur / 23.2m gbp), corresponding to a 7.7

/ 113.4m gbp). The bank’s balance in- / 491.4m gbp) at year-end 2006.
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On 1st March 2006, 100 years had
passed since Föroya Banki opened
for business as the first commercial bank in the Faroe Islands.

major investments abroad for leading

institutions consent to procure this loan

the bank,” he added.

Lökir with an eye on upcoming privat

Network of 20 full-service branches.
Head Office: Húsagöta 3, Tórshavn.

OMX-C in Copenhagen.”
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Creativity and innovation as
business concepts have gained
prominence in the Faroes in the
last few years; now the Klaksvík
Innovation Center is taking
buzzwords to a new level, helping
young entrepreneurs throughout
the country to kick start themselves.

R

General Manager Rani Nolsöe
with Björghild Magnusson;
busy on the keyboard (below).

Klaksvík Innovation center
Íverksetarahúsið
Jústabrekka 1, FO-700 Klaksvík

struction but what’s more is the great

http://www.is.fo
E-Mail: is@is.fo
Tel.: +298 459700
Fax: +298 459701

possibilities it presents as a fixed link,

General Manager: Rani Nolsöe

both socially and commercially. In terms

“The first innovation center in the Faroes.”

of business, Klaksvík as a community

Encouraging business growth
through courses and advice.

Technically, this is a marvellous con-

has been a leader for more than half a

ani Nolsöe, business develop-

century. Despite of its relative isolation

ment consultant with the Munici-

from the rest of the Faroes, its potential

pality of Klaksvík, is well known as an

has increased. But as transport has be-

energetic enthusiast with both creative

come containerized in recent years, the

skill and persuasive power. His latest

old ferry connection would be rendered

scheme, the Klaksvík Innovation Cen-

obsolete, which makes the subsea tunnel

ter (KIC) pays testimony to a relatively

the more important.”

Coaching and inexpensive rent
for entrepreneurs during their
first months in business.
Project sponsored by:
Municipality of Klaksvík
Eik Bank
Ministry of Trade and Industry
Key alliance partner: BIRCH Estate

new reality: the rise of creativity and

Adding to Klaksvík’s momentum,

innovation as business concepts in the

is a new cargo terminal at Ánir, a mile

schools, government agencies, and mu-

Faroes Islands.

north of town. This deepsea terminal

nicipalities around the islands.”

became operational in 2006 and is today

So networking is of the essence—

proach to supporting innovation and cre-

recognized, Mr Nolsöe maintains, as the

from incubation and mentoring to busi-

country’s best harbor when it comes to

ness plan and development, from finance

Maria Olsen

“The KIC offers a systematic apativity in a business context,” Mr Nolsöe
explains. “Our primary targets are not

tainer vessels and cruise liners.

only young entrepreneurs; we believe
there are many innovative people out
there who just need a little advice and
assistance… Some of them could really
start a new business while others perhaps need to realize that they’ll be better
off doing something else. Our ambition
is to help bring to life some of the idle
capacity that could be utilized—so that

Kicking off
creative
business

Back at his desk, Mr Nolsöe stresses the national and international nature

potentially valuable contacts; depending

a new form, or to produce something by

of the KIC. “We’re going to bring this

on their stage of development, these con-

using imaginative skills. Innovation has

to other towns to make sure the whole

tacts will range from financial adviser to

been defined as a function of creativ- country can benefit from it. In order to

potential export client. We let them tap

ity, knowledge and the environment in

offer as good courses and coaching as

into our extensive network of business

which its process takes place…”

possible, we work closely with businesses,

professionals and managers.”

Be that as it may, few will questunnel between Klaksvík on the island

BIRCH Estate, a Herning innovation

painters but quite many musicians and

diversified.”

center.

the occasional writer as well. However,

of Borðoy, and Leirvík on the island of

Much of the inspiration and opti- the new fuzz is much about creativity in

Eysturoy, is bringing fresh blood to the

its offices in central Klaksvík, several

mism behind the KIC project may well

a commercial context—the concept of

startups are being aided by coaching

be attributable to the recent international

pursuing performing or creative arts as

and inexpensive rent at the center dur- success of Faroese software developers,

a career or even as a lucrative business,

Klaksvík to the capital Tórshavn, rep-

ing their first fledgling months.

and beyond: using the power of creativity

resents nothing short of “a new chapter

and innovation to boost any business.

in Faroese business history,” according

music artists, or clothing designers.
Not that there is anything novel

economic life of the region.
The tunnel, which in fact links

to the presence of creative people in the

“Neither creativity nor innovation

Municipality of Klaksvík, the Eik Bank, Faroes; on the contrary, the islands have

are absolutes—it has to do with thinking

“This has come about because the

and the Ministry of Trade and Indus- long been known for having bred many

outside the box,” Mr Nolsöe adds. “To

Faroese community has made a giant

outstanding artists—most particularly

create means to bring something into

investment in a huge subsea tunnel.

profit, three-year project funded by the

try; another key partner is Denmark’s
100 • AnnualBusinessReport 2007

“We help startups get in touch with

existence, or to invest something with

ese export industry may become more

KIC has been launched as a non-

sales.

tion that the newly opened underwater

hopefully, in the long term, the Faro-

Six months since the KIC opened

large ships like factory trawlers, con- management through marketing to hard

to Mr Nolsöe.
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I

By Jeremy Cresswell
N November 2006, a new task force was created in a bid
to realize the still latent potential of the UK Atlantic Frontier.

This is not the first time such a grouping has been gathered
Maria Olsen

together to tackle the West of Shetland conundrum—some
of you may recall the ill-fated Aurora Project of the mid/late

1990s. The difference this time is significantly greater clarity of
purpose, reinforced with data from further seismic work, data

from a variety of wells and, of course, Chevron’s exciting sister Rosebank/

Lochnagar discoveries that are currently the subject of extensive appraisal,
with 500 million barrels of recoverable oil being speculated.
According to the British Department of Trade & Industry, reserves

West of Shetland represent around 17 percent of the UK’s remaining oil
& gas of which, for example, 2 trillion cubic feet of gas has been found
but is proving a challenge to develop commercially.
Success needed: Once a week, DTI, BP, Exxon Mobil, Chevron,

DONG Energy and Total meet, seeking a way ahead that might make
economic and strategic sense and the task force is scheduled to report to
the British energy minister late Q1/early Q2 this year.
The prize is tantalizing:
•Development of 17 percent of UK’s remaining oil and gas resource
•Investment of 4 billion+ gbp
•15+ years gas production satisfying 6 percent of UK demand
•More than 30 new production wells
•Some 800 km of new pipeline
When viewed from Tórshavn, the sense of purpose that has apparently emerged on the UK side is surely both encouraging and frustrating.
After all, five Faroese offshore wells have been drilled so far, without a
potentially commercial result.
A sixth well—the William probe—is scheduled for late Q3/early Q4
by BP via a farm-in with licence holder Anadarko.
A seventh, Ann Marie (partners ENI, Faroe Petroleum) should follow, most likely in 2008 subject to rig availability, though well planning
started in 2006. One advantage that Anne Marie has over William is
that it is basalt-free.
To the average Faroese, even oil industry professional, the pace of
exploration has been painfully slow, with nothing much to show for the
effort and expense, though the Round One, Hess-operated 6004/16-1
well teased by encountering a 170m gross column of light oil and gas, but
which was deemed non-viable.
And, of course, with the Third Faroese Licensing Round slated for
the back end of this year, it goes without saying that a positive result
from William is badly needed. What does lie beneath the basalt shield
and will the experience gained from last year’s dry Brugdan probe offer
valuable pointers?
102 • AnnualBusinessReport 2007

The Atlantic Frontier spirit is
most definitely alive and
kicking in the Faroes with the
William prospect being drilled
this year—but making sure
exploration continues remains
crucial as it might take years
before any commercial oil or gas
discoveries are made.

Persistence
can
Pay
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What is becoming clear is that

the exploration success rate on the UK

it’s more a business as usual sort of

through stock market fund-raising, have

the Faroe Shelf, like most ‘new’ plays

Atlantic Margin by carefully evaluating

thing.”

so far seen money going just one way…

around the world, is not going to give up

and integrating all the relevant data (in-

its prize—assuming there is one—easily.

cluding wells that have failed) to unravel

praisal programme and mounting hope

Even where there is early success, and

the true geology.“

that Hess will revisit its Cambo discov- as is clearly recognized by both compa-

Mauritania on the NW Africa portion of

With the Rosebank/Lochnagar ap- out the door.
And so it will be for some years yet,

Loizou’s last point is critical and

ery—an appraisal well plus a west of

nies. But it is encouraging that they are

the Atlantic Frontier is a prime example,

provides much food for thought in terms

Ireland wildcat are indicated in the US

keen to stay in the hunt; moreover, their

this can quickly give way to frustration

of where the Faroese hunt goes.

group’s 2007-2009 outline plans—the

profile remains admirably bold. One

Talk of the Faroes Oil Industry

Corona Ridge could ultimately yield

thing is abundantly clear in the oil and

Group (FOÍB) is the Corona Ridge, a

prizes of huge economic and strategic

gas business—persistence really can pay.

with a string of dry or inconclusive wells
drilled.
The hunt for oil and gas in the Nor-

UK play that may stretch into the Faro- value.

wegian sector of the Barents Sea is in its

ese portion of the Faroe-Shetland Chan-

different way proving highly frustrating

nel and which has structures with hy- March this year, Faroe Petroleum says:

too—again more ‘dusters’ than finds.

drocarbon potential that could straddle “Prospects on the Corona Ridge, targeted

Such disappointments are happening despite the tremendous strides made

that boundary.
The Stena Don semi-submersible rig drilling the Brugdan well during the summer of 2006.

in survey techniques and data process-

In its 2006 results published in

substantial discoveries, and Faroe PetroBold profiles: As Nils Sörensen,

leum holds five licences on this play.”

ply illustrated in a piece of work prepared

drocarbon province but there are lessons

FOÍB’s 2007 chairman puts it: “It’s so

But, like sister independent Atlan-

especially the now widespread use of 3D

by Nick Loizou of the UK DTI and

to be learnt from the activity so far. The

early in the game that there’s no reason

tic Petroleum, Faroe is having to look

seismic and, in the case of the Faroes,

published in January 2003.

challenge ahead lies in enhancing the

for pessimism, not with new areas like

elsewhere for viable quantities of oil and

possibilities of finding further hydro-

the Corona Ridge. In fact there’s rather

gas that can be produced, so delivering

because of the ability of such techniques “Following the discovery of the Foin- carbons in commercial quantities. Un-

a lot of activity going on out there, it’s

much needed cash flow to coffers that,

to ‘see’ beneath basalt, albeit with mod- aven and Schiehallion fields in the early

just that it’s not so visible in the news;

other than the occasional replenishment

est clarity.
A good example of how hopes can
build and, in a matter of days, be dashed

In his conclusions, Loizou notes:

doubtedly there is capacity to improve

Handling drilling equipment at
the Atlantic Supply Base, Runavík.

by Chevron, show significant promise for

ing/interpretation over the past 20 years,

long-offset and low frequency seismic

Eventually.

1990s, exploration success outside Quadrant 204 acreage of the Faroe-Shetland
Basin has been rather limited.

is the Wellington well drilled last year

“It has become clear that the Foin-

on 23rd UK Licensing Round acreage

aven area is in a rather unique geologic

Non-commercial  Brugdan ‘helpful in future exploration’
Results from exploration well

reaching a total depth of 4,201m be- from the well to ensure that future ex- According to Jarðfeingi, potential for

West of Shetland by independents Hur- position in terms of hydrocarbon gen- 6104/21-1 in License 006, the Brugdan,

low sea level. The original commitment

ploration on the Faroe Shelf will benefit

hydrocarbons is still believed to remain

ricane and Sunshine.

did not match expectations although

depth was 3,780m however the Statoil

from the new information.”

deeper than the achieved total depth.

companies that have carried out explora- drilling through the massive layer of

group was permitted to deepen the well

“The Rosebank discovery is still

Calling Brugdan “a significant well for

fault-bounded closure targeting Jurassic

tion along the UK Atlantic Margin per- basalt proved surprisingly smooth.

to as much as 4,400m but, “technical dif- highly interesting with regard to the

future exploration in the Faroes,” Jarð

aged Rona Sandstone at a location 65 km

haps have visualized that most of all the

Operated by Statoil, the largest

ficulties” put a halt to the drilling 199m

Faroes,” Mr Hansen said later, refer- feingi said the drilling had determined

south-west of the giant Clair field and

wells historically drilled were located on

operator in the Faroese area, the well

short of target.

ring to Statoil’s 30-percent share in the

the thickness of the basalt on East Faroe

45 km south-east of the Foinaven field. ‘valid prospects’, which is reflected in the

was drilled in waters of 478 meters,

“We are obviously disappointed that

Chevron-operated Rosebank/Lochnagar

High.

Wellington-1 became a nine-day won- overall poor success rate of 1 in 7.

the drilling did not reveal commercial

discovery on the UK side of the Faroe-

der, or rather, failure. Sunshine bravely

volumes of hydrocarbons,” Statoil Færøy- Shetland Channel.

and Industry said: “This is only the fifth

stated on August 30: “Despite encoun- that from the recent wells drilled, less

ene vice president Rúni M. Hansen stat-

Announcing the Brugdan result

exploration well drilled in the Faroese

tering reservoir quality sandstone in the

than 50 percent were located on what

ed, then added: “A positive aspect is that

back in October 2006, Jarðfeingi—the

area and the first sub-basalt well, so we

primary objective Rona sandstone, no

could be termed ‘reliable, robust struc-

the well has given us useful knowledge

Faroese Earth and Energy Director- must view this outcome in perspective.

hydrocarbons were encountered.”

tures’. Not surprisingly, with the wells

about drilling in volcanic sub-basalt rock.

ate—said in a statement that the drill- The initial preparations for the third li-

that were located on the more reliable,

That will be helpful in future explora- ing operation through the basalt layers

censing round have started and benefit-

Eyes on Corona Ridge: But that is

robust structures, a higher success rate of

tion off the Faroes. The well will give us

proved successful with “better rates of

ing from the new information this work

the nature of the exploration game and

more than 1 in 2 has been achieved.”

more precise knowledge of the sub-basalt

penetration than expected,” yet the well

will now continue. I expect that the third

geology. The coming months will see a “did not encounter substantial volumes of

licensing round will be launched in the

The target was a three-way dip,

the slow pace of the North-West

eration, migration and trapping. Many

“Interestingly, this analysis shows

He concedes hope too: “The UK

European Atlantic Frontier hunt is am- Atlantic Margin can still be a major hy104 • AnnualBusinessReport 2007

Statoil Færøyene vice president Rúni M. Hansen.

detailed examination of samples and logs

Bjarni Djurholm, Minister of Trade

hydrocarbons, but did show traces of gas.” autumn of 2007 as planned.”
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This year’s exploration well
in the Faroes has operator BP
well prepared for having to
penetrate anything between
500 and 700 meters of basalt
cover, making William in all
probability as expensive as last
year’s Brugdan—and as exciting.

T

Hjarnar Djurhuus, BP Amoco Exploration;
North Sea production platform
Andrew (below).

straightforward and the real world is full
of surprises.”
Basically, a company can work on
the basis of geological similarities in

tive system, it was not deemed commer- some areas but when it comes down to
cially viable.

it, one target might hold oil, but the one

In fact the results of that well, cou- next to it might have all the right condipled with those of the other wells drilled

tions, but all that’s down there is sand

during that first season, were broadly

and water.

so disappointing that the decision was

As if the act of hiring a rig and drill-

he hunt for oil and gas re-

taken at BP that, if possible, the two

ing wasn’t already expensive enough, Mr

sources off the Faroe Islands is ex-

remaining round one well commitments

Djurhuus points out that the geographic

pected to take its next major step later

would be traded against a single com- location of the Faroes militates against

this year when an exploration well is

mitment well in Area 007, working in

easy logistics, as do regulations compel-

spudded on the William prospect.

co-operation with Anadarko.

ling landfall of equipment and services

Hjarnar Djurhuus of BP Amoco

“We struck a deal a couple of years

before use offshore.

Exploration expects that drilling opera-

ago with authorities [Jarðfeingi] to skip

As for the socio-economic signifi-

tions will take at least three months or

the two remaining commitments for one

cance of the oil and gas quest for Faroe,

about the same as the Statoil-operated

instead in the basalt covered area,” says

Mr Djurhuus notes less enthusiasm now

Brugdan took to complete—compared

Mr Djurhuus.

than when the hunt started a few years

with about two months for the earliest of

“Fortunately, new knowledge about

ago. “There’s less commitment and fewer

the five offshore Faroe exploration wells

the basalt challenge has been gained

expectations than before,” he says. “Of

drilled to date.

thanks to the Statoil-operated Brugdan

course its disappointing for us too. You

Despite the lack of a commercial

well. Nonetheless, it is difficult to in- don’t commit to three wells without ex-

find to date, Mr Djurhuus is nevertheless

terpret the data and there are no refer- pecting something. But you never know;

excited at the fact that this well will still

ence points to assist with measuring the

experience shows you never know before

be drilled, even though it will also be

thickness of the basalt shield.

the drilling has been done.”

very expensive—several hundred million
Danish krones. This is due to the presence of basalt over the target and because
past three years.
While it would be good if the experience gained from the 2006 Brugdan

Maria Olsen

rig charter rates have risen sharply in the

William: You
never know…

Even though there is disappoint-

is almost impossible to see through. You

ment and reduced expectations, Mr

have to go about seismic surveying in a

Djurhuus emphasizes that the hunt for

different way than normal in order to

hydrocarbons has brought a new dimen-

get even a moderate idea of what may

sion to the islands. A decade ago, who

lie beneath.”

would have thought that so many young

“You never know just how thick the

probe could help speed up the William
schedule, Mr Djurhuus considers this

“The problem with basalt is that it

basalt layer is. You could estimate 500
“BP is hoping to start on William

available, both are very limited and only

meters, but it could possibly be 600m or

late this summer but drilling can’t get

the Brugdan well may be broadly analo-

even 700m.

“Right now it’s difficult to find drill- going before the rig has finished up on

gous to William because of the antici-

unlikely.

ing rigs… semi-submersibles or ships,” the Rosebank job. The weather hasn’t

pated thick basalt overlay.

“We will drill down to about 4,700m
[water depth is just under 800m]. Of

says Mr Djurhuus. “We have a contract

helped—it’s been causing delays at

course it’s high-risk, but we wouldn’t be

with Transocean for the Transocean

Rosebank and further hold-ups are pos- ‘Great and Positive influence:’

committing unless we believed in what

Rather, which is currently engaged at

sible. From our point of view, summer is

BP’s first well was drilled on acreage

we’re doing.

Chevron’s Rosebank/Lochnagar discov- preferable to autumn for drilling off the

secured in the first Faroese licensing

eries West of Shetland. It has a three- Faroes because of the weather factor.”

round, namely Area 004. While the

well program and one well has been
completed so far [March 2007].
106 • AnnualBusinessReport 2007

While BP has experience of drill- 6004/12-1 well drilled in 2001 encouning on the Faroe shelf and therefore data

tered hydrocarbons, so indicting an ac-

“Of course we’re hopeful of making a find, but the chances of success are
estimated at only 10 percent. And then
will it be oil, or gas, or both? It’s not

Faroese would be studying at university
in Aberdeen, for example.

BP Amoco Exploration (Faroes)
Skansavegur 1, FO-100 Tórshavn
http://www.bp.com
E-Mail: djurhuh@bp.com
Tel.: +298 353130
Fax: +298 353139
Managing Director: Hjarnar Djurhuus
Extraction of crude petroleum and natural
gas, including exploration and production.
Operations in six continents; products
and services available in more than 100
countries; around 100m customers;
approximately 100,000 employees.
With corporate headquarters in London,
BP aspires to be one of the world’s great
companies, with a sustainable long term
future — as captured by the phrase ‘beyond
petroleum’, which reflects the company’s
brand positioning and aspirations.
Key strengths: oil and gas exploration
and production; the refining, marketing
and supply of petroleum products and the
manufacturing and marketing of chemicals.
• Major retailer —
around 28,500 sites worldwide
• Serving around 13m customers
• Top consumer ratings
• Innovative retail offer
focused on emerging trends
• Leading marketer of clean fuels
BP brands: BP, Amoco, ARCO,
ampm, Aral, Castrol.
Second largest fuels’ retailer overall
in Europe, largest fuels’ retailer in
biggest European market Germany
Gasoline market segment share of
about 22 percent; over 2,700 outlets
in Germany (mostly branded Aral).
Largest automotive lubricants marketer
across Europe. Second largest fuels’
marketer in North America, with
Amoco Ultimate gasoline providing
the highest premium grade ratio.
Exploration and production in Europe:
North Sea (UK, Norway, Netherlands).
Russia: 50 per cent ownership of
TNK-BP, a major oil company with the
majority of its assets in Russia. BP is
involved in a number of exploration and
production projects in Azerbaijan, and is
leading the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC)
pipeline project. Refining and marketing
activities are spread throughout Europe,
with BP owning or having a stake in
nine refineries across the region.
Exploration in Faroe since 2001.
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Atlantic Petroleum: A new optimism
With fresh capital raised and first oil flowing this year, Atlantic Petroleum is determined to farm into
more prospects in the UK and Ireland while keeping an eye on potential company acquisitions—likewise
intending to participate in the Third Licensing Round in the Faroes.

2

006 was a highly eventful

of depleted reservoirs, rather it will draw

and successful year for Atlantic Pe- its first revenues from fresh assets, both

Atlantic Petroleum
PO Box 1228, FO-110 Tórshavn

a water injector. A further one or two

are vital to Atlantic’s ability to pursue its

http://www.petroleum.fo
E-Mail: petroleum@petroleum.fo
Tel.: +298 350100
Fax: +298 350101

development wells will be drilled as the

dream of one day finding and produc-

Chief Executive Officer: Wilhelm Petersen

Upper Jurassic reservoir depletes. All

ing hydrocarbons from the Faroe Shelf.

wells will be tied back to the floating

Clearly there is disappointment in the

and shareholders will be keenly watch-

production, storage and offloading vessel

results of the Statoil-operated Brugdan

ing as each of the four Ettrick wells is

Aoka Mizu, which is being prepared for

probe on 2006, but this is frontier ex-

the role in Singapore.

ploration and everyone understands the

Of course, this year Atlantic’s team

troleum—the kind of exciting ride that

of which offer the potential for upside,

typifies exploration and production

once they have settled into their produc- drilled. These are being constructed

companies large and small around the

tion stride. In Chestnut’s case, the field

back-to-back, with three to be com-

world.

is expected onstream early 2008.

pleted as producers and the fourth as

Ettrick was discovered by the 20/2- risks that go with.
A measure of his confidence in that

And chief executive Wilhelm

tested 4,358 barrels of oil per day. The

regard is the forthcoming Faroese Third

Petersen sees 2007 being just as eventful.

field was appraised by seven further wells

Licensing Round.

In fact it will be a rather special year as
first oil is expected from the Ettrick field
development in the UK North Sea.
So long as the reservoir performs as

Maria Olsen

1 well, drilled in 1981 by BNOC, and

between 1982 and 1985, four of them

“Atlantic Petroleum intends to par-

successfully producing oil to surface.

ticipate in this licensing round and estab-

However, like many North Sea finds,

lishment of a partnership is under way,”

the field’s potential was not realizable

says Petersen.

Participates in exploration on the Faroese
Continental Shelf (four licenses) and
exploration and development of oil fields
in the North Sea (UK) and the Celtic
Sea (Ireland). Fourteen UK licenses
inc. Chestnut (on stream in second
half of ‘07), Ettrick (in production early
‘08), Perth (in production after ‘08).
Five Ireland licenses inc. Lennox/
Crosby and Blackrok developments.

This is a very good deal offering promis-

expected and oil prices remain around the

until the right mix of partners and tech-

$60 mark, this will pump valuable earn-

nology was assembled. And Atlantic is

wasn’t challenging enough, Atlantic has

ings into the company for the first time,

proud to be a part of that team. As for

forged a relationship with Irish com-

so helping to underpin Atlantic’s ambi-

Chestnut, this is being developed utiliz- pany Providence Resources, which has

time. Though we were careful at first—

tions beyond what is possible through

ing two sub-sea wells tied back to the in- a portfolio of exciting prospects within

that was a necessity—we’re now more

raising capital via stock markets.

novative Sevan Marine SSP300 floating

the Irish aquatory, both on the Atlantic

ready to expand. In any case, industry

production vessel, which is shaped like

Frontier and within the Celtic Sea.

consolidation may present opportunities

Not that Atlantic has been unsuccessful in that regard. One of the high-

a stubby cylinder.

As if the Faroes hunt for resources

Founded in 1998; the Faroes’
first independent upstream
oil and gas company.

ing finds and there is currently one well
commitment.”
He adds: “This really is an exciting

“We have signed a 10 percent farm- for small up and coming oil companies

lights of 2006 was the raising of 200

The 22/2a-11x well, drilled in 2001

in agreement with Providence covering

million dkk (26.8m eur / 18.2m gbp)

will be re-used along with a new water

Celtic Sea license 2/07,” says Petersen.

in order to replenish coffers and en-

injection well.

such as Atlantic.
“We’re expecting to increase the

“This contains the Ardmore gas discov- number of farm-ins and possibly acquire

able the company to pay its way in the

Meanwhile, the West Lennox field

ery, Helvick oilfield, Hook Head oil and

other companies. Our goal remains to

development of Ettrick in which it has

discovery (another North Sea asset) is

gas find, and the Dunmore oil discovery.

become a mid-size oil company.”

an 8.25-percent share and another UK

going to take rather longer to mature

North Sea field, Chestnut of which it

than originally anticipated. Appraised

holds 15 percent.

in Q3 2005, further steps are contingent

Mr Petersen: “We’re now well

on drilling the nearby Crosby prospect,

funded and we’re set to generate our

which is scheduled for additional seismic

own cash flow through production …

acquisition prior to an exploration well

that’s really important. All this provides

being spudded in 2008.

a strong platform for growth, with the

Mr Petersen believes that, while

added benefit that we also have a large

there is emphasis on building a position

network of partners.”

outwith Faroese waters, such activities

Unlike so many small European
E&P companies, Atlantic Petroleum has
avoided buying into tail-end production
in the hope of wringing extra barrels out
108 • AnnualBusinessReport 2007

Chief executive Wilhelm Petersen (left);
chairman Kjartan Hoydal speaking during
a Tórshavn event to announce Atlantic
Petroleum’s IPO in 2005 (right).
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Looking to learn from the UK

Oil and gas offshore the Faroes
is still in very early stages with
only the sixth exploration well
being drilled this year, however
the Faroes Oil Industry Group
closely follows developments on
the UK side of the Faroe-Shetland
Channel, with good reason.

B

FOÍB — The Faroes Oil Industry Group
Administration Centre
c/o Atlanticon,
PO Box 263, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.foib.fo
E-Mail: atlanticon@atlanticon.fo
Tel.: +298 319685
Fax: +298 319185

Atlantic Frontier. There, Chevron is ap- I see an informal part in that for us as I
praising its promising Rosebank/Loch- think we have a lot to offer.”
nagar oil discoveries and Total is working hard to pull a cluster of modest gas

Until now, FOÍB has largely con-

Chairman: Niels Sörensen,
Executive Director, Faroe Petroleum

centrated on technical, HSE (health,

finds together as a commercial proposi- safety and the environment), explora-

rugdan was a milestone,

tion, with the Laggan field at its heart.

tion, geotechnical, and legal issues. But

according to Nils Sörensen, current

Then there is the forthcoming appraisal

Mr Sörensen sees the organization’s

of the Cambo discovery by Hess.

role broadening. “We should be doing

chairman of the Faroes Oil Industry

Group (FOÍB). While the Statoil-

Mr Sörensen points to UK license

FOÍB acts as the joint association of the
oil companies holding licences to explore
for hydrocarbons in the Faroese area
either as license holders or partners.
Current members: Amerada Hess,
Anadarko, Atlantic Petroleum (Atlants
Kolvetni), BG Group, BP, Chevron,
DONG, Eni, Faroe Petroleum (Föroya
Kolvetni), Geysir, OMV, Shell, Statoil.

more to, for example, assist our members

operated well did not encounter hydro

awards covering the Corona Ridge, find new opportunities and have more

carbons, it demonstrated clearly that

which happens to cut close to the Faro- involvement with the supply chain. We

drilling thick basalts, though challen

ese aquatory. The ridge is of particular

ging, could be accomplished successfully

interest to Chevron and Faroe Petroleum

on behalf of the oil companies; also assist

at respectable penetration rates.

holds five licences on this play.

them to work together wherever possible

in the belief that it could help the ex-

in order to reduce costs.”

ploration process. For sure, most FOÍB

should be more of a voice, speaking out

He believes that data gathered and

“Corona Ridge is a new play that is

the experience of drilling through the

rapidly coming to the fore and it is quite

basalts will prove of considerable value

likely that some structures will straddle

to see elements of the kind of coopera- UKCS conditions and are acutely aware

to BP when it spuds the William probe

the UK-Faroes boundary.

tion that is now commonplace on the UK

during Q3 this year.

that they will find them around the

thought,” says Mr Sörensen. “Of course,

Faroes and it helps that the through-

everybody hopes that they will find oil

basalt seismic imaging seems to be

and gas at William but even if there isn’t

working.”

any, as long as you drill it’s progress. The

“It’s so early in the game that
there’s no reason for pessimism,

then you won’t learn anyway.

not with new areas like the Corona

Maria Olsen

point is that if you don’t drill the wells,

Ridge.
“In fact there’s rather a lot of
Scene from Tórshavn’s western marina with Tinganes in the background.

get the result that of course everyone
wanted, but the well nevertheless answered a lot of questions. It showed that

activity going on out there, it’s just
that it’s not so visible in the news;

But he acknowledges that, with the

Nor is it. The first season saw

the [long-offset] seismic techniques de- timing of the William well—possibly

three wells drilled followed by a fourth

veloped to ‘see’ through the basalt work

two years later. By 2006 it was just one

in terms of identifying structures.”

quite close to the Faroese Government

it’s more a business as usual sort of
Ask Mr Sörensen whether
FOÍB can help the Faroese Govern

ing Round—this could have an impact

well may be drilled on the Anne Marie

ment in terms of attracting more

the petroleum companies involved and

on how interested companies are in bid- prospect in 2008 or 09 by Italian energy

companies to the table to bid, he is

the Faroese who have watched the hunt

ding for exploration licenses.

cautious, not because FOÍB doesn’t

group ENI.

for oil and gas unfold more slowly than

“But the companies… people… are

But to think that the future lies in

initially anticipated, need to understand

more realistic now than when the first

sporadic drilling would be taking a nar-

that, with only five wells drilled so far, it

well was drilled in 2001. The pace is

row view, especially since activity is once

remains very early in the game.

not the same.”

again hotting up on the UK part of the
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emerged over the past three years.

Overview of petroleum licenses held in the combined Faroe and Shetland (UK) area as of Jan. ‘07.
7°W

Licence 006
Statoil
27.15%
Vestmanna-1
Anadarko
13.00%
Atlantic Petroleum 00.03%
BG
10.31%
DONG
21.91%
Faroe Petroleum 04.04%
Amerada
11.09%
Shell
12.47%
Licence 009
Statoil
Shell
DONG
Faroe Petroleum

6°W 013
Licence
Geysir
60%
Atlantic Petroleum 40%

Licence 014
Geysir
60%
Atlantic Petroleum 40%

6205

Faroe
Islands
Torshavn

50%
20%
20%
10%

Licence 005
ENI
75%
Faroe Petroleum 25%

6107

Licence 008
Chevron
Statoil
DONG
OMV

40%
30%
20%
10%

212/30
Chevron
Statoil
DONG
OMV

40%
30%
10%
20%

6106

6204

“We are of course looking forward to welcoming new players and

6203

2°W

1°W

215/30, 216/26 & 27
Chevron
65%
Mærsk
25%
Talisman
10%

Licence 011
Statoil
100%

218

217

214/4a & 214/5a
Tobermory
ExxonMobil 20.0%
DONG
22.50%
Statoil
17.50%
Marathon
16.25%
Nexen
10.00%
Anadarko
7.50%
Shell
6.25%

216

Tobermory

6103

6104

213/18, 213/19, 213/20a, 213/24,
214/11, 214/16a & 214/17
50%
50%

214

213

209

Shell
208
BP

213/20b,25c &
214/16b
Shell
BP
Chevron
Faroe Petroleum

204/14b
OMV
70%
Dana Petroleum 30%
Licence 007
BP
50%
Anadarko 25%
Shell
25%

Laxford

204/13
OMV
80%
Faroe Petroleum 20%

Torridon

30%
30%
30%
10%

213/16 & 17
Chevron
40%
Statoil
30%
OMV
20%
DONG
10%

Victory

61°N

Laggan

Licence 002
Faroe Petroleum

100%

6004
6007

207

Clair

Suilven
Alligin

Licence 012
Faroe Petroleum 100%

Loyal

206

213/22,23 & 28
Chevron
40%
Statoil
30%
OMV
20%
DONG
10%

Shetland
Islands

Foinaven

213/21
Chevron
1Statoil
1
DONG

s

174

175

164

165

176

Bathymetry (m)

Strathmore

213/26 1& 27
Chevron
Statoil
OMV
DONG

Solan

166
204/18
BP
Shell

< 200
200 - 400
400 - 600
600 - 800
800 - 1000
1000 - 1200
1200 - 1400
1400 - 1600
> 1600

204
202
66.7%
33.3%

204/14a, 15 & 19
Mærsk
90%
Veritas
10%

203
204/9 & 10
Amerada
Chevron
DONG
OMV

Operators

32.5%
32.5%
20.0%
15.0%

204/4 & 5
Amerada
Chevron
DONG
OMV

205/1
Chevron
Statoil
OMV
DONG

32.5%
32.5%
20.0%
15.0%

40%
30%
20%
10%

Conoco

BG

Mærsk Oil

ENI

ExxonMobil

Faroe Petroleum

Penguin

Amerada

Lundin Pet.

OMV

Plectrum

Anadarko

Shell

Geysir

Rocksource

BP

Total

Talisman

Chevron

DONG

Hurricane

Blocks awarded
in UK 24th
Licensing Round

Faroes Commitment Well Locations
UK Commitment Well Locations
(Text box shows Licence name & company interests
with operators highlighted in yellow)

Other Wells

45%
35%
20%
60°N

40%
30%

20%
6 10%

5

Commitment Wells

Statoil

1

50%
10%
20%

20%
Sullom
Voe

Schiehallion

Faroe
UK

213/25a & 214/21a
Conoco
35.0%
Shell
58.5%
OMV
6.5%

206/1a Laggan
Total
Chevron
DONG
ENI

205

6005

6006

62°N

213/5 & 214/1
Chevron
65%
Mærsk
25%
Talisman
10%

6105

want to but because the issue—the
role—hasn’t been discussed.

3°W

4°W

Licence 010 5°W
Statoil
100%

thing.”

announcing the Third Offshore Licens- well, 2007 is set to be the same, then a

But Mr Sörensen warns that both

of the huge cost-inf lation issue that

ing for big structures. There’s a chance

not to be as big a problem as everyone

was disappointment. The partners didn’t

members have significant experience of

“Remember, our members are look- Continental Shelf permeate the Faroes

“Drilling through basalt seems

“It’s true that with Brugdan there

In this regard, Mr Sörensen is keen

205/2a
Chevron
Statoil
OMV
DONG

40%
30%
20%
10%

7
miles

0
0

kilometres

25
50

206 exploration wells in this area since 1972
63 discovery wells (including oil shows)
143 dry wells
9 commitment wells in area
- 2 in Faroes
- 4 in UK West of Shetlands
4 Fields in Production
(Schiehallion, Foinaven, Loyal and Clair)

1 Field under development
(Suilven)

Sosialurin in cooperation with statoil
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Time to go international?
Schedule an appointment
with us first.
PUBLIK FACE

aTlanTic PeTrOleum ......................................................................................... 108-109
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Business environment

LOCATED in Tórshavn, the capital of the
Faroe Islands, Reveal International – FaroeLink
is a diversified company providing a variety of
professional services to the Faroese and international
business communities.
We can help you navigate the complexities of
international commerce to achieve the success you
desire in your international strategy. Our services
include:
• commercial negotiations
• letters of intent, memorandums of
understanding and/or contracts
• international commercial law issues, especially
UNIDROIT
• international copyright
• country specific import/export regulations and
directives
• specialized market research

We also offer these important language and intercultural services:
• quality translation or proof-reading of English,
Faroese or Danish commercial, financial,
academic or governmental documents
• advertising and marketing your products in
English
• customized English-language instruction –
helping you to build business conversation skills
or develop technical language proficiency
• TOEIC benchmarking: We are the authorized
representative of TOEIC, the worldwide
benchmarking examination designed to evaluate
corporate English-language competence,
developed and distributed by the respected
Educational Testing Service.
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PUBLIK FACE

Images of Fishermen:
The North Atlantic
ISBN: 978-1-906047-00-9
Binding: 384 pp, hardback
Retail price: gbp 49 / eur 73
Published by
GlobalOne Press Ltd
+44 (0)845 052 3422
nais@globalone-press.com
www.GLOBaLONe-PReSS.cOm

We know the drill
Statoil is building a world-class international oil
and gas company. This requires that we are among
the absolute front runners in health, safety and the
environment (HSE). No other avenue is open.

Includes
authoritative
treatise
by worldrenowned
fisheries
adviser
Menakhem
Ben-Yami.

n thIs hIghly informative and enjoyable book, Maria Olsen delivers a feast of

REPROZ

I

Statoil is one of the world’s most environmentally
efficient producers and transporters of oil and gas.
We aim to conduct our business without causing
harm to people or the environment. With our value
base as a starting point, we will create value for
our owners and the communities in which we work
through profitable and safe operations.

more than 200 amazing pictures through six comprehensive photo essays, documenting
as diverse fishing trips as: gillnetting for monkfish, longlining for cod, demersal pair
trawling for saithe, twin-rig trawling for groundfish, pelagic pair trawling for herring,
bottom trawling for northern shrimp.

As a glimpse into the life on board the fishing boats, this book really is unique, and photographer
Maria Olsen has done the skippers and crews proud… A gorgeous book to dip into and browse
through — it’s a book where the pictures really do tell the story. — BBC Radio scotland
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